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CHAPTER I 

Methodological Framework 

 

 

“The way I see it, sovereignty and identity are two terms that must 

appear intimately connected in any theory that seeks to be relevant, 

that seeks to understand the world (…)” 

MARCOS FARIAS FERREIRA, Cristãos e Pimenta (translated to 

English by the author) 

 

 

1. Theoretical Considerations and Starting Questions  

 

 Human Security is a relatively new concept of International Relations analysis, being 

born out of the end of the Cold War in the 90s in an attempt to fill the vacuum provoked by 

the erosion of the capacity of the traditional schools as paradigms capable of fully explaining 

the way States deal with each other, as well as with other international actors. The shift was 

largely influenced by an understanding that after the Cold War the international society would 

be marked more by internal strife and open conflict than by armed aggression between States 

(UNDP, 1994), especially in regions overlooked by the bipolar world. 

  The philosophical roots of the concept remain a matter for debate. While Human 

Security deals with hazards to human lives, some trace its origins to the neo-Marxist thought 

of the 1970s preoccupied with criticizing the residues provoked by the capitalist economic 

system (Suhrke, 1999:265-276), while others see in it the spirit of the Illuminist period, focused 
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on the emancipation of individual citizens through economic and political progress (Rothschild, 

1995a:53-98; Rothschild, 1995b)1.  

The relationship between the security of the individual and the security of the State 

was, in our view, systematically theorized for the first time by Thomas Hobbes, when he 

claimed that the individual was insecure for as long as no Leviathan (i.e., the State) was 

present to ensure his safety from physical harm and psychological fear in exchange for 

personal freedoms (Thomas Hobbes, 1985). 

 Ever since then the views on security have become increasingly state-centered, 

claiming that the State, and only the State, could act as the individual’s protector from both 

external and internal hazards. What only recently has begun to be realized is that, in some 

regions of the World, the State can actually do more harm than good to its own population 

(Escarameia, 2003). More than that, some have actually begun to demonstrate that the State’s 

exclusivity as a referent object of security studies is a social construction and thus an historical 

contingency (Buzan et. al., 1998:28).  

It is no surprise then that Human Security appears as an alternative to the traditional 

security studies by shifting the referent object from the State to the individual himself (Human 

Security Unit, 2009: 12; Ken Booth, 1991, 1994, 1995), and by pursuing a holistic approach 

that, while still being far from well-grounded2, opposes the exclusive securitization of the 

military sector. 

The focus is emancipating and protecting people. But how far can reductionism, i.e., 

the definition and delimitation of the referent object as the individual himself, truly contribute 

to a scientific approach capable of rivaling with other security studies? Is there methodical 

rigor in placing the individual as the focus of analysis? Before we go anywhere, we have to 

filter the concept of Human Security by removing the pretentiousness and ideologist residues 

that plague most of the schools of thought in social sciences, as recommended by Antonio 

Sousa Lara (2004:34)3. The perception of such residues is largely influenced by our experience 

as an Assistant Investigator for the Observatory of Human Security (OHS), but we believe this 

doesn’t affect our fairness: in fact, it enhances it. 

                                                           
1
 Rothschild specifically mentions Condorcet’s argument that the economic security of individuals was 

the condition for progress and stability in a society. 
2
 For more on the debate of Human Security approaches and capabilities, see Liotta, P.H. and Owen, 

Taylor (2006), Why Human Security?, The Whitehead Journal of Diplomacy and International Relations, 
Winter/Spring, pp. 37-54 
3
 According to Sousa Lara, pretentiousness refers to the artificial complication of social realities through 

the creation of complex yet useless syntax. Ideologism is the dissimulation of political values through 
“scientific” arrangements that lack concrete justification.     
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But first things first. An analysis of Security in International Relations can be placed at 

five different (yet related) spatial levels (Buzan et. al., 1998:5), the first one being the 

international system itself, followed by international subsystems, political units, subunits and 

finally the individual (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Spatial levels of Analysis in International Relations 

Spatial Levels Examples 

International Systems Economic System, Food System, Financial 
System, and so forth. Each of them can be 
analyzed separately, but they are all related. 

International Subsystems A good example is provided by regions with 
distinct social dynamics. The criterion can be 
geographical (Europe) or political (UE). 

Political Units States, Nations, Organized Religions, etc. 

Subunits Political Parties, States’ Bureaucracies, 
Pressure Groups, Interest Groups, etc. 

Individual Human beings individually considered, with 
or without significance as political actors. 

Source: Author’s scheme, adapted. 

 

 These are ontological referents  and not necessarily sources of explanation of social 

relations. An analyst can thus go back and forth between levels or focus on only one, as 

necessity dictates. For example, traditional security studies generally focus on the first two 

levels: realism securitizes the military sector and takes on a systemic approach to international 

relations (Waltz, 1979; Mearsheimer, 2007), while liberalism looks at the economic 

interdependence and democracy prevalence in the international society to explain the 

phenomenon of war and peace (Hinsley, 1967; Knutsen, 1992). 

 As can easily be guessed, Human Security studies aim to place the analysis at the last 

spatial level, that of the individual, while claiming a holistic approach to deal with a vast array 

of vulnerabilities, thus “widening” the scope of security studies and even neglecting the 

military sector (unless the armed forces threaten the individual).  

In our view, this creates three main problems that directly affect the accuracy of a 

Human Security investigation. Firstly, a problem of academic pretentiousness, as it provides 

low analytical added value because Human Security works similar themes as Human 

Development or even State Building studies while creating a slightly different syntax, and this 

is especially true when it fails to determine in what manner its results can be inserted in 

security studies alone. This means that many Human Security studies risk failing to enter a 

specific scientific category thanks to excessive widening, never being fully about security, state 
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building or human development while trying to add value to all of these trends, one at a time 

or even all at once. 

Secondly, a problem of ideologism because Human Security tends to value highly 

Human Rights as a criterion of analysis of internal politics and the “security” of individuals. 

Politically, this is a double edged sword because even developed countries fail to place the 

dignity of the individual above the imperatives of the state (Ayoob, 1995:85)4. Judicially, there 

is also a big contradiction in International Law over the importance of Human Rights, as 

International Law recognizes the sovereignty of the State but at the same time commends a 

behavior that is externally prescribed. Culturally, Human Rights are a western social and 

historical construction, and while many non-western States recognize them, few have actually 

found the will or the capacity to enforce them internally. We believe that these three factors 

have the capacity to turn any Human Security analysis based on Human Rights into an 

ideologist and thus unscientific statement, a problem to which we will return later. Worse than 

that, it gives skeptic governments understandable reasons to dismiss Human Security studies 

as nothing more than propaganda at the international level. 

The third residue is probably the most dangerous. Because Human Security aims to 

place the analysis at the individual level while providing a wide approach concerning threats, 

methodologically speaking it loses both the advantages of focusing on collective political units 

for analysis while failing to determine which vulnerabilities should be securitized.  

The rationale behind this is simple. Collective political units perceive as threats 

different occurrences because their circumstances are different5. For example, North Korea 

can perceive as a threat a phenomenon that to a country like France is irrelevant. Now imagine 

taking this to the individual level: the analysis would be completely pulverized over every 

single individual in a universe of our choosing, each of them with their own circumstances and 

thusly with their own perceptions of what is a vulnerability and what isn’t.   

Human Security studies are thus stranded between fulfilling their promise of focusing 

on the individual but with it loosing analytical rigor, or skipping their promise but then possibly 

losing its raison d’être. Between the two options we chose the second. All that remains is 

finding a new raison d’être for Human Security studies. Ironically, we believe this can be done 

by connecting Human Security (of the individual) with National Security (of the State), and this 

                                                           
4
 By 1990, 95% of all petitions processed by the European Court of Human Rights were screened out 

because the Court placed the raison d’état above human dignity. For more on this matter, see Weston, 
Burn H., Lukes, Robin Ann, and Hnatt, Kelley M. (1989), “Regional Human Rights Regimes: A Comparison 
and Appraisal”, in Richard Pierre Claude and Burns H. Weston (eds.), Human Rights in the World 
Community: Issues and Action, Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press. 
5
 A historical exception being perceptions of armed might, which all States treat as potential threats to 

their survival and thus have become crystalized and well disseminated across the international society.  
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without trampling over Traditional Security Studies focused on the international system and 

subsystem.  

From this proposition emerge our starting questions: is there a link between Human 

Security and National Security? And if so, what’s the nature of such correlation? Next we will 

demonstrate how we propose to answer these questions by constructing a set of hypothesis 

and explaining our methodological process, sectors of analysis and corresponding referent 

objects.  

 

2. Methodological Process and Conceptualization 

 

 Our previous point proves that we take seriously the complaint made by traditional 

security investigators and other “wideners” (Buzan et al, 1998:207) that reductionism is an 

unsound analytical practice. We’ll try to solve this challenge by focusing our Human Security 

perspective on the three last spatial levels, that of the individual, subunits and collective 

political units.  

 We do this in order to avoid the impractical complication of social reality by focusing 

solely on the last level. Looking at collective units (such as States) is a comprehensive practice 

because they are good representative samples of an aggregation of individuals thanks to their 

grouped nature and sometimes even physical immobility (Mouritzen, 1995, 1997).  

Subunits allow us to tell the organizational constraints hindering or spurring action by 

the collective unit. For example, in China it is well known that the Chinese Communist Party is 

the ultimate source of power and decision making in the Chinese State (Romana, 2005).  

The individual level allows the expert to put a human face on his research, a quality 

which I find important not because of any romantic views towards science, but because it 

facilitates the recognition by readers and by policy makers of the importance of the analysis, 

adding it a strong persuasive component. This doesn’t mean we put the individual as the 

primary focus of our investigation, only that we take his specific vulnerabilities as a 

demonstration of a larger whole. 

Lastly, by focusing on these three levels Human Security delimitates its scope of 

analysis while leaving to Traditional Security Studies (TSS) and Critical Security Studies (CSS) 

the first two levels, that of the International Systems and Subsystems. A distinctive quality thus 

begins to emerge. 

This leaves Human Security studies to contend with Radical Constructivism Studies 

(RCS) (Buzan et. al., 1998). RCS also has a multilevel approach to the problem of security, going 

from the first level of analysis to the last according to the demands of the sector at hand, be it 
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political, societal, environmental or even military. Our approach of Human Security focuses on 

the last three levels of analysis, but it is also multisectoral. 

RCS tends to consider that security is a socially constructed contingency, being neither 

fully objective nor totally inert. This means that for RCS analysts, security is about the 

extraordinary measures securitizing actors take in order to overcome perceived threats, even if 

such measures have to go against individual freedoms and established rules, and even if such 

threats are little more than unjustifiable fears (Wæver, 1995). An analyst does little more than 

collect this perceived threats and demonstrate how they are being securitized. 

While our approach agrees that security is a socially constructed phenomenon, we 

can’t agree with a perspective that claims that the only true threats to a collective unit are 

those that securitizing actors perceive as such. Our perspective claims that there are more 

threats than those being securitized, precisely because security isn’t a static concept.  

Lastly, RCS excessively limits the role of the analyst in order to ensure scientific 

objectivity (Buzan et. al., 1998:204). While this is commendable, the fact is that nowadays 

security analysts can’t avoid transmitting inputs to a  political system that may or may not 

transform them into outputs (i.e., policymaking), thus giving the security analyst the 

responsibility of assessing true threats from false ones, and not only compile perceived fears.  

We prefer to see scientific objectivity as both the admission of personal subjectivity by 

the analyst and the publication of his work in a clear and accessible fashion in order to receive 

as much criticism as possible by the epistemic community (Heuer Jr., 1999; Moreira, 1994: 19; 

Romana, 2005:25-26).  

Thus our position here lies between the desires of Critical Security Studies towards the 

analytical distinction between true threats from false ones (in spite of what policymakers 

might say), while agreeing with RCS that security is a phenomenon constructed trough social 

praxis. We don’t mean to say that scientists are securitizing actors themselves, only that there 

are other political agents vying to securitize vulnerabilities besides governmental decision 

makers, and their claims to securitization can at times be as legitimate.  

And to those that might assert that governments have the last call in policymaking and 

because of this they are the ultimate securitizing actor, I would once again like to remind that 

in some States this is not always the case, as the source of power may not perfectly match the 

executive branch of government. Adriano Moreira (1963; 1999) demonstrated this perfectly 

well by making the distinction between ideology, government and source of power. According 

to him, what matters to political science is who effectively decides, and not who apparently 

has the capacity to do so. RCS ends up recognizing this by claiming that the identification of a 
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securitizing actor is done by detecting speech moves, or argumentative claims towards the 

securitization of a threat, a criterion that doesn’t necessarily exclude non-governmental actors.  

Thus we find the distinction made by RCS analysts between securitizing actors, 

functional actors and referent objects fully operational and useful for Human Security Studies 

(see Table 2), as well as the conceptualization of a speech act behind the process of 

securitization of threats. 

 

Table 2. Actors and Referent Objects: a RCS contribution to Security Studies 

 Description 

Securitizing Actors Actors who attempt to securitize perceived 
existential threats, or referent objects, 
usually through a speech act. 

Functional Actors Actors who positively or negatively affect the 
dynamics of a sector, influencing decisions on 
the field of security. 

Referent Objects Things deemed to be existentially 
threatened, and thus need to be securitized. 

Source: Buzan et.al. (1998:36), adapted by the author. 

 

As can be deduced, different sectors of analysis may have different referent objects, functional 

actors and securitizing actors. Before we proceed to delimitate the wideness of our 

perspective, we have to deal with some possible residues provoked by excessive widening.  

 First of all, we take seriously the objection by traditional security experts that widening 

the focus of security can severely harm the conceptual rigor of the term, possibly making it 

devoid of analytical depth and practicability. John Chipman (1992) stresses the fact that 

security studies must necessarily deal with the strategic use of force by the State and thus 

must be the primary focus of the analyst’s time, while Stephen Walt (1991:212-213) takes it a 

step further by adding that security studies that go beyond the study of the threat, 

deployment and control of military force risk destroying the intellectual coherence of the field 

while making non-military issues too complex to solve normally.  

 These objections miss the fact that after the end of the Cold War and the integration 

of the rest of the world in the capitalist economic system the State is no longer the major 

center of decision making thanks to a series of revolutions in technology, communications, 

trade and finance—and so forth—that force the State to deal with new international agents 

capable of severely influencing the process of policymaking, namely policies that tackle global 

issues (Nye Jr., 2005; Haas, 2008; King and Schneider, 1991; Giddens, 1990), a fact that has 
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been further aggravated by the erosion of economic influence and thus political power of the 

hegemon (Gilpin, 1987; Zakaria, 2008).  

And if the State is no longer the overriding actor in the international sphere, a study of 

security that fails to deal with new actors and new threats is doomed to miss the point. For 

example, in our experience non-governmental agents have proven to be able to deal more 

readily with global issues on the international level — such as environmental shifts capable of 

disrupting the organizational capacity of governments — than States themselves (Cunha, 

2012a), bringing their experiences, perceptions and arguments to their own countries of origin 

and then trying to influence their governments to adopt a solid stance in a later moment. A 

security perspective that fails to deal with these interactions and concerns bellow and across 

the States risk becoming static.  

Secondly, the exclusive securitization of the military sector is an ideological product of 

economic liberalism, which sees the military as the only sector prone to securitization because 

securitizing other sectors can endanger the sustainability of the laissez-faire laissez passer.  

Imagine, for example, that country A feels endangered by the economic and 

commercial capacity of country B. Country A moves to create new tariffs on goods and services 

produced in country B. Before the WTO — which in itself is an institutional creation of 

economic liberalism — country B couldn’t do anything to protect its commercial interests.  

A potential for armed conflict would suddenly arise. But after the successful 

implementation of the liberal economic regime worldwide, country B can now move to assert 

its rights without necessarily risking an armed confrontation. This is an extraordinary merit of 

the liberal economic model, which helped deflate tensions between States.  

But in reality, how far does this model go? In practice, even nowadays and in spite of 

the economic regime of the WTO, countries can still strive to securitize their economic 

interests by producing a sect of non-fiscal constraints to international commerce. This is the 

case of France during the GATT negotiations in the 1990s, from which the creation of “cultural 

exception clauses” to trade liberalization originated. So in fact, and in spite of what TSS might 

say, States themselves have for a long time been securitizing sectors beyond the military to 

protect their commercial and fiscal sustainability—without which they can’t finance their 

armies or even their administrative capacity. TSS thus falls in an ideologist stance when it 

comes to narrowing down security. 

Thirdly, our Human Security perspective not only doesn’t disregard the military sector, 

it tries to complement it. While TSS tries to study security in the international system and 

subsystem, our Human Security perspective aims at explaining how internal constraints and 

vulnerabilities might affect the stability of the regime and even in the long run the existence of 
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the State. We believe this is an appropriate stance because many regional and international 

conflicts arise thanks to domestic challenges, namely in the developing world (Ayoob, 1995).  

This means that we study the causes for violence derived from human insecurities, but 

we leave violence itself, and the deployment of means to deal with it, to traditional security 

studies better equipped to deal with them. In other words, our goal is to make Human Security 

a viable scientific option to a policymaker focused on preventing violence, and while we 

recognize that war affects individual’s lives, we also believe that Human Security can only 

study violence as a cause for more internal strife, and not as an end within itself. 

But how wide should our perspective be? Human Security studies have been falling 

into two extremes, one of excessive widening, the other of excessive narrowing. A good 

example of excessive widening is provided by the UNDP Human Development Report (1994) 

that claims that human security deals with seven sectors of analysis: Economic Security, Food 

Security, Health Security, Environmental security, Personal security, Community security and 

Political security. 

We find this excessive and counterproductive. For example, it is next to impossible to 

make an analysis on economic security focusing on the level of the individual (Buzan et. al., 

1998), because issues of unemployment, welfare and purchase power, while being politically 

relevant, do not determine the survival of the subject, and security deals with existential 

threats. Personal security is even vaguer, and as we’ve already discussed, focusing on every 

human being in a given society one at a time is an impossible analytical feat.  Health security 

deals with the physical integrity of the individual, true, but we leave that sector to studies on 

Human Development, far better equipped to deal with Health and Sanitation. Political security 

is about democracy and Human Rights, a conception which we find highly prejudicial for 

reasons that we’ve already discussed, and to which we will return later. 

A good example of a Human Security perspective excessively narrow is provided by the 

so-called “Canadian-Norwegian Approach” (Liotta and Owen, 2006:42), which relies mainly on 

violent threats to the individual through organized coercion. This not only excludes non-violent 

threats to the individual, it excludes threats which emerge from non-organized, creeping 

occurrences. In exchange for achieving a narrow analytical concept that ensures objectivity 

and rigor, this perspective is now forced to deal with referent objects such as drug trade, 

landmines, ethnic discord, state failure and small arms trafficking — themes which State 

Building studies are better equipped to work with, thus in our view adding little analytical 

value to policymakers.  

One of the problems behind narrow conceptions of Human Security is that they lack 

the capacity to envision thresholds of security, beyond which a concern is no longer a 
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existential threat but rather a subject of normal policy bargaining (Owen 2004, 2005; Gasper 

2005). Because of this, they don’t want to risk losing analytical objectivity and thus dismiss a 

multisectoral approach. This is the case of MacFarlane and Khong (2006).  

But wide perspectives sometimes have the same flaw. For example, the UNDP (1994) 

fails to comprehend that the basic needs provided by its definition of Economy Security can be 

assured by analyzing the problem of Food Security, Health and Sanitation in a given country; 

beyond this threshold, the issues of welfare and unemployment which make the Economic 

Security distinct from the others are no longer a matter of the survival of the individual — as 

we’ve claimed previously — but rather of policy bargaining.   

 We say this because we’ve considered very seriously the true power behind the word 

“security”. In old-fashioned Hobbesian style, we believe that more security means less 

personal freedoms. This is one of the biggest philosophical contradictions in Human Security 

studies, in our view. As such, we have to be very careful before widening our perspective, 

because excessive securitization can lead to political paranoia, as happens in countries like 

North Korea. Human Security experts striving to widen the perspective would do well to 

remember that.  

Human vulnerabilities should thus be dealt in a manner that allows them to go back to 

the field of policy bargaining once the threat has been neutralized, i.e., no longer endangers 

the physical existence of the individual nor the stability within a given society, because security 

is about dealing with existential threats and because security approaches stabilize conflictual 

relations—either between States, individuals, or States and individuals (Wæver, 1995).  

Thus we can finally delimitate and define our Human Security concept, as Human 

Security deals with perceived and unperceived existential threats to individuals assembled in 

collective units that might disturb social relations within the State. By examining perceived and 

unperceived threats, Human Security distinguishes itself from RCS. By focusing on collective 

units, such as political units or subunits, it neutralizes the methodological danger of aiming to 

study the vulnerabilities of every single individual. By delimitating its scope on existential 

threats to the individual that might undermine relations within the State, it both links Human 

Security to National Security while complementing TSS by focusing on the last three levels of 

analysis, leaving the deployment and use of military force on the international system and 

subsystem untouched, as well as leaving the (a)symmetry of international economic relations 

to CSS. This also means that vulnerabilities that don’t violently disturb the relations between 

individuals and the State can and should continue to be studied by other scientific fields, such 

as Human Development studies. 
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 But how can individual’s existential threats violently disturb relations within the State? 

Here we will introduce the phenomenon of political subversion in Human Security studies. 

According to Lara (1987, 2004, 2007, 2011:51), subversion refers to all violent and illegal action 

targeted at destroying and substituting a given political order. Such actions can be 

predominantly international and predominantly intranational (See Table 3). 

 

Table 3. Intranational and International Subversion 

Type Description Examples 

Intranational Subversion from within the 
State 

State Coup, Civil War, 
Revolution, Guerrilla and 

Terrorism 

International Subversion from outside the 
State 

War and Transnational 
Terrorism 

Source: Lara (2011:53-54), adapted by the author 

 

 Securitizing actors sometimes compete with each other in order to securitize certain 

referent objects and to represent certain collective units. Some of these actors are more 

radical and bellicose; others take on a more rational path (Buzan et. al., 1998).  

Our theory is that particularly violent actors can at later stages take up arms and try to 

securitize their claims by subverting a given political order. Behind this lies the failure to 

securitize through speech acts particularly grievous and creeping existential threats that a 

regime refuses to recognize6.  

Some of these threats affect large collectives of individuals, and as such are the focus 

of our Human Security perspective. By studying them, Human Security can thus avoid 

unnecessary instability within a given State. This means that Human Security deals with the 

possibility of intranational subversion in later stages of particularly acute vulnerabilities, while 

TSS mainly deals with international subversion. Once again we try to avoid a juxtaposition of 

scientific security studies.  

 

3. Sectors, Hypothesis and Matrix of Analysis  

    

So far we’ve tried to filter the concept of Human Security of methodological residues 

we believe to be particularly acute to analytical rigor, while trying to conceptualize our 

perspective and delimitate how wide it should be. In our view, Human Security should be wide 

                                                           
6
 This has happened recently in Niger, where negative coalitions have taken up against the government 

to expel oil companies and protect Muslim groups. Their cause is morally aided by the fact that the 
population hasn’t felt the economic benefits of oil exports.  
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enough to study existential threats that endanger social relations within the State, but not so 

wide as to see any sector of analysis as free game, as some of them are already the focus of 

other scientific trends. 

But which sectors should we chose for our analysis? We’ve already dismissed most of 

the sectors of Human Security envisioned by the UNDP (1994), except for Political Security, 

Food Security, Environmental Security and Community Security, which here we’ll call Societal 

Security.  

Though we believe Energy Security is a valid sector of analysis, we think most of its 

dynamics happen at the international system and subsystem levels and because of this outside 

of our Human Security perspective. Vulnerabilities derived from energy insufficiencies may be 

mentioned as long as they existentially threaten the individual while adding to other creeping 

liabilities that affect social relations within the State.  

Traditionally, political security is about the organizational stability of social order, 

taking as referent object threats to state sovereignty, its ideology and/or its institutions 

(Buzan, 1991:118ff; Buzan et.al., 1998:141-162). At a first glance it might be hard to envision 

existential threats to the individual related to the political security of the State. But as several 

authors have sufficiently demonstrated for at least over half a century, while externally 

speaking the sovereignty of the State depends on its recognition by International Law and by 

other States, internally it depends on the political legitimacy acknowledged by the populace, 

because power is ultimately a problem of recognition and obedience (Field, 1959; Burdeau, 

1970; Bessa, 1993; Moreira, 2003; Monteiro, 2003; Lara, 2004; Martins, 2008). 

Human Security can thus focus on Political Security for as long as existential threats to 

the individual endanger the recognition by the populace of the political legitimacy of the State, 

a phenomenon closely related to intranational subversion and that is indeed one of the first 

steps before that political legitimacy is transferred to another securitizing actor claiming to be 

a better candidate for executive power. This has happened in China several times, the most 

recent one during the conflict that opposed the Chinese Communist Party to the Kuomintang 

(Fairbank and Reischauer, 1989; Fenby, 2009).  

We must note here that in order to avoid paranoia the analysis of such erosion of 

political legitimacy must be placed at the subunit level, not on the individual himself. For 

example, while several individuals in consolidated democracies have demonstrated a 

displeased position towards politics through lower levels of traditional political participation, 

this doesn’t mean the legitimacy of democracies or even the State are in danger (Martins, 

2004), as analyst focused on the individual level might be led to believe.  
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Political Security thus lies at the heart of Human Security studies that relate the 

security of the individual with that within the State (see Table 4). Without internal recognition 

the State enters a slow yet progressive spiral into internal chaos, during which the 

organizational capacity of the government is severely severed while it has to contend with one 

or more groups vying to subvert the political order (Lara et.al.,2012). Political Security also 

serves as a “buffer zone” between Human Security studies and TSS focused on the military 

sector. International recognition also affects the realm of Political Security, but that analysis is 

left to the systemic and sub-systemic levels.   

A Human Security analysis of Political Security must then identify securitizing actors, 

namely ones competing for political legitimacy and sovereignty if the case demands it. While 

traditional Human Security studies put as referent objects of the political security of the 

individual the prevalence of democracy and Human Rights within a State (UNDP, 1994; Human 

Security Commission, 2003; Jolly et.al., 2004; Liotta and Owen, 2006), we believe this to be an 

ideologist stance mainly because this excludes democratic countries from a Human Security 

analysis. We’ve already discussed analytical residues provoked by placing Human Rights as a 

referent object.  

Regarding the individual, we place the Rule of Law as referent object. Regarding the 

State, we place sovereignty. We’ve already discussed our second choice. Our first one aims at 

providing Human Security studies with the capacity to analyze the political security of the 

individual in democratic and non-democratic societies alike, by studying the prevalence of the 

rule of law. While related, democracy and rule of law are different concepts (Amaral, 2005; 

Bingham, 2011), and while it is hard for rule of law to exist in an undemocratic society, it is 

quite possible for democracies to exist without rule of law.  

We do this because we believe the rule of law has the capacity to stabilize social 

relations and thus to facilitate the acquisition of internal political legitimacy by the State, since 

the individual, the government and other social actors know the rules of the game. If actor A 

can predict the behavior of actor B, actor A won’t feel as threatened by B’s existence. Rule of 

Law is thus the minimum threshold of political security for the individual, as well as for other 

social agents. It also reinforces the State’s sovereignty by helping to create a stable political 

environment. But beyond that, democracy and Human Rights are about political bargaining, 

not security. 
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Table 4. Political Security in Human Security Studies 

 Political Security 

Level of Analysis State (Political Unit) Subunits and Individuals 

Referent Object Sovereignty Rule of Law 

Securitizing Actor(s) Government Case-specific Groups and/or 
Individuals 

Source. Author’s Scheme 

 

Food Security has been established by the USAID (1992) as the capacity of the State to 

ensure that its population has the physical and economic access to sufficient dietary needs in 

order to ensure a healthy and productive life. While some can see this has going beyond the 

threshold of survivability, the fact is that when Food Security comes into play the mere 

physical existence of the individual is not enough because it hampers his/her capacity to stand 

on its own and become a fully productive economic agent (UNDP, 2012). Thus large groups of 

individuals vulnerable to food insecurities also become a liability to the State.  

We take a heavily draconian view on this matter to clear any doubts that our 

perspective fails to link the security of the individual with that of the State — namely its 

economic productivity — or to scatter any accusations that here we unconsciously go beyond 

the threshold of existential threats when dealing with security. 

 According to the OECD (2008), economic productivity deals with the efficiency costs of 

economic production, which can severely be impaired by rising health costs and lower labor 

productivity due to malnutrition. Ironically, this draconian view might also help skeptic 

policymakers to realize that the State has a strong interest in pursuing a Food Security agenda 

(see Table 5), and so here what pushes the food security of the individual beyond the 

threshold of mere survivability is the threat this presents to the economic capacity and thus 

organizational ability of the State, going beyond mere political bargaining. 

Food Security at the Subunit and individual level places as referent objects three 

dimensions of analysis (Hoddinott and Yohannes, 2002:3; Mahmoud et al., 2010:157), the 

accessibility of the population to a portion of food physically present and geographically near, 

the availability of food over a certain period of time, and the usage of that food in order to 

achieve sufficient nutrition in that period. Behind these three dimensions lie other indicators 

of analysis, such as the amount of arable land, the fertility of the soils, the modernization of 

the primary sector, and so forth. 

Securitizing actors may vary, but we can generally place them at the subunit level, 

from governmental organizations to public institutions and private associations. Even though 
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we place our examination in the Unit, Subunit and Individual levels, an analyst can never forget 

the strong links binding the International Food System to the conditions and restraints of Food 

Security within a country, namely when it comes to food prices (Cunha, 2011, 2012b). 

 

Table 5. Food Security in Human Security Studies 

 Food Security 

Levels of Analysis State (Political Unit) Subunits and Individuals 

Referent Object(s) Economic Efficiency* and 
Social Stability 

Accessibility, Availability and 
Usage of Food 

Securitizing Actor(s) Government Case-specific Groups 

Source: Author’s Scheme 

Note*: There are several indicators of economic efficiency (OECD, 2008). Here we deal only with those 

related to food insecurities. For example, stunted children are likely to grow into unproductive adults. 

 

The UNDP (1994) called for the analysis of Community Security, but we’ll avoid calling 

it that because “community” is a general term and this poses a problem for rigorous analysis 

due to conceptual ambiguity. For example, an internet community existentially threatened by 

the removal of the servers in which it operates can’t possibly have the same security claims as 

an ethnic community being threatened by genocide. Even though the servers are being 

eliminated, none of the individuals that form the community are in danger. 

Instead, we’ll call this sector Societal Security (see Table 6). A society can be defined as 

a large and self-sustaining group that perceives its ideas and practices as different from other 

societal groups (Buzan et al., 1998), a phenomenon that Anderson (1983) pertinently called 

“imagined communities”. The distinction between a societal group and a State is that 

sometimes they don’t perfectly match (geographically and/or ethnically). Not only that, the 

link between the individual and the State is formal, while those between the individual and a 

societal group can vary. However, because the term originated in Europe (Wæver et al,1993) 

there is confusion between Nation and Society even though in other regions of the world Race 

or Religion gain prominence as referent objects. 

According to Buzan (et al., 1998:121), threats to Societal Security can come from the 

Migration of large amounts of alien population into a territory occupied by a specific group, 

Horizontal Competition due to an influx of an alien culture and ideas that compete with a 

specific culture, and Vertical Competition due to a project of regional integration or even 

regional fragmentation. This is a constructivist approach, but it shows clearly that what seems 

to link all of the referent objects of Societal Security is the idea of Identity, on an Individual and 
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Subunit level. To this we add that Societal Security only comes into play when these threats 

existentially endanger both the identity and the physical survival of the group, a topic to which 

we’ll return later.  

These referent objects may or may not share the same securitizing actors, which are 

usually case-specific. For example, a Muslim group within a given State can have as securitizing 

actor a fundamentalist organization, while in other State it might be a political party. This 

analysis is not monist; it might even happen that two or more agents compete to become the 

securitizing actors of the same societal group. 

As for the government, here it can have a dual role: one as securitizing actor, when it 

moves to protect the physical perpetuation of the identity of a specific societal group, the 

other as a source of the vulnerability, when it is the one trying to replace, mitigate or eliminate 

the identity and physical presence of a referent object (be it a religion, a nation or an ethnic 

group).  

We’ve to be very careful here not to cross the threshold of security and create a 

problem of paranoia: a vulnerability will only be considered a threat and thus a security 

problem if it moves to destroy the identity and physical existence of a societal group. We say 

this because identities, like security, aren’t a static concept, they can change over time and in 

this regard we can’t seriously be talking about a security predicament every time there’s 

change.  

If an individual freely chooses to transfers its allegiance from societal group A to 

societal group B, group A can’t claim its identity is being threatened by B. The same can be said 

for an individual whose ancestors were born in group A while he was born and raised to belong 

in group B. Identities and societal groups transform over time, and a Human Security analyst 

has to take that in mind before distinguishing a real threat from a merely perceived one.  

This means that Muslim migration to a country like France isn’t a problem of security 

for as long as Muslims don’t try to physically displace or eliminate the French, leaving the way 

the French State and the French Nation deal with the subject as a matter of political 

bargaining. Meanwhile, the Nazi government posed a clear threat to the societal security of 

the Jews and the Gypsies because not only it aimed at erasing their identity, it also aimed at 

their physical elimination.   

We mustn’t also confound Societal Security with Political Security; a government that 

moves to indiscriminately arrest and detain without bail or term an individual because of his 

ethnic, religious or national background is violating basic principles of the rule of law and thus 

political security, not societal security. When it does this in a large-scale, it is physically 

threatening the group, and thus we enter societal security. 
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Societal vulnerabilities are important to our Human Security Perspective because 

failure to deal with them can lead to violence and attempts at subversion (Lara, 2011). Once 

again it is a problem of political legitimacy, but one that emerges not from the persistent 

failure at providing a solid framework in which social actors can interact safely, but from 

cultural grievances between identities that escalate into violence as the government fails to 

solve the problem before it goes beyond the realm of politics, or even contributes to its 

escalation. A failure of the government in this regard endangers the State’s territorial integrity 

if not its sovereignty, thus making these the referent objects at the State level. 

 

Table 6. Societal Security in Human Security Studies 

 Societal Security 

Levels of Analysis State (Political Unit) Subunits and Individual 

Referent Object(s) Territorial Integrity, 
Sovereignty 

Identity (National, Religious, 
Ethnic, and so forth) 

Securitizing Actor(s) Government Case-Specific Groups 

Source: Author’s Scheme 

 

The debate over Environmental Security isn’t consensual in the epistemic community, 

some seeing it as the condition without which other security fields are futile (Myers, 1993) 

while some see it as the product of excessive widening of security studies (Deudney, 1990). 

We believe this to be mainly a problem of perception, as Environmental Security is 

highly influenced by the specific sensitivities of international actors and thus has failed to 

produce a solid organizational framework, or international regime for environmental 

protection (Haas, Keohane and Levy, 1992). At a first glance, it’s not hard to exemplify the 

unpredictability of the Sector in the systemic and sub-systemic level of analysis. For example, 

Japan supports the reduction of greenhouse emissions, while it blocks any attempt at 

restraining whaling. This produces a highly ambiguous relationship between the scientific 

environmental agenda, focused on proving or dismissing environmental threats, and the 

political environmental agenda, focusing on political bargaining inside and outside the State 

regarding environmental issues (Skodvin, 1994; Buzan et al., 1998). 

Thus we have to delimitate the threshold of security in the Environmental Sector, for 

the State as well as for the Individual. There are several models of evaluation and prediction of 

climate changes occurrences and impacts in the systemic and sub-systemic levels of analysis 

(Solomon et al., 2007), leaving ample space for Human Security studies to examine the 

remaining levels and even apply these models and see if they match locally.  
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As we’ve already said, security deals with existential threats. Environmental Security 

must thus deal with existential threats derived from environmental creeping hazards and/or 

spontaneous events (see Table 7). For the subunit and individual levels of analysis, the referent 

object is thus related with those occurrences that have the potential for physically elimination.  

But how can we blame anyone for the deaths of individuals due to earthquakes or 

tsunamis, let alone predict them? In our view, Environmental Security has to deal with 

existential threats that are either produced by human action, or that human action 

deliberately fails to prepare for. For example, a tsunami that kills and displaces a large segment 

of individuals cannot be a security issue unless the government knows that the State is prone 

to such hazards and has failed to acknowledge or deal with them with effective mitigation 

and/or adaptation strategies. A good example of acknowledgement and preparation against 

these kinds of threats is provided by Japan and the Netherlands (Buzan et al., 1998). The 

Japanese government isn’t to blame for the country’s propensity for tsunamis, yet it has long 

been preparing for such occurrences; Netherlands has for centuries dealt with the 

maintenance of the dikes that hold the sea at bay as a security issue, even if these dikes were 

in fact planned and constructed by human hands.  

The other type of referent object in the Subunit and Individual levels of analysis is that 

of existential threats produced by human action. The dissemination of cancer in a village due 

to the pollution of a nearby river by unregulated economic agents is a good example of 

creeping vulnerabilities that physically threaten the existence of individuals and that are 

produced by human action, in this case due to environmental degradation and governmental 

inaction. 

We believe this definition is wide enough to keep the analyst’s mind open to a vast 

array of environmental vulnerabilities, but narrow enough to distinguish between 

vulnerabilities that aren’t existential threats and those that are. For example, air pollution that 

diminishes the quality of life of a population is indeed a vulnerability produced by human 

action, but for as long as it doesn’t threaten the physical existence of that population it will 

remain a case of political bargaining and Human Development studies, but not necessarily 

security. This is because while all cities are prone to air pollution, we can’t seriously claim all of 

them are a case of Human Security just because of this.  

Regarding the State, the referent object in the Environmental Sector is indirect 

subversion. According to Lara (2011:72), indirect subversion happens when environmental 

events lead to the temporary or even permanent collapse of political power in the affected 

area. One of the major differences between indirect and traditional subversion is that the 

former emerges spontaneously till it gains an organizational dynamic of its own, especially if 
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the government fails to deal with the problem in the first stages of the disaster. Rampant 

crime slowly paves the way for groups competing between themselves and with the State for 

the political legitimacy and control of the affected area (Lara et al., 2012). We believe this to 

be a realistic political perspective regarding the subject of the Environment, especially when 

it’s effects on the formation and survival of specific cultures and even civilizations is already 

being discussed (Fagan, 2007). 

 

Table 7. Environmental Security in Human Security studies 

 Environmental Security 

Levels of Analysis State (Political Unit) Subunit and Individuals 

Referent Object(s) Indirect Subversion Existential threats derived 
from human (in)action 

Securitizing Actor(s) Government Case-specific Groups 

Source: Author’s Scheme 

 

 Before we advance any further, we must make three notes to our previous assertions. 

First of all, we place the government as the securitizing actor of all issues related with the State 

because we’re trying to construct a general model for Human Security studies. However, in 

many States the government is only officially perceived as the representative of the State’s, 

whereas the true power lies in other subunit actors such as political parties or the military. A 

Human Security analyst must thus determine the source of power in a given State before 

moving onwards with the investigation. The tri-partition between ideology, government and 

source of power made by Moreira (2003) is particularly useful here. 

 Concerning the second note, as can easily be guessed, the referent object in all Sectors 

when regarding the State is ultimately about sovereignty. For example, economic 

inefficiency—even when they don’t derive from Food Security threats to the individual—can in 

particularly grievous stages hamper the sovereignty of the State either through external 

intervention from international organizations such as the IMF, or by debilitating the 

organizational capacity of the government to effectively assert its will over the national 

territory, which is the case for most fragile States. The same can be said for the indirect 

subversion derived from environmental hazards. This is because, eventually, all the security 

concerns of the State are about political legitimacy, a slightly altered version of those who 

claim that all security is a political phenomenon, i.e., a socially constructed concept (Jahn, 

Lemaitre, and Waever, 1987).  
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 Thirdly, our framework is constructed as a general referent and not as a source of 

explanation for social relations. Even though our Human Security perspective aims at relating 

the security of the individual with that of the State, it is well possible that the latter’s official 

representative, i.e., the government, is in specific cases the source of most existential threats 

to the individual. Our framework accepts that perfectly, but it also shows that eventually such 

governmental action can become counterproductive for the sovereignty of the State it aims to 

preserve. This fits in our previous assertion that Human Security complements TSS. 

 Having constructed the framework, we’ll try to apply it to the Popular Republic of 

China (PRC), from here onwards simply deemed as “China”. In this particular case the 

securitizing actor of the State is not only the central government, but also the provincial 

governments and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). This is because of the unofficial federal 

nature of the State (Jacques, 2012) and because of the interlock between the CCP and the 

official governmental apparatus, making the party the source of power in the regime, as 

studied by Romana (2005). 

 In a first stage we’ll adopt a heterogeneous stance in our analysis, separating the 

sectors in order to focus our investigation in each of them. In later stages we’ll adopt a 

homogeneous stance, aggregating the sectors and showing the dynamics between them by 

making policy recommendations. This is because we believe that an analyst must keep in mind 

that sometimes there are important cross-linkages between sectors that a merely 

heterogeneous approach might miss (Buzan et al., 1998:207). Our analysis will focus mainly on 

a time frame that ranges from 1954 to 2010, with possible references to previous periods and 

to the leadership transition of 2012.  

 Our sub-hypothesis are as follows: 

 

 1. Regarding the relationship between the State and the Individual, there is Political 

Security in the PRC; 

 2. Regarding the relationship between the State and the Individual, there is Food 

Security in the PRC; 

 3. Regarding the relationship between the State and the Individual, there is Societal 

Security in the PRC; 

 4. Regarding the relationship between the State and the Individual, there is 

Environmental Security in the PRC. 

 

 Our analysis will be aimed at finding evidence that disproves the sub-hypothesis. We 

feel that evidence that proves them, while interesting to talk about, isn’t enough to make a 
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scientific claim. Thus confirmation of our sub-hypothesis will be assured depending on the 

prevalence of evidence with a negative quality regarding our assertions. This process of 

confirmation/elimination of sub-hypothesis will directly affect the validity of our main 

hypothesis, which is: 

 I. There is a progressive relationship between Human (In)Security and the (In)Security 

of the Chinese State. 

 We formulate our hypothesis in this manner because if we find out that the 

accumulation of existential threats at the Subunit and Individual levels of analysis hasn’t had 

the expectable negative effect on the internal security of the State and on the appearance of 

subversive groups that seek to address them, our starting question is answered in a negative 

fashion.  

If, however, there is no prevalence of existential threats in the Subunit and Individual 

levels and the State is internally secure, this validates our starting question but doesn’t 

necessarily provides us with a positive answer. We say this because, in our personal view, 

science is about rejecting hypothesis and starting questions, not proving them. 
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CHAPTER II 

Political Security: Between Power and the Individual 

 

 

“In general, the order of all-under-heaven must accord with human 

feelings. Human feelings have their likes and dislikes, therefore 

reward and punishment can be applied. If reward and punishment are 

applicable, prohibitions and orders will prevail, and the course of 

government will be accomplished. As the ruler has the handles in his 

grip and thereby upholds his august position, what is ordered works 

and what is prohibited stops” 

 HAN FEI TZU (280BC-233BC), Political Theorist of the Legalist School 

 

 

 1. Judicial Independence and the Rule of Law 

 

 Li Huijuan is a young female judge with a master’s degree in law won at the University 

of Politics and Law of Beijing, and an offspring of a new paradigm in the Chinese judicial system 

aimed at improving the professionalization of judges and their knowledge of the Law7. But she 

quickly realized that her knowledge was mainly theoretical and hardly grasped the complicated 

dynamics between power, law and politics that characterize the Chinese legal system.  

 When she arrived at the Luoyang Middle Court in Henan the idyllic vision she had has a 

student was quickly shattered. The courthouse was dominated by judges of a previous and 

revolutionary generation, with limited education on Law and highly politicized in their judicial 

                                                           
7
 For more on her story, see “A Judge Tests China’s Courts, Making History” in 

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/28/international/asia/28judge.html?pagewanted=4&ei=5070&en=4
6052b63026f0e56&ex=1172466000 (consulted on 09/01/2012). 

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/28/international/asia/28judge.html?pagewanted=4&ei=5070&en=46052b63026f0e56&ex=1172466000
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/28/international/asia/28judge.html?pagewanted=4&ei=5070&en=46052b63026f0e56&ex=1172466000
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views. The structure of the judicial system was also built in a way that a judge’s decision could 

quickly be squashed through interference by a higher panel of judges, which usually wasn’t 

even present to hear the case. Yet Huijuan persisted and slowly qualified has a presiding judge 

in the three-judges panel that usually do the hearing of cases in China’s courthouses. 

 And it was in that position that in 2003 she had another revelation about the Chinese 

judicial system, in a commercial case between two local companies over the price of seeds in 

which the national law and the provincial law clashed. True to the knowledge acquired in 

Beijing, she based her decision on the national law, as any western judge would probably do. 

Big mistake. Huijuan suddenly saw herself the target of pressures from both companies’ 

representatives, local officials and even by her own supervisors. 

 This is a good example of at least two major contradictions within the Chinese judicial 

system, the fact that there is no effective hierarchy between national and provincial laws, and 

the distinction between the emerging judicial culture in an urban environment and the one still 

present in the interior of the country. In order not to fall in the same trap that caught Judge 

Huijuan, we must first try to understand not only what the rule of law should be, but also what 

it effectively is in China.  

 One good starting point would be to study the relationship between judicial 

independence and the rule of law. Not only in theory, but also in practice, experience clearly 

indicates that a relatively independent judiciary is a crucial element in the quest for 

safeguarding people’s rights and property, solving political and economic disputes, ensuring 

predictability of judicial decisions, addressing and/or mitigating corruption, alleviating social 

cleavages and even promoting political legitimacy at both the national and international levels 

(Henderson, 2010:2; Bingham, 2010:60), thus touching the core of how we plan to study 

Political Security. 

But we must also not be led astray. Empirical studies demonstrate that there is a weak 

positive correlation between judicial independence and rule of law (Feld and Voigt, 2006), in 

large part thanks to the fact that independence is only a piece in a larger whole and also 

because it is difficult to quantitatively determine what indeed is independence. The subject of 

rule of law is more complex than one might be led to believe.  

For instance, contrary to common believe, a democratic regime doesn’t necessarily 

guarantee judicial independence, or an uncorrupt, efficient and effective judicial system 

(Hillbink, 2007; Moustafa and Ginsburg, 2008). Mechanisms of accountability of judges also 

vary from country to country – even if we only consider democratic ones – not to mention 

differences in the relationship between the executive and the judicial powers. 
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Thus there is a whole set of false assumptions regarding the rule of law and its 

relationship with judicial independence (Peerenboom, 2010a:69-70). First of all, conceptually 

speaking the content of judicial independence is not as clear as one might think. It’s also not 

true that the more independence the better, as corrupt judges thus become unrestricted by 

any accountability standards. It’s false that an authoritarian regime is unable to ensure judicial 

independence or even the rule of law, or that the party must inevitably be the main source of 

judicial interference in a one-party State. Those who believe that there is only one universal 

model for rule of law implementation are also wrong, as rule of law is a historical and social 

construction that achieved its pinnacle in western societies. This being said, the only consensus 

around the rule of law is that complete juxtaposition between the executive and the judicial 

powers is against its nature8.  

So our definition of rule of law must, on a first stage at least, be general. Rule of Law 

exists in a State in which all persons and institutions, whether public or private, are bound by 

and entitled to the benefit of laws, which must be publicly made and exposed, generally taking 

effect in the future and publicly administered in the courts (Bingham, 2010:37).  

From here two conceptions of the rule of law emerge, a substantive one and a 

procedural one. The former tells us that the idea of rule of law revolves around fairness, 

congruency and openness of the judicial system, which is bound to act on most if not any case 

in which a citizen feels that his rights are endangered. The latter focuses on the regularity, 

predictability and visibility of judicial decisions (Garapon, 2010:47). These conceptions are not 

opposed, and in fact demonstrate that the rule of law is a problem of degree, varying from a 

thin (or procedural) version to a thick (or substantive) one. As a developing and authoritarian 

State, China has opted for the thin version of rule of law, as we shall soon see. 

 As for judicial independence, the Global Judicial Integrity Principles (JIP) reflects the 

international consensus and prescribes a general model of eighteen guidelines for developing 

countries, such as the right to a fair trial, adequate training and legal education, judicial 

freedom of expression and association, and so forth. However, as Henderson (2010:26) 

doesn’t fail to notice, the JIP are so general and theoretical that in practice they barely say 

anything about how to implement such reforms, and how to tailor them to specific political 

and cultural contexts. Other attempts at defining global judicial best practices and the concept 

of judicial independence fell for the same trap (UN, 1985; IFES/USAID, 2002). 

                                                           
8
 There is an ongoing debate over the evolution of the concept of rule of law, with some seeing it as one 

of the greatest achievements of western civilization while others claim the concept has become devoid 
of practical meaning due to excessive ideological abuse. For more on this matter, see chapter 1 of Tom 
Bingham (2010), The Rule of Law, London, Penguin Books. 
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To address this problem, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) 

adopted a country-specific methodological framework based on four key-steps aimed at 

helping policy-makers to customize their reforms to the needs and characteristics of their 

societies with the help of scientific research, strategic surveys and a series of workshops with 

key stakeholders.  

 Chinese participants in the JIP project agreed with the general model but disagreed 

when it came to implementing policies (Idem: 29). Among the most problematic JIP were that 

of the judicial independence and access to justice (JIP1), the institutional and decisional 

independence of judges (JIP2), the judicial review of laws and regulations (JIP3), the judicial 

freedom of expression and association (JIP8) and issues related with the enforcement of 

judicial decisions (JIP7). Generally speaking, China’s views on the problem of judicial 

independence are narrow, in accordance with the option for a thin version of rule of law that 

combines the development of commercial law with restrictions on civil and political rights. 

There are several reasons for this. Some of them are cultural, some are political, and some of 

them are related to the resources available for implementation. 

 For example, as previously mentioned most cases are heard by a three-judge panel 

that immediately contradicts JIP2. Complex cases, with or without political relevance, can and 

indeed usually end up being reviewed by a adjudicative committee of older judges, either 

because younger judges ask for their help due to their inexperience or because the case is 

politically sensitive or even politicized and thus requires intervention (see Table 8).  

 

 Table 8. Routine Cases, Politically Sensitive Cases and Politicized Cases 

 Description 

Politically Sensitive Cases that directly challenge the authority 
and legitimacy of the regime. They are 
related to the Falun Gong, corrupt officials, 
and national security concerns such as 
terrorism or secession. 

Politicized Cases Cases that affect social stability or economic 
growth, but do not directly challenge the 
authority and legitimacy of the regime.  

Routine  Cases Common cases that do not affect the social 
stability of the regime or the authority of the 
party, even if they affect economic growth. 

Source: Yulin and Peerenboom (2010:96), adapted by the author. 

 

JIP3 would subvert the Chinese constitution and the dynamics between the political 

system and the judicial system. Finally, some principles are already being implemented in 
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urban, more developed areas such as Shangai or Guangdong while poorer and more distant 

provinces are harder to penetrate, showing that part of the problem is the geographical size of 

the country as well as its disparities in terms of income. Thus one must be really careful with 

“one-size fits all” models and insipid explanations of social relations, as judicial independence 

is a highly complex concept (Shetreet and Deschenes, 1985). 

A good way to study judicial independence is by fragmenting it in four ontological 

referents (Peerenboom, 20010a:71). The first one would be decisional independence, which 

means that judges should be able to make decisions without material or psychological 

constraints from a third-party. Secondly, there should exist a demonstrable degree of internal 

independence, as decisions should be made without constant top-down pressure from higher 

judicial instances. Thirdly, external independence should be guaranteed, as verdicts should be 

issued without the interference of agents outside judicial instances. Fourthly, there should be 

collective independence, which focuses on courts being sufficiently financed by the central 

government.  

 With these referents we can review the claims of several authors that immediately 

dismiss the independence in the Chinese judicial system as nonexistent (Dam, 2006:250; 

Michelson, 2007:353).  

First off, one should always be mindful that in no country, no matter its political 

system, is there a completely independent judiciary. Mechanisms of accountability are always 

present, and are even necessary to ensure that the system functions correctly. Secondly, China 

has a long tradition of law-making and law-enforcement, a native juridical culture and such a 

specific view on the role of law and its relationship with power that one of the most ancient 

and, in our opinion, most successful Chinese ideologies went by the name of “Legalist School”. 

Not only that, the Chinese republic followed the Leninist concept of political organization in 

which there is no separation of powers (Balme, 2010:160).    

 These and other factors contribute to a construction of a specific institutional 

framework, in which only the courts and adjudicative committees are recognized as 

independent, but not necessarily the judges. Theoretically, judges are bound by law in China. 

Thus it is no surprise that judges such as Li Huijuan could at any moment by held accountable 

by the content of their decisions, even if in the hearing they are independent enough to make 

the verdict. Not only that, when judges are party members they are subject to party discipline 

and to the party secretary of the Political and Legal Committee (zhengfa weiyuanhui).  

 There are many institutional channels for political interference available, but their 

usage seems to vary spatially and according to the degree of politicization of a case. Local 

courts in the interior of the country are more prone to interference than courts in urban areas. 
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Judges are also elected, appointed and removed by local people’s congresses and until 

recently were paid by local governments. This can be explained by the fact that urban courts 

get more revenue from litigation fees than courts in the interior, making them more resistant 

to top-down pressure. In order to address the residues provoked by this institutional design 

and ensure collective independence, the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) and central 

government have been trying to centralize the funding of courts ever since 2008, but the 

progress is slow, in no small part due to cultural and logistical constraints. 

 Besides, top-down pressure isn’t the only form of interference. The courts are trapped 

between their knowledge of the Law — which has been increasing in the last few years — the 

pressure from local governments and, more recently, the bottom-up interference from village 

committees, institutional embodiments of the principle of village self-government (cunmin 

zizhi)9. This is especially hard when local laws clash with the decisions made by village leaders. 

 Does this mean that there is a blatant disregard for the principle of internal and 

external independence of judges by the CCP organs or governmental institutions? Not 

necessarily. Let’s put things into perspective. The Chinese courts handle roughly 8 million cases 

a year. Within these, 700,000 are criminal cases, 4 million are civil, and barely 100,000 are 

administrative (Yulin and Peerenboom, 2010:96). Political interference can be found in both 

politically sensitive and politicized cases, but in no way all of the 8 million cases judged by 

courts fall into these categories.  

 

2. The quest for Stability: Tracing Dynamics of Interference in China 

 

Between officially sanctioned interference and nonofficial sources of corruption, there 

is a sphere of autonomy and even independence in Chinese courts, namely in commercial 

cases, in which the rule of law and predictability of the decisions are highly valuable because it 

helps to ensure the continuity of investment that fuels the economic growth. But our work is 

about the relationship between individuals and the State, and so we must first try to identify 

the main sources of interference (political or otherwise) present in China that may undermine 

the rule of law and ultimately harm the political security of individuals and the political 

legitimacy of the State (see Table 9). 

Every judicial system tries to achieve a certain balance between judicial independence 

and accountability. Sources of interference are thus systemic and non-systemic depending on 

                                                           
9
 Ever since the National People’s Congress passed the Organic Law of Villager’s Committees in 1986 

that village leaders have won a new, more democratic legitimacy. Unfortunately, sometimes this leads 
them to directly challenge court decisions. 
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the legal basis of such intervention. However, this criterion doesn’t differentiate between 

useful and worthless interference. It also doesn’t differentiate between legitimate and 

illegitimate intervention. It’s a map that allows us to trace relevant agents in the Chinese 

judicial system that might influence judicial decisions. It also gives us a rough picture of the 

phenomenon of judicial corruption, which is more prone to happen with non-systemic and 

external sources of intervention. Also, the more politicized a case becomes, the better the 

chances that systemic interference will happen, usually internally at a first stage, and 

externally in later stages.  

 

Table 9. Sources of Interference in China* 

 Systemic Non-Systemic 

Internal 

(Within the Judiciary) 

-Judiciary: president of the 
court; head of division; 
adjudicative committee; higher 
level courts; etc. 

 

External 

(Outside the Judiciary) 

-Party Organs: party 
committee; PLC; disciplinary 
committee; etc.; 
-People’s Congresses and the 
Procuracy; 
-Local government and 
administrative entities; 

-The media, public at large 
and academics; 
-Social acquaintances by 
judges (guangxi) 
-Parties, their lawyers, hired 
consultants and experts, etc. 

Source: Yulin and Peerenboom (2010:97), adapted by the author.  
Note*: This table also indicates the subunits that influence political security in China. 

 

 Systemic interference can be targeted at ensuring that the decision abides by the Law, 

but it can also be used for justice miscarriages. For example, adjudicative committees are seen 

as one of the biggest threats to internal independence because basically the judge who hears 

the case isn’t the one who makes the verdict, a violation of a basic standard of rule of law 

(Balme, 2010:169; Bingham, 2010).  

Meanwhile, defenders of this system claim that the adjudicative committee helps 

inexperienced judges make a decision and helps to prevent corruption of younger, 

theoretically more impressible magistrates. Both stances make sense, considering the level of 

professionalization of the Chinese judiciary. 

To address these issues the SPC introduced reforms in order to filter the degree of 

professionalization of judges in the committees, the types of cases that they can decide—

preferably difficult cases or cases with general applicability—and the separation between 

committees that hear civil cases and those that hear criminal cases (Peerenboom, 2010a:78), a 
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small proof that reforms are forcibly going at a slow place thanks to institutional constraints 

but are generally going in the right direction.  

 This is a serious concern because internal and systemic interference is usually the 

most effective. Non-Systemic and External interference generally don’t have a big impact on 

the outcome of judicial decisions, but can be a major source of corruption10 in the system, and 

when it is perceived by the populace and/or the media it can also erode the political legitimacy 

of the regime. However, as one can see in Table 9, the CCP isn’t the only source of external 

interference and sometimes it even intrudes upon a case in order to ensure that the process is 

lawful. 

 

2.1. Geographic disparities and the importance of centralized funding 

 

 As said before, the recurrence of interference varies spatially. While the central 

government has been trying to centralize the funding of local courts, the costs have also been 

rising, forcing them to rely on litigation fees and thus creating discrepancies in the resources 

available for local courts in developed and underdeveloped provinces. For example, “richer” 

courts can invest in infrastructures, purchase materials and computers, or hire and retain 

better qualified judges and personal, while “poorer” ones can barely scrape enough to keep 

functioning.  

 This leads courts in underdeveloped areas to increase litigation fees — difficulting the 

access to justice in the process — or preventing parties from withdrawing lawsuits, among 

other methods of dubious funding (Peereboom, 2008:75), which ultimately make these courts 

and their president dependent on the whims of local governments and officials (Balme, 

2010:156). Usually these judges also lack the same professional education of their urban 

counterparts, being called “basket judges” (lanzi faguan) by the common people because they 

have to judge a vast array of cases in which their knowledge of the law is limited. Not only 

that, their income is relatively low. This is an important factor because low income increases 

the chances of corruption (Henaff, 2002). 

The government has thus been experimenting with a new funding system in which all 

litigation fess are sent to the provincial and central levels and then redistributed through the 

                                                           
10 For an excellent study on judicial corruption in China’s courts, see Ling Li (2010), “Corruption in 

China’s Courts”, in Randall Peerenboom (ed.), Judicial Independence in China: Lessons for Global Rule of 
Law Promotion, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, pp.196-220. 
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finance bureau with the help of high level courts, all the while increasing central funding and 

promoting judicial efficiency with the help of the SPC11. 

 Another factor that allows us to say that judicial independence has been increasing in 

China derives from the relatively high number of administrative litigation cases, i.e., cases 

involving administrative organizations of government, in which courts overrule decisions by 

administrative agencies.  In fact, plaintiffs are more successful in China than in certain 

democratic and developed countries such as France or the United States.  

Not only has the central government been trying to enhance judicial independence, it 

also seems clear that the authority of courts has been improving. But why would an 

authoritarian government based on a one-party system do this? 

 

2.2. The Importance of Courts, Judges and Lawyers for Political Legitimacy 

 

 The answer makes more sense than one might expect. During the Sixteenth Party 

Congress in 2002, Hu Jintao made it clear that under his leadership courts, and more precisely 

courts in the interior, would be assigned a new political role: that of contributing directly to 

the political legitimacy of the regime by promoting social harmony and stability (hexie 

wending) through fair and law-abiding decisions. This is particularly relevant in the countryside 

because roughly 80% of litigation cases in China occur at the village and county levels, 

precisely where the fewest lawyers and judges are available (Balme, 2010:156-157), leading to 

the creation of a “New Socialist Countryside Policy” (NSCP).  

Economic reforms have changed the Chinese society, making it more pluralistic and 

allowing the emergence of an increasingly vibrant middle class. However, social disparities and 

cleavages have also increased. In a country that lacks easier methods for the renewal of 

political legitimacy, the courts are becoming a vital go-between because they can channel the 

confrontation between citizens and public authorities, something that has been recognized by 

representatives of legal professions, the academia and even the ruling elite. There is also an 

external factor that contributes to rule of law promotion inside China, that of making it a 

reliable partner in the international society on a wide range of traditional as well as new 

issues. 

Ultimately, the CCP has learned by experience that the worst thing it can do is to be 

perceived as continuously interfering in judicial verdicts, either through party organs or 

through administrative agencies. This has been giving the judges a window of opportunity to 

                                                           
11

 See the SPC’s Second Five-Year Agenda (2004-2008), available at http://www.law-
lib.com/law/law_view.asp?id=120832.  

http://www.law-lib.com/law/law_view.asp?id=120832
http://www.law-lib.com/law/law_view.asp?id=120832
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enhance their prestige, their authority and even their capacity to influence policies that target 

the judicial system12.  

The role of lawyers has also been suffering some transformations in the last few years 

(Yulin and Peerenboom, 2010:107-108). In terms of politicization, we can find “moderate 

lawyers” in China that are not overtly political and that avoid politically sensitive cases, 

operate in the confines of the law and try to cooperate with public authorities to enhance the 

rule of law without subverting the political system. 

Meanwhile, there has also been an increasingly number of “critical lawyers”, which 

push for more ambitious and systemic reforms and are willing to address more sensitive cases 

that involve political and civil rights such as free speech or freedom of association while 

avoiding cases that are officially prohibited such as those that involve the Falun Gong or 

subversive groups. While usually cooperative, they are not afraid to operate outside the 

traditional channels and can mobilize the media and seek support from NGOs or organize mass 

protests, thus being a source of external and non-systemic interference. Still, they seek to 

reform the judicial system from within rather than through subversion of the regime. 

However, “radical lawyers” (weiquan) are not so careful when it comes to choosing 

cases, and are not afraid to directly confront public authorities through violence if need be. 

Some of these lawyers have even publicly assumed their goal of subverting the party-State, but 

their strategy of direct confrontation has alienated the public, the media and their fellows, all 

the while giving local governments the pretext to sometimes delegitimize the whole 

movement for reform, especially when cases escalate and start to threaten social stability 

(Sarat and Scheingold, 2001).  

Thus lawyers and the way they act also have an impact in the openness/constraints of 

the judicial system when cases are being heard, as well as in the probability of internal or 

external interference, that in itself can also escalate from non-violent pressure to physiological 

or even physical coercion and unlawful detention of lawyers and their clients, in a clear 

violation of the rule of law (Hualing, 2006).  

Recognizing this, lawyers have adopted a strategy of contention in order to slowly but 

gradually achieve reforms. In 2006, the All China Lawyers Association distributed to their 

members a set of guidelines that balance the protection of individual citizens and the 

perpetuation of social stability by telling lawyers that they should safeguard their rights and 

that of their clients by acting through official channels, or avoiding publicizing their cases in the 

media and organizing mass protests, among others.   

                                                           
12

 Judges are political actors in their own accord, as can be seen in Martin Shapiro and Alec S. Sweet 
(2002), On Law, Politics and Judicialization, Oxford, Oxford University Press 
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And so it seems that in spite of a certain mistrust between lawyers and judges, those 

striving for reform have in effect been tied down in a strategy of cooperation with the 

government — and the CCP — that limits the scope of the rule of law in a thin version of itself 

while gradually the judicial system becomes more efficient, effective and even assertive.  

It still remains to be seen if the party will allow the courts to start expanding their 

scope when they have the technical and financial capacity to hold the government accountable 

by enforcing procedural law, a dilemma in which the CCP will eventually find itself when the 

current process of reform nears its end. If anything, the SPC’s Second Five Year Judicial Reform 

Plan and the CCP’s National Anti-Corruption Strategy reveal the implicit tension. While the 

former clearly vindicates the role of judicial independence in the quest for rule of law in China, 

the latter barely manages to mention the target of creating an impartial and independent 

judiciary (Henderson, 2010:32). 

Still, until the day of the clash doesn’t arrive the courts are proving to be a valuable ally 

when it comes to alleviating social tensions, if they don’t contribute to the renewal of political 

legitimacy outright. Mass protests in China have been rising at an incredible pace; from 58,000 

in 2003 to roughly 74,000 in 2004 (Shirk, 2007:57), a figure that has likely doubled in 2010.  

There sure seems to be an aggravating tendency. The state media claims that in the 

first nine months of 2005, over 1,800 police officers were injured and 23 were killed in 

confrontations with the population (Yulin and Peerenboom, 2010:109).  It’s no surprise then 

that for the past few years the courts have seen the head of the central Political-Legal 

Committee — and Minister of Public Security in China — as the patron of the judicial system in 

the Politburo (Balme, 2010:163), demonstrating the political role of legal professions in helping 

to keep stability, security and legitimacy. 

 

3. External Interference: The Party, the Governments, the People and the Media 

 

 The greatest danger to judicial authority and political legitimacy is the perceived 

external interference in judicial verdicts by the population. But as mentioned before, the CCP 

isn’t the only source of intervention in the Chinese judicial system, even though it has many 

official/systemic channels at its disposal. The party also applies its overarching influence 

through ideology and policy, when it doesn’t become directly involved in the judicial process 

(Peerenboom, 2002). Generally speaking, party-led policies don’t ask the courts to violate or 

ignore the law, and in fact many times gives them institutional backing to conduct lawful 

practices because the CCP wants the result to be perceived as fair by the parties involved and 

the population at large.  
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The CCP even goes as far as mediating tensions between public security forces and the 

courts over police harassing and illegal arrest of lawyers who want to meet with their clients. 

The procuracy also has squabbles with the courts but usually ends up losing the vast majority 

of cases, especially because the CCP doesn’t intervene in its favor. These two factors help 

undermine the superficial view that courts are subservient to the police and to the procuracy, 

as well as that the CCP is constantly interfering with judicial authority (Peerenboom, 

2010a:84). However, it does imply that the Law in China lacks sufficient independent force. 

 Ultimately, the CCP only sees as worthy of direct intervention highly politicized cases 

that involve “attempts” of subversion or the Falun Gong. As for judicial appointments and 

promotions, the general trend has been towards emphasizing professional skills and not 

necessarily ideological stances (Idem, 2008:79). Nowadays it is nearly impossible to know the 

juridical views of a judge by its party affiliation because Chinese judges join the CCP more out 

of social advancement than because of ideological commitments. 

 Among the channels of party interference (review Table 9), the most important and 

effective one is the Political-Legal Committee, which becomes involved in politically sensitive 

cases or conflicts between the courts and the procuracy or local governments. However, its 

intervention doesn’t necessarily determine the verdict (Idem: 80), and its functions are 

becoming increasingly consultive.  

 Apart from the CCP, other forms of external and systemic interference derive from the 

fact that in China there is no constitutional separation of powers. Much on the contrary, the 

National People’s Congress has the right to supervise the judiciary because of its privileged 

position as the highest organ of state power. Bellow the NPC, People’s Congresses (PCs) also 

have the capacity to directly inquiry courts over general cases, even if in practice this is rare.  

 What is more dangerous is the Individual Case Supervision (ICS) by the PCs thanks to 

the approval of the Supervision Law (Idem: 81). This is generally perceived as detrimental to 

the rule of law because courts must now devote resources in order to address the PCs inquiries 

and even retrying cases protested by the procuracy, even if ICS isn’t very common 

(Peerenboom, 2006). The degree of intrusion can vary from simple requests that the process 

be led in a law-abiding fashion to whole investigations made by the PCs which then lead to 

particular interpretations of the law and even considerations on the proper sentence for 

criminals. For example, in 2001, the Gansu People’s Congress made no less than 459 telephone 

calls and sent roughly 306 letters to expedite cases, requesting feedback through reports in 

102 of them, in a rather uncommon display of the capacity of the PCs to interfere in the 

judicial system. 
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 However, in the end PCs cannot force a court to make or change a verdict. Proof of this 

is the fact that the PCs have been complaining for the last few years that the courts and the 

judges do not listen to their considerations, making the whole process of ICS highly ineffective 

(Peerenboom, 2010a:82). The number of cases in which the interference by the procuracy or 

by people’s congresses has resulted in a different outcome has decreased to a low number of 

less than 0,3% (Peerenboom, 2006:67). 

 Local governments are also an important source of external interference through local 

protectionism, which happens whenever government officials pressure a court to decide in 

favor of a local party, or to deny an outsider’s application for enforcement by rejecting it 

outright or dragging the process indefinitely, making local protectionism a matter of degree.  

The SPC has been taking several measures in order to address local protectionism by 

making local courts accountable to higher instances (Peerenboom, 2010a:83), and so lately 

local interference has become increasingly ineffective the higher the court is in the hierarchy. 

This helps explain how Judge Li Huijuan saw her decision backed by Henan’s High Court when 

her case was reheard in 2004. But once again here we find spatial discrepancies, as this means 

that remote courts are more vulnerable to local protectionism than courts in urban areas. In 

fact, part of the reason behind the 2008 attempt at centralizing court funding is precisely to 

tackle this phenomenon by ending the dependency of local courts towards local governments.  

Social pressure from the media and social acquaintances of judges are also a major 

source of interference, especially in a society that is culturally marked by a phenomenon of 

networking (guanxi) and human empathy (renqing). The problem is not so much on the side of 

the judges — as in any country they are subject to social connections and personal empathy — 

as it is on the side of the Chinese citizens, who must learn not to expect judicial decisions to be 

led by such constraints, for better or for worse. This is important because in China guanxi and 

renqing strongly affect the manner in which the population perceives the correctness of a 

judicial process and verdict. 

This is highly exploited by the media, which sometimes tries to influence the court’s 

decision even in spite of the journalists’ professionalism or its independence from the 

government (IFES/USAID, 2002:36). As it turns out, there are several complaints by Chinese 

judges that the media has been bribed here and there by at least one of the parties in a 

dispute to present a skewed image of the legal facts (Liebman, 2005). This is especially true in 

high profile criminal cases.    
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 4. The state of the Rule of Law in China 

 

 In August 1998, Jia Hairong, a 30-year-old female commoner, was found dead on her 

family’s farm Donggaoping, a village close to Anyang in the province of Henan. She had been 

strangled, raped and murdered, her body hidden among cornstalk. There was no forensic 

evidence of the crime that could point towards the killer, at least according to court papers. 

There wasn’t much to go on, besides a green clock and a knife stashed side-by-side with the 

corpse. The police was thus forced to survey the populace. 

 Amidst their inquiry, three children recalled seeing a man called “Qin” walking away 

from Donggaoping later in that afternoon. Around midnight on August 4, four police officers 

arrived at the steel plant where 35-year old Qin worked and took him away. For the next three 

days and three nights he was tortured, his arms jammed high above his back, his knees 

thronged into a metal frame. He wasn’t allowed to sleep for long, a guard took care of it by 

kicking him in the gut or spilling cold water over his head. On the fourth day he broke down. 

The questioning method is revealing because the police groped for a confessions, re-asking the 

same question over and over again until they got what they wanted, tempering incorrect 

answers with physical abuse (Kahn, 2012). 

 He was considered guilty and convicted to death. While in prison, Qin began to read 

about criminal law and the Chinese constitution. He learned that article 38 forbids the 

extraction of confessions by torture. Article 46 of the 1996 revised version of the Criminal 

Procedure Law declared that “oral confessions” are not sufficient for convictions. And most 

important of all, article 12 demands that suspects must be presumed innocent until proven 

guilty. But all this amounts to nothing as China lacks a dedicated constitutional court or even a 

review body for governmental normative acts (Peerenboom, 2010b:14). As is clearly the case 

during Qin’s detention, the right of habeas corpus, which gives an individual property over his 

own body, is sometimes trampled in China’s judicial system even though it is recognized by the 

constitution. 

 All this principles are fairly consensual in the West. They derive from a long line of 

historical praxis during which the Law and its precepts were tuned in order to protect both the 

State as well as the individual (Bingham, 2010). However, we must also note than in 

authoritarian regimes the capacity for judicial review is dangerous because it could backfire 

whenever a court challenges the government. Worse than that, if a court fails to challenge a 

particularly polemic governmental decision the judicial system as a whole might be perceived 

as weak and dependent (Guarnieri, 2010:243). 
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We’ve already discussed that the Chinese central government and the CCP have begun 

to see that the rule of law is a useful instrument towards keeping social stability as well as the 

political legitimacy of the regime. We’ve discussed dynamics of interference, channels of 

intervention, and we’ve tried to clarify some misconceptions about the Chinese judicial 

system. Clearly, not all is perfect in the land of the Middle Kingdom.  

As a developing state still in the process of institution-building13, severe infractions of 

the rule of law are bound to happen and should be addressed, if anything because they 

hamper the political objectives of the CCP. Also, the example of Mr. Qin is revealing because it 

clearly shows that political insecurity can become an existential threat to individuals. They lose 

control of their bodies, their freedom from pain, and ultimately, they can lose their lives during 

such archaic procedures.  

Chinese reforms have been attaining good results in terms of rule of law and good 

governance according to international standards (Peerenboom, 2010a:114; Kaufman et al., 

2003). Yet severe violations remain, such as incidents of torture (as in the case of Mr.Qin), lack 

of transparency in judicial verdicts, lawyers being beaten up, constrained or impeded from 

meeting with their clients, or excessively long periods of detention which sometimes are even 

legally dubious.  

While judges have been attaining a relatively high level of professionalization in the 

last few years and are the focus of many judicial reforms, the police forces generally remains a 

highly erratic agent in the system, prone to unlawful detentions, coercion and torture to attain 

a confession. In 2005 alone, the Supreme People’s Procuracy said that no less than 4,645 

criminal suspects had been subject to such procedures. The behavior of the police can 

generally be explained by four factors, which are: (1) the institutionalized conduct of security 

forces from more revolutionary times that haven’t been correctly addressed; (2) the fact that 

courts have limited policing power through the judicial police (sifa jingcha); (3) the high 

importance the regime gives to social stability — which the police translates as quick and 

effective criminal convictions, especially because China stills like a juridical definition of 

subversion — and (4) the social status of police officers, whose low incomes can sometimes 

subject them to pressure from third party agents such as government officials. 

Yet we must also be careful before making wide assumptions. Such infractions occur, 

but they’re not as institutionalized as one might think. Illegal seizure and detention of 

individuals accounts for less than 0,017% in a study involving a sample of 350 unlawful cases in 

                                                           
13

 In spite of its economic progress, China remains a low middle-income country with a GDP per capita of 
roughly US$2,500. This is important because there is a general correlation between wealth and 
institutional development. 
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which the corrupt conduct of judges or the police was proven and publicized (Li, 2010:203). 

Physical coercion and illegal detention is also more common in basic level courts than in high 

level courts, once again proving the point that part of the residues within the Chinese judicial 

system derive from economic discrepancies between the littoral and the interior of the 

country. Psychological coercion is more disseminated between local, intermediate and high 

courts, though it is still more present in the first. 

 Reform can only come from the top, as the Administrative Litigation Law severely 

hampers the capacity of individuals to address such concerns in courts. It doesn’t allow citizens 

to challenge abstract governmental acts or civil/political rights, and even if an individual wants 

to protest against a concrete governmental act that isn’t related to political rights he must be 

directly affected by it, thus excluding the intervention of third parties such as NGOs 

(Peerenboom, 2010b:14).  

 This doesn’t necessarily mean that in China there is rule by law, not rule of law. 

Chinese courts play a positive role because they firmly uphold the principle of legality, which 

means that the government is increasingly being forced to uphold the general rules it creates, 

and even though it can change them at any time thanks to the authoritarian nature of the 

regime, it must do so in accordance with previously enacted procedures, or yifa zhiguo—

government in accordance with law (Guarnieri, 2010:243). This means that the courts aren’t as 

weak as they used to be, as we’ve previously discussed.  

 Another form of violation of the rule of law, and fairly more common in China than 

physical/physiological abuse or unlawful detention, is that of theft or embezzlement of public 

or seized assets. This is important because it undermines the confidence of citizens and private 

companies in Chinese courts, and it also subverts the principle of public funding. A country in 

which the principles of the rule of law are upheld is a country whose courts and court officials 

refrain from unlawfully and arbitrarily misappropriating the assets of private or public beings 

(Bingham, 2010:3). 

 Yet the most common violation of the rule of law in China and a major form of judicial 

corruption is that of corruption through exchange of money (bribery), favors or even both (Li, 

2008:206-214), a phenomenon which isn’t helped by the cultural constraints of guanxi, jinqian 

and renqing, all of which are based on networking and reciprocity.  

 This happened with Su Jiafu, a former chief of the criminal division of Gutian County 

Court, in the province of Fujian. One year he had to deal with a case in which a woman was 

raped by two suspects. He acquitted the two individuals by considering that the victim’s cries 

were a form of sexual consent born out of pleasure, against all other forensic evidence.  
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Latter he admitted he felt he had to repay a favor. As it turns out, Su’s brother had a 

problem in a battery case and was helped by the director of the local police, which was the 

father of one of the suspects. Neither Su nor the suspect were involved in that particular 

situation, yet he felt like he was personally in debt.  This is a cultural phenomenon known as 

“renqing”, in which reciprocity in social relations affect not only the concerned individuals but 

all members in their networks as well. The SPC has already denounced renqing, guanxi and 

jinqian as forms of corruption that cannot be tolerated, thus recognizing these as cultural 

constraints to the rule of law. 

 Not only that, the government has been creating policies to enhance the protection of 

individual citizens, namely in cases involving land expropriation, labor laws or the abuse of 

power (Balme, 2010:165), such as the 2002 Rural Land Contracting Law or the 2007 Property 

Law. Yet there is a problem of enforcement as these laws aren’t always followed locally. Article 

64 of the 2000 Legislation Law only dimly suggests that local norms that clash with higher ones 

should be abolished. Local courts refuse to do so because some national rules and regulations 

are too abstract to be applied effectively (He, 2010:181). Also, the New Socialist Countryside 

Policy seems to want to make the courts more dependent towards People’s Congresses.  

 This goes to show how China is still stranded in transition when it comes to judicial 

reform. In the meantime, the individual is severely handicapped when it comes to its civil and 

political rights, not to speak of his trust in a rather erratic rule of law, which varies spatially, 

and according to the politicization of the case and/or the ethics of particular judges, lawyers 

and police officials. Commercial cases have so far been the main target of judicial reform and 

the only ones in which we can safely say that the rule of law not only exists, it actually rules. As 

for the rest, the pace is slow but is generally going in the right direction (Peerenboom, 2002; 

Peerenboom, 2006). 

 As for Mister Qin, one day in January 2001 a retired soldier called Yuan Qiufu entered 

the police station in Linzhou, a small town near Anyang. He sat down in front of the police 

officer on duty and told him how he had raped, robbed and strangled 18 women, providing 

details. He admitted to have left a stolen green clock in one of the sites where he stashed a 

female corpse. She was Jia Hairong. Mr. Qin was released not because there was a serious 

review of his case but because the true criminal surrendered to the authorities and the judicial 

system is solid enough to at least admit mistakes. If anything was learned in the process 

remains to be seen. 
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 5. Stability and Reform: The ying and the yang of Transition 
 

 Much like what happened with the economic reforms in the 80s, the approach to 

judicial reform in China  is largely cautious, prioritized and step-by-step, opting to learn with 

national and international experiences rather than implementing a more comprehensive 

model (Dowdle, 2002). The judicial system faces many constraints when it comes to transition, 

both from internal actors as well as from the overall institutional architecture of the State. For 

example, the central government has been passing far-reaching environmental regulations 

aiming at creating a more eco-friendly economy, but at the same time spurs provincial 

governors to aim high when it comes to economic growth, thus ending up sending mixed 

signals most of the time (Watts, 2010).  

 However, skeptics should note that there are several reasons that encourage the CCP 

and the central government to pursue the rule of law, both economic as well as those related 

to the political legitimacy of the regime both inside and outside the country. So far reform has 

been most successful in urbanized provinces than those in the interior, showing the logistical 

difficulty of implementing policies in a country with the size and discrepancies as China, but 

overall results have been positive even if the government opted for a thin version of the rule of 

law in which civil and political rights are limited in order to pursue procedural merits (Kaufman 

et al., 2003; Hung, 2005).  Unfortunately many of these policies are hard to perceive by the 

populace because of their bureaucratic and technocratic nature, while polemic cases that the 

courts handle badly end up being highly mediatized. Skeptics should also realize that 

institution building and the establishment of the rule of law is a very slow process that took 

centuries to achieve in the West (Bingham, 2010). 

 Thus slow reform is to be expected, least of all because only recently did the CCP 

found the courage to modernize the government and its relationship with other public 

institutions after the shock of 1989 in Tiananmen Square (Suli, 2010: 62). “Interlock” between 

the party and the judicial apparatus is a fact (Romana, 2005), in trend with what happens with 

other state organs14.  

However, the party realized that by itself it cannot sustain the tide provoked by the 

economic and cultural transformation China has been going through in the last few decades, 

and that its best shot at perpetuating itself in power while pursuing the status of superpower 

is to become a mediator perceived as fair by the increasing number of social forces interacting 
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 For example, since 1954 every president of the SPC has also been in charge of the CCP’s oversight of 
judicial operations. Other such examples abound in the Chinese judicial system, even if these 
“requirements” have been decreasing thanks to the modernization of the State.  
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bellow the State, both in commercial and noncommercial dynamics. But until that day doesn’t 

arrive, the establishment of rule of law in China will continue to be a domestic process 

susceptible to political interests and competition between groups, amid which the CCP is only 

one among many. As we’ve discussed before, the CCP can be the greatest pursuer of rule of 

law in China in a given moment only to be its greatest detractor in another, thus proving its 

overarching role in balancing and exploiting these different interests. 

 Meanwhile, the party has also proven to have learned with the chaos of the Great Leap 

Forward and the Cultural Revolution (Fairbank and Reischauer, 1989), as can be seen both by 

its internal democratization with the implicit allowance of factions interacting within a very 

specific ethical framework15 as well as by the fact that the CCP has been increasingly relying on 

more conventional organs of state-power, such as the NPC or the SPC. On a more machiavellic 

view, the CCP has also managed to maintain possible rival groups either under its boot or, 

when that fails, too disorganized to mount an effective strategy of political opposition or even 

subversion of the regime. But for how long? 

 Fear of opposition mustn’t slow down judicial reform. In order to avoid paranoia, the 

regime should create a judicial interpretation of subversion and give a narrower definition of 

state secrets in order to take off the pressure on courts judging cases that have the potential 

to become politicized otherwise (Yulin and Peerenboom, 2010:111). This would also go a long 

way to demystify certain considerations regarding the Chinese political climate in other 

countries, thus affecting the regime’s external credibility. 

 Beyond that, to become a mediator between social actors the CCP should allow 

procedural mechanisms to be developed in order to handle the increasing number of social 

interactions that are being born out of economic growth (Idem: 115). So far, courts and judges 

have been avoiding socioeconomic cases that have been increasing both in quantity as well as 

in quality. Land-grabs are currently a major issue that, by sometimes being avoided by courts, 

ends up turning into mass protests against local governments and party officials.  

There are three reasons for the hesitation of the courts when it comes to 

socioeconomic issues: first of all, the judiciary knows it lacks the capacity to judge most of 

these cases and thus prefers to avoid justice miscarriages that are detrimental to its own 

image and the objectives of the CCP; secondly, judges prefer the figure of mediation or 

arbitration in some of these cases because it gives them more protection from systemic and 

non-systemic sources of interference.  
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 This contrasts heavily with the resort to humiliation, physical coercion, espionage, and even murder 
between comrades before and after the Cultural Revolution. 
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Thirdly, the courts sometimes uses socioeconomic themes in policy bargaining with the 

provincial and central government, agreeing to alleviate the political and social pressure by 

judging these cases in exchange for greater autonomy and authority. This is a highly effective 

“self-containment strategy” that ultimately benefits the individual because it enhances 

procedural justice even if it doesn’t expand the limits of the rule of law (Peerenboom, 

2010a:77). However, the capacity to judge in a fair fashion a wider amount of socioeconomic 

cases — such as those related to land-grabs, “Married-Out Women” (MOW), and so forth — is 

vital to ensure that the legitimacy of the regime doesn’t erode thanks to an overload of the 

judicial system. This is because social cleavages that aren’t solved in courts or through 

mediation/arbitration can very well end up being solved in the streets. 

Also, though the regime is suspicious of any large form of political participation by the 

populace it should begin to consider reforms that enhance the participation in decision-making 

processes, or at least that increase the number of officials and representatives that can be 

elected or nominated by Chinese citizens.  We say this because empirical studies show that 

public participation helps to enhance the legitimacy of procedural justice (Tyler, 1990). 

 Meanwhile, for as long as the courts in most of the Chinese territory remain 

unprepared to deal with a wider array of cases the SPC should keep tabs on the number of 

problems the judicial system may or may not address. This is important because unprepared 

courts, either because they are corrupt, prone to interference or lack the necessary resources 

and professionalization, are more prone to justice miscarriages that then go a long way to 

show the whole judiciary as weak as well as to erode the political legitimacy of the regime. 

 Another important reform, though too general and thus more difficult to implement 

than one might wish, is to enforce national norms and regulations in order to create an 

effective hierarchy between higher and lower laws to which local courts are bound to obey. 

This objective is hard to achieve because not only it is prone to many political interests, it also 

requires the regime to eliminate contradictions between policy objectives – such as 

environmental protection and industrialization – as well as to create concrete laws that can be 

applied by judges locally, avoiding the excuse that national laws are too abstract to be 

followed. The SPC could also help by providing minimum requirements in laws and regulations 

(Yulin and Peerenboom, 2010:115).  

 Either thanks to historical contingency or to its own merits, the CCP emerges as the 

only group with sufficient authority to balance the conflicts that inevitably arise between and 
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within the executive, legislative and judicial branches of government16, as well as between the 

central and provincial levels of the State17, as it is the subunit which all others see as the 

reference group. 

This is a role that can only be maintained for as long as the CCP avoids specific 

interference and holds on to its capacity as a leader in general matters. Thus we do not believe 

that the best thing that could happen to the rule of law in China is the sudden removal from 

power of the party, as that would leave a wide political vacuum that could be nearly 

impossible to fill in an orderly fashion, as can be seen just by reading any book on the History 

of China. 

  

                                                           
16

 We use this distinction freely, as the separation of powers is related to a very specific form of political 
organization that is absent in China, even if the CCP has been striving to modernize the State and thus to 
formalize relations between and within State organs.  
17

 For example, all of the Chinese provincial governors are members of the CCP and thus are 
subordinates of the provincial party secretary. This can be used to “tie down” provincial governments 
that want to avoid national laws, regulations and/or guidelines. 
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CHAPTER III 

Food Security: the Difficulty of Feeding Millions 

 

 

“Beside the walls of Jurong city, along the verges of ancient roads, 

Rise a thousand – ten thousand – stumps of elms, but all of them are 

colorless. 

Nothing but withered trunks are left, their bark-cover stripped off totally, 

As the famished inhabitants, loathing it, pestle the chunks into crumbs.” 

    SHAO CHANGHENG, The Song of the Elms  

 

 

 1. What is Food Security? The Importance of Agriculture for Development 

 

 In 1996 the World Food Summit came up with the concept of Food Security and 

defined it as the capacity of a given population at all times to have access to sufficient, safe 

and nutritious food sufficient to maintain a healthy and active life, both in terms of physical 

availability and distribution as well as in the economic capacity to purchase it (USAID, 1992). 

However, it added that food security should keep up not only with a population’s dietary 

needs but with its dietary preferences as well.  

 This poses a slight problem to our previous assertion that security is about existential 

threats. Measuring dietary preferences is possible through an analysis of the agricultural 

output and shifting patterns of consumption, but a transition from a diet mostly based on grain 

to one with an increasing proportion of animal fats is not, in our view, a matter of increased 

food security but rather one of economic development and policy bargaining. For example, 

before the manifestations and riots that led to the Egyptian revolution in 2011, the State faced 

a serious social and political crisis due to a general increase in food prices in 2008. It’s response 

to calm the populace was to grant a food subsidy to roughly 80% of the country’s population 

— more than 60 million people — in order to ensure it could at least keep buying balady 
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bread, even though the country’s consumption patterns have been shifting towards greater 

emphasis on animal fats. Interestingly enough, it actually helped to postpone the final clash 

between the regime and the population until 2011, in our opinion showing that when it comes 

to a food crisis what the State must securitize are basic needs, not dietary preferences (Cunha, 

2011).  

 Using our bi-dimensional concept of Human Security we believe Food Security should 

reflect both the needs of the population when it comes to subsistence and health, and the 

State’s interest that the populace should not only survive, it should also be healthy enough to 

lead productive lives — no matter how draconian it might sound. This doesn’t mean we 

disagree with the concept’s definition given by the World Food Summit; we only try to insert a 

threshold in order to ensure that security remains our focus here. Food Security defined in 

these terms thus gives the State a boundary to which it can retreat whenever a food crisis that 

threatens the wellbeing of the population arises.  

 As we’ve previously claimed, food security on the individual/subunit levels has three 

referent objects, which are Food Availability, Access and Usage (Hoddinott and Yohannes, 

2002:3; Mahmoud et al., 2010:157). Food availability deals with sufficient quantities of food 

being available on a consistent basis; Food Access is related to both the logistical and the 

economic capacity to obtain food; and Food Usage derives from the ultimate fulfillment of 

basic dietary needs.  

These three referent objects are also the three pillars of Food Security as defined by 

the World Food Summit, and they show how complex the concept can be. Food security is 

obviously closely related to agriculture and agricultural output in any given country, even 

though global trade can — in periods of stable food prices — alleviate vulnerabilities. It’s also a 

milestone for a country that strives to become developed. However, the relationship between 

agriculture, food security and development hasn’t always been sufficiently enforced by 

academics and even policymakers (Lardy, 1983). 

This is because agriculture has for a long time been deemed as an almost endless pool 

of resources to be extracted and allocated towards the secondary sector (Sousa, 2009:107). As 

it turned out, countries that pursued this model too vigorously soon found out that while such 

a strategy might attain results ate first, in latter stages of economic growth it actually slowed 

down development because the rural population – which is always the majority of a 

population in any country yet to take-off — was left out of the process of development 

(Timmer, 1998). Highly inefficient dual economies thus begin to emerge. The secret to 

development is to attain a balance between the transfers of workforce and resources from 
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agriculture to industry and the feedback in terms of rising incomes for farmers and lower 

productivity costs. 

Agriculture thus plays several roles in development (Johnston and Mellor, 1961; 

Johnston, 1970), such as labor supply to industry, services and construction, production of low 

cost foods that helps workers in the industrial sector while their incomes are still low, 

production of materials that serve as inputs to other sectors of the economy, or supplying 

commodities for exports that will help finance technology transfers and capital equipment. 

Amongst these is the implicit notion that not only is agriculture a relevant and highly 

interdependent sector for development, the agricultural output should also be enough to at 

least satisfy the most basic needs of any given society, even if it can be supplemented with 

international trade. 

As such, a country without food security is usually characterized by low agricultural 

outputs and/or food imports relative to the population size which tend to increase food prices 

beyond the brim of rationality, not only creating or enhancing dietary vulnerabilities but also 

hampering the purchase power of individuals and the sustainability of the secondary and 

tertiary sectors. In our view, at later stages this not only poses a problem of physical 

survivability of the population but it also shows the malady affecting a State’s economic 

performance, organizational capacity, political legitimacy and ultimately its sovereignty. 

It’s no surprise then that China has successfully securitized at least the availability of 

food. For several years, the central government has pursued a policy of 95% self-sufficiency 

rate in foodgrain production, remindful of the chaos of the 60s and 70s provoked by the lack of 

food security in the countryside and its overall effects on the economy. It has also committed 

itself in enhancing the accessibility as well as the usage of food.  

Behind these policies are historical factors that go way back into the 50s and which we 

must analyze in order to trace the evolution of Food Security in China.  

 

2. Food Security in the 50s: Leaping Forward 

 

After ensuring that the PRC was secure from external threats and that the central 

government had administrative control over most if not all of the Chinese territory, the CCP, 

led by Mao Zedong, opted for the collectivization and central planning of the economy in good 

old-fashion soviet style. Agriculture didn’t escape this paradigm, a backlash from the policy of 

land redistribution and indirect control underway during the war with the Guomingtang that 

had won the support of the farmers for the CCP by giving more than 100 million rural families 
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the right to cultivate their own land and which led to increased agricultural output and 

household incomes (Lardy, 1983:30)18.   

Unsurprisingly, these farmers weren’t passive when collectivization came along. By 

1953 the institution of compulsory delivery quotas of grain to the State began a tough journey 

during which material incentives for farmers would drop along with their incomes .The process 

of collectivization led to difficulties in 1955 when mass riots suddenly broke out, to the dismay 

of the Central Committee and the State Council (Fenby, 2009:383). Behind them were the fact 

that the peasantry was disgruntled with the government for being forced to obey to national 

demands that did not correspond to local needs, as well as being forced to return property 

that was given to them during the previous land reform. In Jiangsu, a typical fertile province, 

the farmers were left with only 35 per cent of their produce that year, driving them to respond 

with bribery and even physical violence towards local cadres.  

What happened? Simply put, in the latter 50s the CCP began to treat agriculture as a 

limitless pool of resources to be allocated towards industrialization, a policy well shown by the 

fact that 88 per cent of public investment was assigned to heavy industry even though 84 per 

cent of the population lived in the countryside. The problem is that urban population was 

rising at 7 per cent a year, and as the state grain monopoly diverted supplies towards urban 

centers the procurement quotas rose and rural reserves fell. Not surprisingly, famine spread in 

the countryside (Whyte and Parish, 1985).  

This precarious situation became structural. While industrial output grew at an 

average annual rate of 11.3% between 1952 and 1978, agricultural output grew at only 2.3 per 

cent in that same period (Lardy, 1983:3). Considering that total population growth averaged 

2.0 per cent, we can arrive at the safe conclusion that agricultural growth did little more than 

keeping up19, due to low investment and the fact that arable land was already decreasing in 

that period, from 107.9 millions of hectares in 1952 to 99.5 millions of hectares in 1979.  

But implicitly there was also a problem of internal politics. Ever since the beginning of 

collectivization, farmers were encouraged to pool land, tools, animals, resources and labor 

with the creation of Agricultural Producer’s Co-operatives (APCs), because Chairman Mao 

believed that the pooling of resources would automatically lead to higher outputs. 

Moreover, he believed that redistribution of land, private initiative and old customs 

would create a new rural class, and so the CCP had to break traditions of clan, lineage and local 
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 In the early 50s the State purchased and controlled less than 10 per cent of marketed agricultural 
output. For more on this matter, see Dwight Perkins (1966), Market Control and Planning in Communist 
China, Cambridge, Harvard University Press. 
19

 In truth, this has been the pattern of agricultural output vs population growth for nearly six centuries 
in China, showing how vulnerable the country is to famine and malnutrition. 
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markets while helping farmers come together and aiding the process of total collectivization. 

The more moderate faction of Liu Shaoqi, which believed that mechanization should come first 

and planning should be done through price stimulation, couldn’t prevail against the vision of 

the Chairman, but it is untrue that there wasn’t internal friction, even so soon after the 

creation of the PRC (Fenby, 2009:384).   

This policy severely damaged relations between the peasantry and the CCP. In 1955, 

when farmers who had joined the co-operatives were given the chance to leave them after the 

riots, the party was shocked with the number that actually preferred to do so. Mao saw in this 

counterrevolutionary seeds, and so, rather than moderating policies, the response was to 

pursue even further the notion of Socialism and to bring farmers together in ever bigger 

collective production units run by the State and by the party, a process that began in 1956.  

Direct planning based on sown area and output targets substituted indirect planning 

based on stimulation of food prices and interprovincial transfers aimed at crop specialization 

and famine relief, a mechanism that was gradually removed as self-sufficiency became the 

motto. The process was mainly top-down and was highly unaware of regional characteristics. 

For example, in that year the State forced cooperatives to buy over one million double-wheel, 

double-bladed ploughs (State Statistical Bureau, 1960:170) based on the assumption that its 

success in the dry land farming of the North would be repeated in central and southern China, 

specialized in paddy rice cultivation. It obviously didn’t. 

And so by 1962, 92 per cent of peasant households had been fully collectivized and 

vertically integrated in these highly inefficient production units. Private property such as tools, 

machines, animals and land became public property. Mass migration towards the cities began 

to occur years before, from peasants bent on escaping the chaos in the countryside, doing 

nothing to mitigate the pressure on rural extractions or the betterment of livelihoods in urban 

centers. In the first six months of 1957 roughly 500,000 peasants opted to leave the 

countryside. Policies of migration control were put into motion and were directly overseen by 

the Ministry of Public Security, showing how anxiously the government deemed the problem 

(Lardy, 1983:37). 

Meanwhile, ideologically led policies removed material incentives towards production 

because bigger collective units meant that rewards for agricultural output would be 

redistributed through a wider array of beneficiaries, diminishing the prize. Elimination of rural 

markets, an important source of rural income since immemorial times (Fairbanks and 

Reischauer, 1989), did nothing to improve livelihoods because farmers could only sell to the 

State, whose procurement prices were viciously low (Lardy, 1983). Not only that, ignorant local 

cadres striving to be promoted within the party set impossibly high targets, which put pressure 
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on farmers while fooling the central government. Once ideologically led policies began there 

was no stopping them.  

In 1956 Mao was claiming that the revolution could be completed even “faster, better 

and more economically”. Beijing became the laboratory for a more profound socialist reform 

based on the nationalization of the remaining private enterprises that was called the “Small 

Leap Forward” (Fenby, 2009:385). It didn’t work as planned. Food shortages grew thanks both 

to low productivity, poor distribution and peasant resentment towards collective units. China 

was also obliged to pay food to the USRR in exchange for technology and technical assistance, 

doing nothing to diminish the shortages. 

The tension was so high that Liu Shaoqi, Chen Yun and Zhou Enlai, prominent figures 

within the CCP, voiced their concerns.  1956 was a particularly bad year for agriculture thanks 

to floods in Manchuria and central China that left 14 million people vulnerable to famine, and 

in Hunan the production of grain and cotton fell another 40 per cent (MacFarquhar, 1999). The 

situation in the cities wasn’t better off20, in no small part because mass migration to the cities 

frustrated the plan of urban development through the maintenance of low food prices and 

rising incomes. Mao Zedong was forced to fall back from 1956 to 1957 and rural markets were 

reopened, authority was decentralized to lower production units, and price planning was 

reattempted with modest success (Lardy, 1983:39)21. He even allowed greater degrees of 

popular discontent to manifest itself publicly, probably thinking that the revolution was still 

popular. 

This notion was so naïve that it quickly backfired as intellectuals, students, farmers and 

industrial workers began to protest. The number of strikes grew in various provinces. In 1956, 

Shanghai saw eighty-six. In 1957, this city would also see a massive protest of roughly 30,000 

workers, from which 10,000 joined a hastily formed “Democratic Party”. Even more 

noteworthy, party officials were the favored target for physical abuse from the protesters. The 

Chairman was forced to act because he saw that it was no longer the economic policies that 

were at stake — it was the bedrock of the regime itself, the CCP.  

He deemed the protests as counterrevolutionary and shut close the door for popular 

participation. In a side note relevant to show the status of political security in that period of 

Chinese history, courts were forced to keep up with the Chairman by judging supposed 

counter-revolutionaries in criminal cases as Mao erratically put their numbers at 60,000, then 
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 This political and economic context led Mao to proclaim the “Hundred Flowers Movement”. 
21

 There was some internal friction in the party as prices were severely undervalued and thus 
undermined production of certain goods, such as nongrain crops and pigs. 
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300,000, and finally at 400,000 in 1961, showing how paranoid the regime had become with 

securitizing public participation (Fenby, 2009). 

In 1958 Mao returned to his ideologically-led policies, generally aimed at bringing 

down “individualism” and promoting “mass-struggle”. In the countryside, collective farms 

were expanded, production planning was re-endorsed and the rural markets were once again 

closed, as Mao envisioned a new plan that would supposedly lift China into the status of 

superpower in its own right22.  

 In the summer of 1958, he launched probably his biggest political and economic 

initiative by stating that “I have witnessed the tremendous energy of the masses. On this 

foundation, it is possible to accomplish any task whatsoever (…)” (in Schram, 1975:292-3). 

Disgruntled at the way “technocrats” such as Chen Yun and Ma Yinchu had taken a hold on the 

revolution in the fields from 1949 to 1955 and again from 1956 to 1958, he started by making 

sure the national statistical bureau was virtually dismantled and that experts would be 

disregarded by local party cadres (Fenby, 2009:397). 

 In agriculture, our main focus here, Mao launched a massive irrigation plan based on 

conscripted labor in order to achieve an enormous grain output that would, according to him, 

make China catch up with Britain in economic development within fifteen years. Following the 

trend of what was happening with industry goals, ministers and officials that made realistic — 

and thus modest — forecasts were purged. This led everyone else to go beyond the brim of 

rationality for the following years (MacFarqhuar, 1999; Chan, 2001). 

 The economic model would be simple enough: capital-intensive heavy industry would 

concentrate on major urban centers while the countryside focused on state-run production 

units and small-scale industry. Communes show up for the first time in China, first in Henan 

and Manchuria, then spread out to the rest of the country, absorbing all the remaining private 

farms and creating a completely vertically integrated existence for their members, both in 

their working hours as well as in their private life. By the end of 1958, there were roughly 

25,000 communes in China encompassing 5,000 households.  

 Another factor of irrationality lied in the manner macroeconomic planning was made. 

The central government produced two sets of plans, one mandatory and the second one, even 

more ambitious, to be achieved through extra effort. Provincial governments followed the 

same model. This caused such a multiplication of estimates and objectives down the 

administrative hierarchy that by the time they actually got to the local implementation stage 

                                                           
22

 Internationally, the death of Stalin and the ascension of the reform-minded Khrushchev was the 
excuse Mao needed to make China drift away from the soviet model and become the paradigm of 
Asiatic socialist revolution, more suited to the country’s aspirations as the pivot of East Asia.  
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the goals had been multiplied five to six times their original figure (Fenby, 2009:398). Zhou 

Enlai voiced his concern, being immediately replaced as foreign minister by Chen Yi even 

though he offered self-criticism.  

 By May 1958 the Eight Party Congress approved the Great Leap Forward, as the 

initiative would forever be remembered. Sign of Mao’s internal victory, the Politburo was filled 

with another three of his most ardent devotees (Zhisui, 1994), and by August the People’s 

Daily declared that the agricultural output had exceeded that of the US. This was 

complemented by the initial estimate of the 1958 harvest published in the December 

Communiqué of the Sixth Plenum of the Eight Central Committee, which put the production of 

grain at 375 million tons and the production of cotton at 3.5 million tons, almost the double of 

the 1957 output (Lardy, 1983:42).  

Local official reports were glowing, and because there was no effective statistical 

bureau the central government based the following years’ estimates on such results. Provincial 

officials didn’t know what to do with such a surplus, and so Mao simply suggested that 

everyone should start eating five meals a day. No surprise, from then onwards those in the 

communes that refused to eat enough were seen as class enemies and distinguished from the 

rest with badges of shame (Fenby, 2009:400).  

 The movement was not only based on social reconfiguration and ideological planning 

of economic activity, it was also implicitly built upon a long Chinese tradition of warring nature. 

For example, sparrows were suddenly seen as public enemy number one and the populace 

was instigated to kill any that would dare to show itself in order to protect the harvests. What 

these officials didn’t understand was that killing these birds led to a proliferation of insects 

that destroyed the grain, reducing food supplies. Easy enough, bugs became public enemy 

number two. 

Together with the policy that everyone should eat more than enough to show their 

ideological zeal, this led to awkward situations. For example, in a Guangdong commune the 

six-month rice supply was gone in just twenty days, after which members were left with sweet 

potatoes and cassava that soon ran out as well, reducing the diet to thin gruel and grasses. 

Unsurprisingly, stomachs swelled thanks to malnutrition (Chang and Halliday, 2005). Since 

interprovincial transfers of grain were abolished and no official reports dared to mention 

widespread famine, these citizens were left to fend for themselves.  

  Meanwhile the government believed the results were so good that it actually reduced 

the amount of sown area and assigned these parcels to industrial crops. This condition keeps 

on adding to the vulnerabilities of the populace and to the macroeconomic stability of the 

State until 1959, when the CCP suddenly realized how grave the situation truly was. At the fall 
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of 1959, after the conclusion of the Lushan Plenum of the Eight Central Committee, the 

communiqué revised crop estimate put the grain output for the year of 1958 at 250 million 

tons and the cotton output at 2.1 million tons, roughly 33 and 44 per cent less than the 

previous estimate. But more recent data actually puts the numbers at 200 million tons of grain 

and 1.7 million tons of cotton, an ever lower figure.  

By then it was already too late to change the course. In 1959, grain output fell again to 

170 million tons. One has also to be remindful that 1958 was a particularly good year for 

harvest thanks to good weather, and so such poor results were more due to planning errors 

than to natural hazards. The government did nothing to mitigate the situation when it failed to 

reduce state procurement and alter agricultural policies, which led to another drop of grain 

output in 1960 and to a devastating famine in the early 60s during which at least 25 million 

people needed urgent relief supplies, a fact that wasn’t helped by the severe drought found in 

fifteen provinces by the end of 1959 and by the decrease of 9 per cent of the total amount of 

crop-producing land from 1958 to 1961.   

 

3. Food Security in the 60s: Retracing Steps after the Leap  

 

 The 50s were a decade during which food security in China clearly disappeared, thanks 

both to unavailability of basic foods and to the corrosion of distribution channels and incomes. 

In the mid-50s the CCP had a glimpse of how unpopular its rule had become thanks to 

widespread friction between the populace and party cadres, but its response was to cover the 

pot with renewed strength before it could unleash a wave of liberalization. Worse still, such a 

glimpse did nothing to prevent ideologically-led policies from being expanded to the point that 

China was in a rather precarious situation in the early 60s (see Table 10). 

Facing the eminent food crisis Mao began to lose ground inside the CCP. The political 

backlash began in 1958 when the defense minister, Marshal Peng Dehuai, made two provincial 

tours to personally check the results of the Leap, one of them in is home province. This was 

relevant because Peng had the army behind him, his relationship with the Chairman had gone 

edgy over the years and now he was shocked with the situation in the countryside. He avoided 

speaking out for some time, because the army had to suppress a revolt in Tibet in 1959 that 

led to the escape of the Dalai Lama, and probably because of personal considerations 

regarding the political climate. 
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Table 10. The state of Chinese Agriculture 1957-1961 

 Grain Output (million metric tons) 

Year Total Grain Rice Wheat 

1957 185 86.8 23.6 

1958 200 80.8 22.6 

1959 170 69.3 22.2 

1960 143.3 59.7 22.2 

1961 147.5 53.6 14.25 

 Other Crops (million metric tons) 

Year Sugar Cane Beets Oil-bearing Plants Cotton 

1958 12.50 3.00 4.77 1.97 

1961 4.27 0.80 1.80 0.80 

 Livestock (millions)¹ 

Year Pigs Draught Animals 

1958 138.29 75.50 

1961 75.50 38.10 

Source: Lardy (1983), Bachman (1984:4) and Fenby (2009:414), adapted by the author. 
Note¹: The abrupt decrease in livestock can be explained by the fact that animals were obviously the 
first victims of the famine, if anything because they provide short-term sustenance. It is a very good 
indicator of the true situation in the countryside.   

 

Meanwhile, as a sign of his acknowledgement of past mistakes, Mao relinquished the 

chairmanship to Liu Shaoqi, even though in practice most decisions had to go through him. He 

went further and once again opened the lid to allow internal criticism and open debate. This 

created the conditions for the internal crackdown at Lushan in 1959, when Peng Dehuai and 

Zhang Wentian complained about the policies of the Great Leap and Mao’s leadership. Big 

mistake. In the following years, 3.5 million members of the CCP would be purged as rightists 

and counter-revolutionaries, among them Peng Dehuai himself. From then onwards, openly 

disagreeing with the Chairman was officially outlawed.  

 As the CCP was once again stranded in internal dilemmas, the Great Leap was taking its 

toll on human lives. The generally accepted death figures for this period put the human cost at 

approximately 30 million lives (Fairbank and Goldman, 2006; Fenby, 2009). If we count the 

reduction of live births due to female malnutrition then the total population cost (measured as 

the sum of reduced births and increased mortality) goes up to an astonishing 64 million people 

(Aird, 1980; Lardy, 1983). In Fujian, the birth rate fell from 37 per 1000 in 1957 to 17 in 1951, 

and in Beijing from 42 to 25 in the same period (Becker, 1996), showing the impact of the rural 
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famine in urban dwellers. Meanwhile, China was tragically exporting much needed grain to the 

USRR.  

 Nature wouldn’t play friendly either. If in 1958 there were conditions for good 

harvests, in 1959 and 1960 there were severe droughts and floods reported at the same time 

in different regions, and the Yellow River burst through its banks with overwhelming force and 

killed 2 million people either from drowning or crop loss, all the while a dozen extraordinarily 

strong hurricanes battered the littoral. Measures of hydrological control in Henan did nothing 

to help the situation as fancy hydraulic systems failed to stop the overwhelming force of the 

floods. Then, a plague of locusts destroyed half a million hectares and poor rainfall in 1959 

severely affected 6.5 million hectares (Domanech, 1995:145-7). In 1962, Liu Shaoqi would 

come out and openly say that only 30 per cent of these disasters were to be blamed on natural 

causes.  

 And so, despite the purging, the truth finally caught up with the CCP and Mao. By 1960 

the Leap was officially abandoned, though core policies were actually maintained for at least 

another decade and a half. The Chairman, realizing his political base was fragile23, retreated 

from policy making and let Zhou Enlai and Liu Shaoqi take the lead as Chen Yun re-appeared as 

the major economy planner.  

Rural markets resurfaced and by 1961 there were more than 40,000 all across China, 

being responsible for over ¼ of commodities transactions in 1962 (Lardy, 1983:44). Private 

plots for farmers were also reinstated in force in 1964, taxes and state procurement on 

agricultural production were reduced, and investment and rural credit were increased. 

Planning through price stimulation was once again the major focus till 1965, as state 

procurement prices rose in order to encourage the production of basic goods as well as 

farmers’ incomes. Not only that, the Party itself encouraged the diversification of the 

agricultural output mix (Chinese Communist Party Central Committee, 1971), leading to an 

exponential growth of economic crops relative to foodgrains from 1963 to 1965. In that 

period, foodgrains grew on average 6.7 per cent annually, whereas cotton grew 40.9 per cent, 

sugar beet 80.3 per cent, live pigs 18.6 per cent and fish products 9.3 per cent. A mixed system 

began to re-emerge in the countryside between public and private production units. 

If a large part of this growth reflected the depths of the previous crisis, the truth is that 

by 1965 the per capita production of meat, cotton, sugarcane and sugar beet exceeded the 

levels of 1957, even if the per capita grain output was still 10 per cent below the 1957 level. 

The diversity of the mix also shows that re-specialization of agricultural production through 
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 Earlier that year he found out his conversations on his private train were being tapped, but he never 
found the perpetrators.  
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comparative advantages was once again allowed, helped by the reinstitution of interprovincial 

and even intraprovincial flows of foodgrains. The principle of self-sufficiency was thus 

abandoned. 

As agriculture revived inflation was brought down, but not everything was perfect. The 

central government had to re-assert its control and sent 20 million peasants back to the 

countryside while it strengthened mechanisms of migration control to prevent them from 

returning to the cities in such large numbers, thus widening the urban-rural gap (MacFarquhar, 

1999:72)24. Meanwhile, 2 million people were thrown into unemployment every year as 

reforms took its time to rebalance the economy.   

All the while, Mao was disgruntled for being forced by circumstances to give his 

approval for policies he deemed to be nearly counter-revolutionary (Fenby, 2009:419). He 

showed his resentment by attending few meetings at Lushan in 1961, preferring to divert 

himself in the river port of Jiujiang with young women at the town guesthouse as his 

proponents present at the meeting were continuously slapped down. The new Guangdong 

Party Chief was caught saying that if returning land to farmers so that the populace wouldn’t 

starve was capitalism, then ‟I prefer capitalism” (Zhisui, 1994:307).  

When Liu Shaoqi, with Mao’s agreement, launched the Socialist Education Movement 

(SEM) to clean out abuses in the CCP and make local cadres responsible to the people, the 

reform teams stumbled across more than 2,530 state enterprises and communes. The results 

were shocking and showed how far the organizational capacity of the State deteriorated 

during the Leap. In Hunan the situation had become so bad that local authority had been 

‟delegated” to peasant associations because the party branches collapsed or were controlled 

by rogue officials (Fenby, 2009:427), showing how we can effectively link Human (In)Security 

with the degradation of State sovereignty.  

Mao realized that the SEM would sooner or later hinder his vision of socialist 

revolution because through the dismissal of corrupt party officials and local reconstruction of 

party functions it would lead to a cleaner and more formal party bureaucracy. Its success 

would also politically strengthen the party base of Liu Shaoqi, Deng Xiaoping and Zhou Enlai, 

forcing Mao precisely into the role he despised the most: that of a figurehead. The struggle 

had to be re-launched, if anything because such gross mistakes had led to the increase of 

popular contempt towards the party. Ironically, Mao would soon turn those forces precisely 

against those that were doing their best to mend the situation. 
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 All the while in 1963 the government seriously started to consider reducing the birth rates in order to 
put population growth under control. 
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For the first time in the mid-60s he assembled the infamous Gang of Four, then 

comprised by close acolytes such as Lin Biao, the defense minister, Chen Boda, the ideologue, 

Kang Sheng, a ruthless police chief from Yenan, and Jiang Qing, Mao’s ambitious wife. This is 

important because through Lin and Chen, Mao turned the army into a mass cult of his 

personality all the while securing an armed force which he could deploy against the party or at 

least hold back while the populace harmed Liu Shaoqi’s faction. We won’t focus on the 

backstage politics that led to the Cultural Revolution, but we’ll say that one by one the Gang of 

Four eroded the political base of Liu Shaoqi from under his feet, eventually swallowing him 

whole. In 1966, Mao launched the Cultural Revolution based on the motto “bombard the 

headquarters”, unleashing the frustration of the populace.   

In the fields the principle of autonomy and land reclamation was once again 

reinstated. In Sichuan county, specialized in making paper from bamboo, farmers were told to 

plant maize on hillsides in order to become self-sufficient in food. By cutting down the bamboo 

the soil became eroded, producing landslides that destroyed roads and even the township 

headquarters, showing how such measures can affect the organizational capacity of the State. 

The agricultural brigade of the Dazhai commune25 became the model of self-reliance after it 

promised to boost food output and repair itself after major floods without outside help. In 

practice, it absorbed money  that could have been better used elsewhere and it was also a 

fraud in terms of autonomy as it received outside funding to buy equipment (Idem:459). 

Massive land reclamation movements were set up to increase farmed land, which not only 

inefficiently employed huge amounts of forced labor, they also did much long-term ecological 

damage still felt today. In Hubei, these movements reduced the numbers of lakes from 1,066 

to 326. How could the region boost its agricultural output without water?  

Irrationality towards the economy and nature reached such high levels during the 

Cultural Revolution that everywhere you could see slogans such as ‟encircle the lakes”, 

‟destroy the pastureland” and even, go figure, ‟get grain from rocks”! (Eastman, 1990:14-17).  

All the while Liu Shaoqi was progressively losing ground inside the party, as people 

took to the streets and were directed against members of his faction, deemed as rightists, and 

at some point even against each other as the frustration over the economic and social crisis led 

the conflict to spill out of control.  

The situation reached such a point that in 1967 the PLA found itself in the awkward 

position of having to shoot down civilians shouting communist slogans in Guangdong, Anhui, 

Henan, Hunan, Fujian, Inner Mongolia and Tibet (Fenby, 2009:473). When two mass popular 
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 Giving military names to production units shows how the regime saw agricultural production and its 
relationship with nature in general.  
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organizations besieged the PLA headquarters in Chengdu for over a week, the army responded 

by arresting no less than 100,000 people all across the province of Sichuan. The prisoners were 

so cramped into underground cells that they couldn’t lie down. All Mao and Lin Biao did was 

urge the military to abstain from entering the conflicts and treating revolutionaries as 

criminals, even as these movements evolved from popular uprisings to local militias with 

defined territories, constituents and ideological sets.  

There were reports coming from Sichuan that hundreds of thousands were involved in 

violent clashes. In Zhejiang, 9,198 people were killed in a campaign to root out pro-Soviet party 

cadres, and in Guangxi, capital of the province on Nanning, no less than 2,324 were executed 

after a clash between factions and 50,000 people were left homeless. In Yunnan nearly half a 

million people were detained and among these 6,979 died by ‟enforced suicide” (MacFarquhar 

and Schoenhals, 2006:243-9; Fenby, 2009:481). Targeting of party officials and cadres both 

inside and outside the CCP was so intense that by 1996, 70-80 per cent of them had been 

purged regionally and provincially, and 60-70 per cent of them at the central level. The gap 

would later be filled by PLA officials. 

The State apparatus was literally crashing down as agricultural and industrial 

production growth reached new lows, fuelling even more resentment towards the party. Per 

capita growth of national income dropped to 2.95 per cent in the second half of the 60s. The 

tax system broke down in many regions, an important indicator because the capacity for taxing 

is the hallmark of the modern State. Rural and street markets were closed, while stall owners 

were paraded as public enemies. 

In April 1969, Mao finally put an official stop to the Cultural Revolution at the same 

Ninth CCP Congress where he and the highly politicized PLA seized total control of the party by 

adopting a new and vaguer constitution stressing ideological motifs (Fairbank and Goldman, 

2006:395) but economic policies bent on restricting private initiative and farmers control over 

their farm plots remained and were developed further, at least until 1976. For example, in 

order to stimulate self-sufficiency in basic food production the State began to require farmers 

to pay their taxes in grain rather than cash, curtailing their ability to produce anything else 

(Lardy, 1983:52).  

The impact was felt immediately (see Table 11). While grain output increased from 

1966 to 1970 at an average annual rate of 4.5 per cent, cotton only grew at 1.7 per cent, 

oilseed crops at 0.6 per cent, sugarcane at 0.1 per cent, sugar beet at 1.2 per cent, live pigs at 

2.3 per cent and aquatic products at 1.3 per cent, reversing the pattern in the agricultural 

output pursued during Liu Shaoqi mandate both in quantity produced as well as in diversity. 
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This created a highly inefficient primary sector, consequently hampering industrialization and 

the modernization of the country.  

 

Table 11. Foodgrain-Population balance in China, 1952-1970 

Year Foodgrain Output 

(millions of tons)¹ 

Population (Millions 

at Year End) 

Foodgrain Output 

per capita (kg) 

1952 164 575 285 

1957 195 647 302 

1958 200 (661-662)² (303-302) 

1959 170 (670-675) (253-252) 

1960 144 (659-672) (218-213) 

1961 148 (642-659) (230-225) 

1962 160 (659-664) (243-241) 

1965 195 725 268 

1970 240 825 291 

Source: Lardy (1983:149), adapted by the author 
Notes (from the original author): ¹ Foodgrain output, in Chinese statistical practice, includes 

grains, tubers (at grain equivalent weight), soybeans, peas, and beans. Output and output per capita in 
this table are measured in unprocessed form (original weight). ² Figures in parentheses are Western 
estimates; all other data are official. 

   

The Cultural Revolution didn’t had the same devastating effects on human lives and on 

the economy as the Great Leap Forward, but in our view it was far more disruptive of the State 

apparatus because it opened the lid for popular frustration to be directed in a violent and 

nearly subversive fashion. This can be shown by the fact that while agricultural production 

kept growing — albeit at a slower pace than during Liu Shaoqi’s mandate — the Chinese 

populace remained in a precarious situation in terms of Food Security because the arable land 

kept receding (see Table 12), the population kept growing and the administrative disruption of 

the Cultural Revolution made it harder for distribution channels of basic foods to function 

properly, a fact that wasn’t improved by “self-sufficiency” policies. Thus we mustn’t be fooled 

by the detail that foodgrain output per capita kept rising — though barely surpassing the level 

of 1952 in 1970. Our assumption is best shown by the average per capita caloric intake, which 

in 1976-78 was still below the 1957 range of 2,000-2,100 calories per day, exposing children to 

widespread anemia thanks to protein deficiency (Lardy, 1983:156). 
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Table 12. Area of Cultivated Land in China, 1952-1978 

Year Total cultivated 
area (1,000 
hectares) 

Average per 
capita amount 

(acre) 

Per capita 
average for 
agricultural 
Population 

(acre) 

Per capita 
average for 
able-bodied 

peasants (acre) 

1952 107,919 0.46 0.54 1.53 

1957 111,830 0.42¹ 0.51 1.43 

1962 102,903 0.38 0.45 1.19 

1965 103,594 0.35 0.42 1.09 

1970 101,135 0.30 0.36 0.89 

1975 99,708 0.27 0.31 0.83 

1977 99,247 0.26 0.30 0.83 

1978 99,389 0.25 0.31 0.82 
Source: Spence (1991:688), adapted by the author. 
Note¹: Here implicitly lies probably the greatest challenge of Food Security in China. Notice that 

the total cultivated area increased from 1952 to 1957 and again from 1962 to 1965, yet the average per 
capita amount decreased. Such is the pressure of population growth on agriculture, especially in 
countries with low factor productivity. 

 

His faction scattered across China, the country in chaos and his economic reforms put 

on hold for at least another decade, Liu Shaoqi finally died of pneumonia in 1969 after years of 

physical and physiological abuse by so-called revolutionaries endorsed by Mao (Fenby, 

2009:486). His death wouldn’t be announced for as long as Mao lived, his body cremated 

under a false name and its location hidden even from his family until 1980.     

 

4. Food Security in the 70s and 80s: Treading carefully, not Leaping 

 

 At least until 1976 the Chinese economy and the status of Food Security remained 

pretty much the same. After gaining control of the party, the goal of Mao Zedong was to 

secure once again the sovereignty of the government, not feed the population. A countrywide 

campaign was thus launched against revolutionary movements, now deemed as subversive 

and criminal, which required peasants to leave their fields to engage in the “mass struggle”. 

For these peasants, this meant nothing short of starvation as rural productivity and living 

standards stagnated (Fairbank and Goldman, 2006:398) (see Table 13). 

Afterwards, Mao diverted himself with abating the influence of the PLA and Lin Biao 

within the party, promptly and violently removing him from his position as second (Fenby, 

2009). Reform-minded individuals tired of backstage conspiracies began to congregate around 

Zhou Enlai, a survivor from Liu Shaoqi’s mandate and by then Mao’s temporary new second, all 

the while slowly eroding the support for Mao’s policies. In 1975, Deng Xiaoping would again 
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make his debut in the Fourth National People’s Congress as the vice-chairman of the party and 

a member of the Standing Committee of the Politburo, only to be promoted by the National 

Congress to vice premier and chief of the army. 

 

Table 13. Urban and Rural Consumption of Foodgrains¹, edible Vegetable Oils, and 

Cotton Cloth², 1957, 1960, and 1978 

 Percentage Change 

 1957 1960 1978 1960/1957 1978/1957 

N
at

io
n

al
 Grain (kg) 203.0 163.5 196.5 -19.5 -3.2 

Vegetable 
Oils (kg) 

2.4 1.85 1.6 -22.9 -33.2 

Cotton cloth 
(ft) 

19.5 — 19.1 — -2.0 

U
rb

an
 

Grain (kg) 196.0 192.5 216.5 -1.8 10.5 

Vegetable 
Oils (kg) 

5.15 3.55 4.70 -31.1 -8.7 

Cotton 
Cloth (ft) 

30.0 — — —  — 

R
u

ra
l 

Grain (kg) 204.5 156.0 192.5 -23.7 -5.9 

Vegetable 
Oils (kg) 

1.85 1.45 1.05 -21.6 -43.2 

Cotton 
Cloth (ft) 

17.5 — 16.5 — -5.7 

Source: Lardy (1983:158). 
Notes (from the original author): ¹Consumption is expressed in terms of trade grain; ²Excluding 
synthetics.  
 

  

 Zhou Enlai, ill with cancer for several years, died in 1976, leaving behind him a set of 

guidelines dubbed as “Four Modernizations” and a small yet like-minded faction of individuals 

interested in economic development led by Deng Xiaoping. Even though the Gang of Four 

banned his mourning, they could not prevent hundreds of thousands from gathering around 

the Martyrs Memorial in Tiananmen Square to present their homage. There’s now a general 

belief that this was orchestrated by Deng’s faction for internal promotion (Fairbank and 

Goldman: 404-5).  

In a final moment of challenge towards reality, Mao left his succession in the hands of 

Hua Guofeng, an unmemorable individual whose only merit was to allow the Gang of Four to 

be judged for their crimes during the Cultural Revolution before being replaced by Deng in 

1978, who would remain in power officially till 1989 and in practice till 1997.  

This spelled the end for Mao’s faction. The fact that it died along with its leader shows 

how disillusioned the party and the people had become with the Chairman and his policies. For 

external and internal promotion of the Chinese socialist revolution the new administration of 
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the CCP would do Mao the travesty of placing him as nothing more than a figure head, the very 

position he so clearly despised.   

 Meanwhile, in the fields and in the cities the people once again began to rely more on 

traditional values than on socialist dogmas and ignorant cadres. To the shock of the Red 

Guards, in the 60s the cult of Mao in rural villages had already been supplanted by the cult of 

local deities. The errors of the Great Leap and the violence of the Cultural Revolution had 

created a severe problem of legitimacy not only for the CCP, but for Mao himself 

(Idem:Ibidem), yet the spiral of violence unleashed was so severe that apathy became a 

hallmark of Chinese political culture for at least another decade. 

 From then onwards there was a return to power from previously purged party leaders 

which shifted the programmatic emphasis from ideological to pragmatic policies aiming for 

development. This can be seen from transformation in mottos, as ‟get grain from rocks” gave 

way to ‟seek truth from facts”.  

 Deng believed that he could only break the stranglehold on the economy by improving 

the livelihoods of the majority of the Chinese, which by the time was clearly the rural 

population of the country. At the time, roughly 100 million peasants were in dire need of 

foodgrains (Chinese Communist Party Central Committee, 1978:151).  

And so he turned to the East Asian model of development and recovered the 50s 

agricultural planning through price stimulation, family farms and decollectivization, rural 

markets and market economies, all the while investing in consumer goods industries and 

involving China in international trade.  

These reforms were gradual, but by 1980 the countryside was already the most 

dynamic sector of China’s economy. Alongside with economic progress, party controls on rural 

and urban production weakened and the role of the central government was strengthened as 

its functions were enlarged to compensate for the gradual removal of the CCP from direct 

handling of policy issues. All this without the violence that marked other transitions in China, 

especially when we remember the Cultural Revolution. The greatest stain on this period was 

undoubtedly the military crackdown on demonstrators in Tiananmen Square on June 4 of 

1989, during which 800-1,300 people lost their lives and 10,000-30,000 were imprisoned 

(Fairbank and Goldman, 2006:410). 

Besides that, market reforms weren’t always accompanied by a regulatory framework, 

which gave way to rising corruption, social inequalities, regional disparities and widespread 

pollution. New values had an impact on ideology and beliefs, which became extensive in the 

mid-90s thanks to the introduction of new communications technologies and infrastructures.  
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This is because Deng and his colleagues had no blueprints for transition, and so they 

had to rely on gradual experimentation of policies following local trends and needs. The 

process of reform was thus anything but top-down, at least at first. One of the most important 

policies for Food Security was the ‟Household Responsibility System”, based on gradual 

decollectivization of agriculture and the return of private family plots of farmed land based on 

production quotas contracted between state-run production units and private individuals. 

Above these quotas, farmers were allowed to retain their produce and sell it in the 

rehabilitated rural markets, boosting their income. This was tried in Anhui and Sichuan 

provinces at first – both of them rules by Deng’s close allies — and when output increased 

dramatically in the early 80s it spread to the rest of the country. Millions of farmers returned 

to family plots as communes began to be dismantled. 

Meanwhile, increases in state procurement prices of foodgrains led to material 

incentives to boost output, and families were once again allowed to make their own decisions 

regarding production, increasing the diversity of the output mix. 

The results were simple: farm output rose by 8-10 per cent a year, with a record 

harvest in 1984. Between 1980 and 1986 the gross output of the primary sector more than 

doubles, all the while rural population declines (State Statistical Yearbook, 1990), which means 

factor productivity increased alongside efficiency. Grain yields rose from 2.5 tonnes per 

hectare in 1978 to 3.5 tonnes per hectare in the mid-80s.  

Unfortunately this led to black markets and rampant corruption, since party officials 

still had control over land lending, building construction, market opportunities and access to 

resources and credit. They joined particularly adventurous farmers in collectives, much in the 

same mold as the traditional “guangdu, shangban” of the late Qing enterprise structure that 

fused together the supervision of government officials with economic management of 

merchants. These collectives grew at a rate of 20% in the 80s, a developed that had not been 

anticipated (Fairbank and Goldman, 2006:413). 

From the Third Plenum of the Twelfth Central Committee in 1984, market reforms in 

the countryside would spread to urban areas and to the secondary and tertiary sectors 

through the establishment of Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and foreign joint-ventures. In the 

90s peasants’ serf-like ties to their land would end, as greater labor mobility towards these 

SEZs put more than 120 million people on the move till 2003, a figure that grew on average 13 

million per year (Chen, 2003). The State largely gave up on trying to control migration, and by 

the early twenty-first century migration permits would become increasingly less necessary. 

 The change was so quick that by the end of 1987 there was a huge problem of inflation 

and money supply, as urban incomes and demand for goods and services rose (Fenby, 
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2009:579). The creation of SEZs were accompanied by the dismantlement of state-run 

enterprises, leading to a grave problem of unemployment in the cities. As expected, the party 

was the main target of social frustrations, and so the CCP expelled 150,000 members over 

charges of corruption. It didn’t have the intended effect. In the 90s, the number of officially 

recognized protests quadrupled according to the Ministry of Public Security, from 8,700 to 

32,000 (Fairbank and Goldman, 2006:417). Probably more serious than that, they were now 

organized thanks to the reemergence of worker unions.  

 Meanwhile, the amount of arable land kept decreasing, in no small part thanks to 

Mao’s policies of land reclamation and new methods of production based on intensive use of 

pesticides without the proper measures of drainage. Urbanization didn’t help, as buildings 

were constructed on fertile regions and 1.25 million hectares of arable land were lost every 

year. These were the main residues of transformation that led to student protests in 1987 and 

then in 1988 on seventy-seven campuses and twenty-five cities, both of which would 

eventually lead to the infamous crackdown on Tiananmen Square in 1989 when regime 

change, and not just policy change, became the motto. In the countryside, the lack of political 

representation and participation channels led to tens of thousands of annual protests. 

Degrading material conditions and spiritual repression in Tibet led to renewed and violent 

revolts against the CCP in 1987 and 1989, during which Hu Jintao distinguished himself for 

being particularly effective in suppressing upheavals (Fenby, 2009:586).  

The party thus entered the 90s profoundly divided over the merits and residues of the 

process of transformation, with some preferring a return to a more conservative socialist 

model of economic planning and political repression, and others opting for institution building 

to accommodate further liberalization of economic relationships without damaging (too much) 

the centralism of the CCP. 

 

5. Food Security from the 90s to 2012: From Security Concern to Well-being Standard  

 

 After 1989 the CCP leadership was uncomfortable with the social and political climate 

born out of the changing economic landscape. Deng’s lieutenants for reform policy had either 

died or been sacked by the end of the 80s (Fenby, 2009), showing how fragile the 

developmental faction had become. Deng himself was reticent between pursuing more 

liberalization of the economy or falling back to a conservative stance. Violence and social 

friction had become widespread both in the cities and in the countryside, sparing only those 

regions on the coast where economic progress was greatest. This internal conflict was 

important because while Food Security was making progress in terms of availability and 
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accessibility, a reversal of policies such as what happened in the mid-50s could make the 

building come crashing down. 

 In 1992, Deng would take a Southern Tour from Wuhan to the SEZs of Shenzen and 

Zhuhai and would publicly announce his decision. The pace of reform would be kept, but at the 

same time the party would have to keep control of the political situation while the government 

created the necessary regulatory framework to accommodate the stride of change. The 

political endorsement of Deng was what was needed to give the developmental faction a vital 

second wind. Jiang Zemin had recently been promoted to Deng’s second thanks to his handling 

of protests in Shangai in 1989, but his modernization policies needed support against the 

hardliners of the party. Probably to have as much lasting consequences, on that tour Deng 

drew the link between economic prosperity and social stability, a guideline in which the CCP 

focuses much of its energy even today. 

 A new wave of public investment was allocated to the primary sector, as in the early 

90s the abolition of communes had led to the deterioration of health, education and public 

works in the countryside (Fairbank and Goldman, 2006:419). The new wave of investment 

tried to abate the serious problem of re-emergent patriarchal clans repressed during Mao’s 

period, which in 1993 were involved in roughly 600 clan feuds that killed more than a hundred 

people and injured 2,000 (Fenby, 2009:657). In Hunan the situation was so dire that thousands 

of farmers from rival groups fought each other in the open with home-made guns mounted on 

the top of public buildings such as schools and hospitals, resisting party cadres and beating the 

police or chasing away governmental agents that tried to impose the “One-Child Policy”. 

Here’s a problem of sovereignty that links Political and Food Security to National Security: 

when the law doesn’t rule, neither does the State. In 1994, the household responsibility 

system was enhanced when farmers were given thirty-year leases on their land and legislation 

was introduced to protect their rights over their produce and plots: from then onwards they 

became able to sub-lease and transfer their land, even if they were unable to sell it. The 

contract between collectives and households became mandatorily written. The friction abated, 

and in 2003 these regulations were compiled into a single law known as the ‟Rural Contract 

Law”.  

In our view, the government recognized that in the second half of the 80s it had taken 

the progress in agriculture as granted and had fuelled resources to industry. As output growth 

in the fields stagnated  and population in urban centers kept rising, inflation on basic goods 

soared and, together with unemployment and absence of official participation channels, the 

social situation had spiraled out of control.  
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 Meanwhile, the policy of output diversification kept attaining results. While cereals 

remained the main crop in China, their share in the mix and in area sown declined from 1990 

to 2003 as other crops became more profitable and the government relaxed further policy 

measures that induced farmers into producing foodgrains. This led to impressive increases in 

vegetable and fruit production, even as arable land kept receding (OECD, 2005:53). In the 

same period, the gross agricultural output increased by nearly 90 per cent, of which crop 

production rose 60 per cent and livestock production 145 per cent.  

 Since then, growth of the primary sector has been abating from a remarkable 6.2 per 

cent per year in the first half of the 90s to just 3.6 per cent from 2000 to 2003. Reflecting this, 

while crops represented 65 per cent of the total value of agricultural production in 1990, that 

share kept falling till it reached 50% in 2003, reflecting changing patterns of consumer 

demand. Meanwhile, in the same period the fishery sector share of production grew from 5 

per cent to 14 per cent, and livestock production share grew from 26 per cent to 32 per cent, 

making China the greatest livestock producer in the world by 2002 with a total of 23 per cent 

of the global output.  

The slowdown of the primary sector growth combined with changing patterns of food 

consumption are good signs for food security because they show that demand for agricultural 

output has been receding as incomes rise and people begin to purchase greater quantities of 

consumer goods26.  

In 2002, average food consumption in China reached a new peak of 2,951 calories per 

capita per day, much higher than the average of 2,300 recommended by the World Bank and 

slightly higher than the 2,804 world average (Idem: 17). Undernourishment today is more the 

result of poverty rather than physical lack of food.   

However, challenges from this period remain today, such as receding forestry and  

non-agricultural uses of arable land. The increased share of livestock adds to this problem, as 

the production of livestock demand far more arable land and water than the production of 

foodgrains. This is serious because China has only 10 per cent of the world’s arable land, and 

its hydric resources are set at just ¼ of the global average. Changing patterns of production 

and consumption thus put a good deal of strain on resources that, in the advent of a food 

crisis, could be used to ensure that food security remains stable. China’s integration in the 

global markets helps to alleviate this pressure by allowing the country to import foodgrains 

when the need arises, a situation that confirmed itself in 2008 and again in 2011.  

                                                           
26

 The primary sector’s share in the GDP has been falling steadily. In 2011 it accounted for 10.0 per cent 
of the GDP, according to World Bank data available at http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/.  

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/
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Self-sufficiency in food security made possible a policy shift that privileged quantity 

from one that focuses on quality and food safety (Idem:216). This was emphasized by China’s 

entry in the World Trade Organization (WTO), leading to the creation of safer food standards 

managed at the governmental level by a national commission with the co-operation of the 

Ministries of Health, Agriculture and the National Administration for the Quality Supervision, 

Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ). Even if not all standards are compatible with international 

criterion — such as in the maximum residue limits for pesticides — progress is being pursued 

alongside with developments in science, animal medications, measures of control on food 

additives and so forth. 

Challenges remain for security as the degrading environment and the receding arable 

land and water supplies take their toll. From 2004 to 2009 China had gone through plentiful 

harvests, but from then onwards the government found serious difficulties with keeping up 

with its pledges of 95% self-sufficiency rate in foodgrain production, possible only by 

maintaining the amount of arable land at 120 million hectares. In 2008 and 2011, China was 

forced to turn to the international markets, adding pressure to the international food system. 

Meanwhile, Lin Erda, a senior researcher from the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, 

projected a fall in agricultural yields somewhere between 14 per cent and 23 per cent till 2050 

thanks to water shortages and other environmental causes (Watts, 2009)   

This puts pressure on a delicate social situation on the countryside already aggravated 

by the fact that rural incomes are roughly one third of urban incomes. Before it could escalate 

to the degrees of violence found in 1993, the government and its prime minister — the 

reform-minded Wen Jiabao — quickly moved to pledge another 121 billion yuan to public 

investment in the countryside in 2009. This was especially grave in North China, which in 2009 

was responsible for 58 per cent of all Chinese agricultural output and is currently going 

through severe droughts due to desertification and over-use of water resources. 

In 2010, the government was already pledging even more material incentives to 

farmers that outdo themselves in the production of foodgrains rather than economic crops or 

livestock (Ministry of Agriculture, 2010). This is a policy shift aiming at ensuring food security 

that could have had at least two implications: an increase in land hectares under cereal 

production and an increase of the usage of chemical fertilizers, as producers pump their plots 

with chemises to enhance their output and thus gain such rewards.  

Ever since 2009 this is exactly what has been happening (see Table 14), but such 

policies could easily backfire as they add to environmental constraints — especially in the 

North and Central Plains — all the while inducing producers to forego comparative advantages 

in regions more prone to other types of agricultural output.  
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 Table 14. Fertilizer Consumption, Land under Cereal Production and Cereal Yields in 

China, 2004-2010  

Years Fertilizer 
Consumption (kg per 

hectares of arable 
land) 

Land under Cereal 
Production 
(hectares) 

Cereal yields 
(kg per hectare) 

2004 331.2 79,612,9189.0 5,189.7 

2005 408.5 82,167,825.0 5,225.5 

2006 434.2 85,217,345.0 5,313.4 

2007 479.4 86,057,944.0 5,319.8 

2008 463.0 86,520,726.0 5,547.6 

2009 503.9¹ 88,678,224.0 5,449.7² 

2010 — 90,129,526.0 5,520.6 
Author’s scheme, from official data available at http://data.worldbank.org/country/china.  
Notes: ¹See how fertilizer consumption quickly surged to a record peak a year after rural reforms urged 
producers to boost foodgrain production; ²Notice how an increase of land under cereal production and 
of fertilizer consumption didn’t lead to equivalent results in cereal yields measured in kg per hectare, 
which actually receded in 2009 in spite of the Ministry’s best intentions. 
 

We’ll address Environmental Security and its relationship with other security sectors 

more closely in Chapter 5, but for now remains the notion that while food security in China has 

been achieved after decades of policy shifts that led to a structural crisis from the mid-60s to 

the mid-70s, the current situation is precarious and highly vulnerable to environmental 

degradation, urbanization and bad choices from individual farmers, adding to the ancestral 

Chinese headache of receding arable land and explosive population growth in times of peace 

and prosperity that have, historically, contributed heavily to the downfall of many imperial 

dynasties (Elvin, 2004).  

  

http://data.worldbank.org/country/china
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CHAPTER IV 

Societal Security: “Imagined Communities” and Stability 

 

 

“Such is the difficult of controlling the imperial stronghold! In general 

it is only necessary to have feelings of scorn and indifference and 

these people will in turn fearlessly and recklessly resist us.” 

 WANG CHENGLU, Prefect of Guizhou, preface to a 1850 

Guiyang gazetteer 

 

 

 1. Theoretical Considerations and the Legal Framework 

 

 Consensually, what defines a “society” is the existence of a large and self-sustained 

group of individuals that perceives its ideas, attitudes, values and behaviors as different from 

other groups of the same kind (Buzan et al, 1998; Anderson, 1983).  This conceptualization is 

important because it directly influences the perceptions of ethnic minorities of their 

importance, role and integration in any given country, and especially so when the core 

elements of the identity are seen as incompatible with the values and behaviors of other 

ethnic groups in a political community. When one of two or more incompatible groups is 

perceived as the driver of ethnic policy of a State, cleavages and even direct confrontation are 

prone to arise.  

  The core elements that constitute a minority group are based upon linguistic, ethnic, 

religious and/or cultural characteristics (Capotori, 1977; HRIC, 2007). China officially recognizes 

54 ethnic minorities27, accounting for 8.4% of a total population of roughly 1.3 billion people. If 

                                                           
27

 In the mid-50s the CCP went on to identify how many ethnic minorities lived in the country. When 400 
answered the call, the authorities saw this as too many and managed to pull down that number to the 
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this wasn’t enough to make societal security a concern for the Chinese State, these minorities 

currently inhabit 64% of the Chinese territory, namely regions of strategic and geopolitical 

importance in the north, northwest and west, which accounts for the vast and poorer interior 

of the country — which, as we’ve previously seen, are precisely the regions that took the 

greater toll from wrong agricultural policies in the past and that suffer the most from food 

security and political security vulnerabilities. 

 In 1949 the presence of such a vast array of minorities was already a concern, leading 

to the creation of the Common Program28, which claims to protect the equality and unity 

between different nationalities (Article 50), the exercise of political autonomy in regions 

predominately inhabited by ethnic minorities (Article 51), and the right of these minorities to 

develop their language, preserve their customs and exercise their religious beliefs (Article 53).  

Later on, in 1952, it was stipulated by the General Program for the Implementation of 

Regional Autonomy for Minorities that the autonomous government should be composed by 

proportional ethnic representation of local peoples and the most common language should be 

used in all official acts. In 1954 the Chinese Constitution took a step further by granting 

autonomous governments the capacity to administer its own local finances within legal limits, 

as well as to organize local security forces (Kaup, 2000:78), while its 4th Article reaffirmed 

previously given rights. 

To implement all these legal commitments, in the late 50s the government created an 

ethnic policy dubbed as “Regional Autonomy for Ethnic Minorities” (RAEM) which focuses on 

areas where 20% or more of the total population is comprised by ethnic minorities. This policy 

was inspired by historical methods that the Chinese empire used to deal with different peoples 

that lived within its boundaries29 as well as later adaptions of a soviet style of management 

(Hongyi, 2009), and while it was suspended by Mao’s zealotry from 1958 to 1978, it was 

reinstated in 1979 and by 2000 it had given birth to 154 ethnic autonomous areas (EAAs) 

within five autonomous provinces (see Table 15). 

Officially, this policy provides these minorities with administrative, economic and 

cultural privileges, as well as fiscal subsidies and economic aid towards the preservation of 

traditional heritages, in line with what was initially promised. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                          
current 55, sometimes lumping together different peoples living in different spaces. See Jonathan Fenby 
(2009), History of Modern China: The Fall and Rise of a Great Power, London, Penguin Books, pp.361-2.  
28

 Officially called “The Common Program of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference”, 
adopted by the First Plenary Session of the Chinese People’s PCC on September 29

th
, 1949, available at 

http://www.e-chaupak.net/database/chicon/1949/1949e.pdf.  
29

 Under the Tang, Han, Ming and Qing dynasties, the social structure of border areas was preserved in 
order to ensure the local’s allegiance to the imperial government through a local ethnic chief. 

http://www.e-chaupak.net/database/chicon/1949/1949e.pdf
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Table 15. China’s Ethnic Autonomous Provinces in 2006 

Name Date of 
Creation 

Capital Area 
(1000 

square 
km) 

Population 
(millions) 

Ethnic 
Minorities 
(millions) 

Ethnic 
Minorites 
(% of total 

population) 

Inner 
Mongolia 

Autonomous 
Region 

May 1, 
1947 

Hohhot 1,183 23.9 5.2 21.6 

Xinjiang 
Uyghur 

Autonomous 
Region 

October 1, 
1955 

Urumqi 1,650 20.1 12.1 60.4 

Guangxi 
Zhuang 

Autonomous 
Region 

March 15, 
1958 

Nanning 236 49.25 19.0 38.54 

Ningxia Hui 
Autonomous 

Region 

October 
25, 1958 

Yinchuan 66.4 5.96 2.1 35.98 

Tibet 
Autonomous 

Region 

September 
1, 1965 

Lhasa 1,228 2.76 2.6 93.48 

Source: China Statistical Year Book 2006 (2006), Beijing, China Statistical Press, p.45 

 

 However, in the mid-80s ethnic policies began to shift.  This can be seen by the 1984 

PRC’s Law on Regional Ethnic Autonomy (LREA) which reiterated constitutionally given rights 

while implying that these could be limited in case of national divisions, or if the integrity of the 

Chinese territory became endangered (HRIC, 2007:11).  

In practice, this meant that autonomous regions began to be monitored by the central 

government at a formal level, and by the CCP at an informal level. For example, from then 

onwards any regulations or statutes approved by the autonomous region’s congresses must be 

submitted to approval by the National People’s Congress (NPC) before going into effect, in 

conclusion putting them at the same administrative level as provincial congresses. While HRIC 

sees this as an attempt against the political autonomy of ethnic minorities, we believe this 

derives from a natural process of state building in which the central government is trying to 

effectively hierarchize local and central laws — a problem which simultaneously plagues 

political security. However, it is a fact that by doing so the government is going against 

previously granted rights to autonomous regions during more revolutionary times.   

And so here begins a progressive process of securitization by the Chinese government 

of societal vulnerabilities, which slowly began to take on a more martial form as unrest caused 

by the residues of economic reforms spread across the country in the later-80s.  
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In the 90s this would lead to a reversal of ethnic policy which focused on tighter 

cultural control mechanisms to address clashes in the countryside provoked, at least in part, by 

vulnerabilities in food security and agricultural policies that we’ve previously addressed. By 

that time, the government made a rather simplistic link between these clashes and ethnic 

autonomy, dubbing protesters as “separatists” while enforcing the militarization and reducing 

the fiscal support for these regions. This did little to solve the problem, as growing deficits and 

declining economic performance led to growing disaffection with the central government, 

especially in Tibet and Xinjiang, a phenomenon which continues to this day. 

 The central government has since then adopted a mixed position regarding ethnic 

policy that combines earlier stances, mixing militarization with economic development in order 

to quell social turmoil (Liu, 2004:167), the latter of which can be seen by the 2001 

amendments to the LREA — in which the emphasis of autonomy begins to transit from political 

to economic self-government — and by the creation of the “Flourishing Borders and 

Prosperous People” programme in 200530, both of which set a model of development based 

upon larger public funds for compulsory basic education and for higher education, 

employment, social security, as well as for cultural issues.  

At least in theory, this means that members of officially recognized groups are once 

again being granted the same basic civil and political rights as other citizens of the Chinese 

State while being given additional administrative, demographic31 and fiscal benefits. In 

practice, considering the state of political security in the interior of China, this means very 

little. As what happens with “subversion” when it comes to political security, China lacks a 

juridical definition of “discrimination” that blocks the implementation of policies aimed at 

protecting ethnic minorities (HRIC, 2007:12). Worse than that, political representatives of the 

central government and of the party don’t appear to grasp the true impact of this void. 

 When tensions arise between ethnic groups they can quickly escalate to paranoia by 

the Chinese regime, which sees any protest against discrimination by minorities as a planned 

separatist movement bent on fragmenting the political stability and the territorial integrity of 

the State, all because the juridical definition of “discrimination” and “subversion” is currently 

non-existent. This leads to repressive crackdowns that, in turn and with time, originate more 

sources of friction between these minorities and the central government in a self-invigorating 

cycle.  

                                                           
30

 The programme is built upon larger public remittances from the State budget to support capital 
formation, and Han migration to the countryside to allow administrative reforms to enhance the control 
of the central government and the sinicization of the local population. 
31

 Special policy measures grant ethnic minorities the ability to have more than one child per couple. 
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Societal Security is thus important because it defines a minimum threshold under 

which these groups can feel safe from the government and thus are less prone to mistrust 

policies, and above which the government can treat most frictions as normal political 

bargaining, thus ensuring political stability within the State.  

There is also a strong link between Societal and Political Security, because the 

government is particularly sensitive to separatism in these regions and thus is more prone to 

interfere against the Law in cases involving ethnic minorities because these cases easily 

become highly politicized in China32. This is especially true in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous 

Region (IMAR), the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) and the Tibet Autonomous 

Region (TAR), on which we will focus from now on.  

 

 2. The Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region 

  

 Hada is an ethnic Mongolian who, amidst the countryside confusion of the 90s, had the 

idea of creating in his bookstore in the regional capital of Hohhot a political movement that 

strove for the self-determination of Inner Mongolia. Like in any country, the Chinese 

government didn’t look too fondly on movements striving to fragment the State, and so Hada 

was quickly sentenced to 15 years in prison and lost all of his political rights until 2014. No 

surprise, and under Chinese law, when he was released in December 2010 he was once again 

detained by Chinese authorities and his family was put under surveillance. 

 The fact is that Inner Mongolia hadn’t become calmer since the 90s, and so the 

government feared the liberation of a well-known activist would do nothing but stir up further 

problems. Just a year before his release the region was rocked by the death of a Mongolian 

herder hit by a truck during a protest against pollution caused by a coal mine, and ever since 

then a fragile truce prevails between the government and activists. 

 These protests weren’t small by any means. One of them involved more than 2,000 

ethnic Mongolian demonstrators led by college students, who marched straight to a 

government building to cry out against pollution, receding arable land, fragile herder rights 

and the death of the aforementioned protester. Afraid that this campaign would spread and 

even overspill to other autonomous regions, the government quickly beefed up security and 

cybercensorship to hinder publicity and organization by the activists (Pei, 2011). Inner 

Mongolia has been widely known as a relatively peaceful autonomous region — especially 

                                                           
32

 There are 2,085 ethnic minority political prisoners out of a total of 2,279 cases in the US 
Congressional-Executive Commissioner on China (CECC) database. 
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when compared to Tibet or Xinjiang — and there is now a good possibility that it will follow in 

their footsteps of dissent.     

 What altered the balance? Inner Mongolia has great strategic importance for the 

Chinese State because it has vast reserves of coal which the government has been taking 

advantage off for years (Watts, 2010). Economic growth in the region has been greatly driven 

by the extraction of these energy sources, which led to infrastructure creation, 

industrialization, jobs and overall income growth.  

But it also led to rampant pollution as the regional government lacks the financial 

capacity and the political will to pursue a more eco-friendly agenda. Not only do these mines 

expand to traditional grazing areas, they put a lot of pressure on hydric resources33 and cause 

intolerable levels of air pollution (Guang, 2012), doing nothing to quell the desertification of 

the steppes and ruining the livelihoods of the traditional ethnic Mongolian herders whose 

cattle depend on these pastures to survive. This leads to dangerous levels of resentment as 

these minorities can’t help but to blame the government, eroding its political legitimacy and 

causing violent clashes. At the heart of the matter lies not only a socioeconomic concern but 

ethnic issues as well, as Mongolians see their cattle and the half-nomadic lifestyle it provides 

as a core element of their identity. 

In late June 2011 the region saw another big demonstration34  because herders from 

the Bayannur Township became disgruntled with the Bayannur Lead Mine. Unsupervised by 

governmental authorities, this company had been discharging large amounts of toxic waste 

that caused the deaths of grazing livestock. In response, the herders grouped together and 

shut down a water pump that supplied a shaft, only to be beaten and dispersed by the police 

in confrontations that led to 4 people being hurt and a police car being overturned. According 

to locals, the protests were quelled only when the company agreed to compensate the herders 

with 1.2 million yuan, but the fact is that the regional government is increasingly being put 

between protesters and mining companies and by doing so is losing the neutrality without 

which political legitimacy degrades. 

This isn’t helped by another consequence of economic development, which is large 

Han migration to the region. Ethnic Mongolians are now a minority inside Inner Mongolia, 

accounting for roughly 20% of the total population. This is further aggravated by the fact that 

ethnic Mongolians feel that they lack true political power inside their own “autonomous” 

                                                           
33

 In China another 10 billion cubic meters of water will be consumed by 16 new coal fired power plants 
by 2015, putting heavy pressure on an already arid Northwest.  
34

 For more on this matter, see “Herders in China’s Inner Mongolia protest over lead mine in latest 
unrest, some reported hurt”, available at http://www.minesandcommunities.org/article.php?a=11041 
(consulted on 21/10/2012). 

http://www.minesandcommunities.org/article.php?a=11041
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region, as major governmental officials and party cadres not only aren’t elected by the local 

population, the overwhelming majority of them are Han.  

Even though the link between “mirrored representation” and the political power of 

groups is vague at best (Martins, 2008:41-43), one cannot deny the fact that the Chinese 

Constitution promised that autonomous regions would be mainly led by a ethnically 

representative elite. No wonder ethnic Mongolians are feeling robbed of this promise, as the 

Han are now the overwhelming majority inside the region. This had the immediate effect of 

reducing the usage of the Mongolian language in local public spheres, namely in basic public 

schools, where Mongolian children now spend more time learning mandarin and Han history 

than their own heritage (HRI, 2007:3). This does nothing to mitigate ethnic tensions with the 

Han, and political dissent against the government. 

As what happens in Xinjiang and Tibet, the government sees the problem mainly in 

socioeconomic terms and thus solves it by boosting public investment35 and local 

militarization, but this is highly ineffective in the long-term because it loses sight of both the 

cultural and political woes plaguing ethnic Mongolians (Pei, 2011), if anything because Han 

entrepreneurs refuse to contract local minorities, even if they have a college degree (UN, 

2007), ultimately wasting such investments when it comes to the socioeconomic integration of 

these peoples. 

Also, in the IMAR there is a strong link between political security, societal security and 

environmental security. Desertification has been a strong concern for at least two decades, as 

major droughts and dust storms have been increasing in frequency. The government believes 

this is caused by overgrazing, while herders blame the land reclamation policies that benefit 

local mining companies (HRIC, 2007:14). Both of them are partially correct (Watts, 2011), but 

because this is one of the regions in which the rule of law is the weakest and societal issues are 

the strongest, both parts have been unable to defuse tensions over what to do to solve the 

problem.  

When courts don’t work and when there is an absence of political participation 

channels, these minorities are more prone to take their causes to the streets, to which the 

government responds with judicial interference and even tighter measures of political control 

as the specter of separatism grows out of proportion both within the officials minds as well as 

in the minorities hearts.  

Meanwhile, to restore the grasslands the PRC came up with an “Ecological Migration 

Project” (HRIC, 2007) bent on moving roughly 650,000 herders to other pastures in order to 
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 The drive westwards led to the allocation of greater tranches of public investment, which surpassed 
by 13% the investment in the littoral in 2002. 
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recover the grassland ecosystem while implementing new methods of grazing to help a 

transition between traditional herding to ranching-style intensive grasslands management. 

The problem is that to Mongolian minorities and to human rights activists this sounds 

too much like the soviet-style dislocation of unwanted ethnic groups that the URSS 

perpetuated in regions such as the Caucasus. Worse than that, they perceive this as an 

existential threat to the Mongolian communal and semi-nomadic way of life, as they’re being 

relocated to agricultural and urban areas. 

This perception could have been avoided if the decision was made with significant 

public input and output and if the Mongols had had a voice in the modernization of their 

communities and lifestyles. Alas, they did not (Atwood, 2005).  

The fact is that the LREA fails to be implemented and respected by both the local 

government and local courts, corroborating our conclusion that the rule of law in China is at its 

weakest the further we move towards the interior. It also validates our assumption that this 

does nothing to mitigate social tension. In this case, Mongol activists Enghebatu Togochog 

went as far as declaring that the Ecological Migration Project is highly involuntary in its nature, 

based on a forced dislocation process in which thousands of local herders lost their cattle and 

property without proper compensation, violating a significant number of internal legal 

commitments made by the PRC (apud HRIC, 2007:14).  

Not only that, the government detained and imprisoned those who resisted, doing 

nothing to diminish the ranks of structural opponents in the long-term. In IMAR, 

environmental vulnerabilities and political insecurity are being sprinkled with ethnic tension as 

Mongolians are displaced, discriminated against, and mowed down as “separatists” whenever 

they move to protest, a phenomenon that is not helped by the progressive administrative 

centralization based on Han-led migration to the region which led Mongolians to believe that 

now even their heritage is at stake as Han customs and values are being imported into local 

public spheres and substituting previous ones36.  

We disagree with Human Rights in China (HRIC) (2007) when it implies that there is a 

premeditated policy bent on cultural exclusion and ethnic repression in the IMAR. Some of the 

ethnic tensions appear to be based more on subjective perceptions by minorities than by a 

sudden machiavellic attempt by the central government to neutralize their identity once and 

for all. In fact, governmental-led Han migration to strategic regions of the country is a 
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 This is constraint that’s been present in the IMAR ever since the 50s. By then its local leader, Ulanfu, 
was caught in a tightrope between retaining the confidence of the Mongolian people and appeasing 
Beijing, a difficult equilibrium that since then appears to have been lost. 
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traditional Chinese policy in times of economic prosperity and might (Cunha, 2012c; Jacques, 

2012:312), yet many previously affected minorities live on.  

In our view, in the IMAR the societal vulnerabilities arise from the central government 

incapacity to explain and integrate these minorities in the process of modernization, from 

which they feel excluded and threatened — and rightly so, especially when there is a visible 

attempt to Sinicize the region that fails to provide other public spheres in which these 

minorities can pass on their heritage without governmental control. Part of the problem lies in 

the fact that even today Han Chinese see their culture superior, and thus minorities should feel 

glad to be “civilized” by Han migrants (Harrell, 1995:25).  

While we strongly believe that the embedment of this notion in ethnic policy is 

counterproductive for political stability, we think that the reinforced teaching of mandarin and 

Han customs in local public schools derives naturally from the process of modernization that 

the Chinese state has been going through37 and actually gives these minorities an asset for 

their integration in the national economy, in spite of what human rights activists might say.  

However, the government should allow ethnic minorities to develop their own spheres 

of cultural and linguistic diffusion — i.e., safe from State controls — or it will soon find that 

disgruntled groups will increasingly polarize their identity against that of the Han. It appears 

safe to claim that the current policy of putting under State surveillance any and all forms of 

religious, cultural and ethnic expression is doing nothing to ensure political stability and to 

avoid separatist ideals. In fact, far from it.  

There is also a strong link between societal insecurity and political insecurity in the 

IMAR, as the central government and local courts fail to enforce the LREA and the regional 

government seems to be more focused on economic growth than on its legal commitments.  

However, we also have to put things under perspective. Trying as they are, current 

societal vulnerabilities in the IMAR are nothing compared with what happened in the late-60s, 

when a campaign to bring the region into line during the Cultural Revolution banned 

publications in the Mongol language and caused the death of 100,000 people, many of them 

reportedly having their tongues torn out, being branded with hot iron rods or even being 

burned alive. In the 70s this happened again, when soldiers with framed portraits of Mao 

attached to their chests killed roughly 22,900 individuals and maimed another 120,000 on 

“separatist” and “pro-Soviet” charges (Fenby, 2009:478-481). Such events would be 

unthinkable in nowadays IMAR, an evolution we have to acknowledge. 
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 A process that happened in many currently developed countries which many human rights activists 
now claim that China should emulate fully.  
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3. The Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region 

 

China is land of contrast and paradoxes, both material and immaterial.  

The Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) doesn’t break the rule. The 

autonomous province is the largest administrative division in the republic38, and historically 

one of the hardest to control. From the arid steppes to the snowy mountain peaks of the 

“Third Pole”39, nomads always found it relatively easy to ignore the administrative apparatus 

of the Chinese imperial dynasties.  

And though the Han are natural settlers (Amaro, 1998), even nowadays only 4.3% of 

the region is inhabitable, and so sedentary populations always had a hard time trying to 

subdue the wilderness and rule the nomadic peoples that inhabited it.  

However, the strategic needs of China made it impossible to continue to ignore who 

effectively controls Xinjiang. The region borders with eight countries40, two of which are 

important historical rivals of China while several of them are a haven to Islamic extremists. Not 

only that, it contains a third of the national reserves of oil and natural gas and the largest 

untapped deposit of coal (Watts, 2010).   

Taking back the province in 1949 by conventional means41 didn’t ensure the effective 

administrative control of the region, which is home to 13 ethnic groups and one of the stages 

of religious and cultural unrest in the country. Unlike Mongolia, Xinjiang is still predominately 

occupied by a Chinese ethnic minority, the Uyghurs, who account for the region’s 61% total 

population (Hongyi, 2009).According to Clarke (2007), attempts by the state to subdue the 

nomadic nature of the indigenous populace through conventional use of force have only 

encountered an even stronger reaction against the government, which is sometimes seen as 

foreign. This is especially true from 1949 to 1976. 

But after the unrest of the 90s the government started to take on a different approach 

to the problem. The westernmost regions of China began to be seen as more than mere buffer 

zones to neighboring countries, as the southeastern provinces driving the economic 

development slowly started to claim for more resources42 and less pollution.  

Discrepancies in economic growth between west and east also began to potentially 

threaten the modernization model and social stability, as large population movements seeking 
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 Spanning more than 1.6 million km², the region has been under the administrative tutelage of many 
chinese dynasties with varying degrees of effective autonomy. 
39

 A mountain range that cuts through Central and South Asia and is home to the third largest body of 
ice in the world. 
40

 Russia, India, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan and Pakistan. 
41

 The Second East Turkistan Republic came to an halt when the PLA annexed Xinjiang in 1949.  
42

 Fragility of energy sources and supply routes are one of the main threats to China’s energy security. 
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better socioeconomic conditions put pressure on the hukou system, on the environment and 

also on food security, to say the least.  

Fixing population in the west by increasing foreign and domestic investment in such 

regions began to be seen as a worthy solution. The creation of infrastructures and the 

stimulation of economic growth would alleviate pressure on the hukou system, as well as 

creating new supply routes to the eastern regions of the country as the prices of commodities 

in the world markets rise.  

Investment in the west would also allow the relocate environmentally hazardous 

industries away from the easternmost provinces, whose population now begin to demand 

better quality of life and less pollution (Watts, 2010). 

Such policies were formalized in 2000 with the creation of the “Go West” program, 

which officially seeks to develop and modernize China’s vast interior by developing 

infrastructures, attracting foreign investment and retaining a high-skilled labor force, even as 

eastern regions of the country cry out for more and better workers. Why? The reason goes 

beyond economic efficiency and is politically driven.  

In Xinjiang, the allocation of economic investment had more consequences than just 

economic growth, as it helps to administratively control the province thanks to large migration 

movements of Han populace into the region. As Salvatore (2004:508) puts it: 

 

The population distribution shows two distinct subregions separated by the Tianshan 

Range, that now constitutes more a physical barrier than a socio-economic cultural divide, due 

to the central government’s policy of the last 50 years aimed at encouraging massive transfers 

of Han Chinese to Xianjiang (…) in order to extend China’s control over the troublesome 

‘borderland’ and turn the unruly Xinjiang into a “peaceful west” region. 

 

 While ingenious, this strategy has been attaining mixed results. Xinjiang remains the 

most troublesome of the PRC’s provincial autonomous regions (Bovingdon, 2004), a fact not 

helped by the Han inwards migration, which — like what is happening in the IMAR — 

promoted a phenomenon of “sinicization” of the local populace with direct consequences on 

the ethnic balance of the region as well as on social cleavages.  

To have a raw notion of the situation, one only needs to understand that Han 

population in Xinjiang rose from 5% in 1953 to roughly 40% in 1982 (Salvatore, 2004), a 

process that facilitated administrative control by governmental institutions, and which is quite 

similar to colonization methods employed by European powers (Lara, 2000) combined with 

imperial Chinese traditions of state craftsmanship (Jacques, 2012).  
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We believe the political power in Xinjiang is effectively exercised by the local Han 

minority group through an analysis of ethnic proportion within the CCP in the region. We 

follow this line of thought because the CCP is the ultimate source of political power in the 

country (Romana, 2005).  

In Xinjiang, 63% of the party members belong to the Han ethnic group (Clarke, 

2007:10) even though they don’t even represent 50% of the total population in the region. The 

ethnic mix also allowed an ingenious administrative reform (Bovingdon, 2002), when the 

central government distributed the autonomy of the province by its 13 ethnic groups, basically 

dividing to conquer while the CCP exerts its authority. 

These minorities can’t help but to feel displaced in lands they consider their own. For 

example, since 2004 the fusion between Uyghur and Chinese primary schools led to the 

extinction of the Uyghur dialect and this minority’s cultural/religious expression in classes 

(HRIC, 2007:27), a phenomenon that follows the same trend as that in the IMAR and which 

spans from a normal process of modernization. Yet Erkin Alpetkin (apud Clarke, 2007:4), 

president of the World Uyghur Congress, went as far as to claim that «the Chinese want to 

replace us with their own people as colonists, and assimilate those of us who remain, wiping 

out our culture». 

We’re not certain this is entirely true, as the Chinese government traditionally uses a 

mix of soft and hard policies when dealing with cultural and religious expression of ethnic 

minorities in the region. Basically, all religious expression through government sanctioned 

channels is tolerated43, while non-sanctioned channels are viewed with suspicion or even 

repressed, sometimes through force. But that is the case in most of the republic, and not all of 

the minorities feel their existence is at stake because of it. However, by not assimilating the 

Uyghur in the process of modernization and adapting the ethnic policy to local criticism, the 

central government is repeating in the XUAR the same mistakes it made in the IMAR.  

And so, ethnic tension persists as Han-led urbanization and migration allowed for 

better administrative control of the province through governmental institutions while stirring 

confrontation with other ethnic groups, sometimes leading to direct and violent clashes.   

This happened in August 2008 during protests in Kashgar and Kuga, which caused the 

deaths of 17 police officers and 12 citizens, and again in July of 2009 when tensions between 

Han and Uyghur escalated to open confrontations that led to 197 dead and 1721 injured 

people (Watts, 2010:267). Terrorist threats are recurrent. The police intervenes several times a 
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 For example, through participation in the Chinese Islamic Association. The government adopted 
similar models for religious expression of Christians, in direct competition with the Catholic Church.  
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year in order to prevent threats to security, or to dismantle what the regime perceives to be 

“terrorist cells”. 

As what happens in the IMAR, the urbanization, migration and the economic growth 

provide opportunities that inevitably lead to people getting excluded in favor of others. This 

leads to a perception that the Han are the causers and the main benefactors of socioeconomic 

change — while ethnic minorities are left behind with the collateral residues of 

modernization44 — because the Chinese government lacks a formal and peaceful of way of 

dealing with protesters, as well as a channel in which they can feel integrated in the process of 

development.  

This is a hard fact in the XUAR, where not only the Uyghurs aren’t the majority in the 

party, they also find a hard time getting to top positions in the organization (HRIC, 2007), doing 

nothing to mitigate the perception that the majority of the total population is currently being 

ruled by a foreign elite in a strategic Chinese region which, unlike Inner Mongolia, always had 

separatist tendencies and actually experienced a brief period of formal independence in the XX 

century.  

In our view, the problem lies in the fact that the Chinese government sees these issues 

mainly in socioeconomic terms, dismissing its political and cultural aspects as an excuse made 

by dissenters vying to fragment the State, going to the point of apprehending and dubbing as 

“religious zealots” and “terrorists” even those moderates who only call for religious channels 

free from control mechanisms in the XUAR45.  

This is a huge blow on societal security in Xinjiang because Uyghurs see their dialect 

and religion as a core part of their identity, just like Mongolians in the IMAR do the same with 

their semi-nomadic lifestyle and language. The growth of militant and extremist Muslims is a 

serious concern, but one that derives from the failure of the ethnic policy to notice local and 

regional specificities.  

If the government allowed the Uyghurs in Xinjiang a sufficient degree of cultural 

autonomy and free religious expression while integrating the voice of local supporters in the 

process of modernization, it would go a long way to stop making separatists out of an apolitical 
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 Namely pollution and desertification, which threatens food security in the province by provoking 
desertification and receding arable land. Not only that, most ethnic minorities in the province are 
nomads, meaning their livelihood is at stake as urbanization takes its toll on the environmental print, 
doing nothing to attenuate the tension with the Han.  
45 For more on the tight grip of the Chinese government on moderate activists, see “Xinhua 

‘Brainwashing’ Uyghurs”, Radio Free Asia, available at http://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/xinhua-

10162012182634.html (consulted on 21/10/2012). There is currently an ongoing online “war” 
between Chinese censors and activists in Xinjiang.  
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people, as Uyghurs adopt a syncretic kind of Sufism whose practices, while still making them 

Muslim, vary a lot depending on local characteristics and the degree of urbanization (Dwyer, 

2005).  

On the other hand, by meddling in religious affairs in the XIAR and excluding local 

minorities from decision-making processes the government stimulates the creation of negative 

coalitions that are already backfiring, causing security paranoia in public authorities and the 

perception, by the Uyghurs, that they are being prosecuted and discriminated against due to 

their identity.  

 

4. The Tibet Autonomous Region 

 

On October 24, 2012, Dorje Rinchen, a 58 years old Tibetan farmer, walked right up to 

influential Buddhist Labrang monastery in Gansu Province, a region stranded between Tibet 

and Beijing and bathed by the mighty Yellow River. He had no record of being a political 

activist, nor was he known for separatist tendencies. Yet he quietly doused himself with gas, 

set it alight and started running through the main street while burning, to the dismay of 

bystanders46. 

Two days before him a herdsman burned to death outside the prayer hall at the very 

same monastery. And in a nearby cloister, another self-immolation had occurred just four days 

before the gruesome death of Dorje. Ever since the protests in Tibetan areas in 2008 — which, 

in Lhasa alone caused the death on 19 people — these kind of atypical activism has been 

increasingly occurring in areas inhabited by Tibetan individuals, such as Sichuan and Gansu. 

But while at first nuns and monks were the only ones setting themselves ablaze, now random 

herdsman, farmers and overall Tibetan citizens from other professional occupations have also 

been taking to the streets to die gruesome deaths, accounting for 58 known self-immolations 

ever since 2009. Why?   

As happens with the IMAR and XUAR, Tibetans lack effective channels of participation 

in decision-making processes inside their own autonomous region (HRIC, 2007) and are 

immediately dubbed and treated as “separatists” just for showing their discontent, even more 

so because theirs is probably the most internationally acclaimed cause regarding Chinese 

ethnic minorities.  

                                                           
46 For more on this story, see “Labrang Monastery: Tibetan farmer self-immolates”, BBC News, available 

at http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-20055342 (consulted on 24/10/2012), and “Man burns 
near Police Station”, Radio Free Asia, available at http://www.rfa.org/english/news/tibet/burns-
10232012134008.html (consulted on 24/10/2012). 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-20055342
http://www.rfa.org/english/news/tibet/burns-10232012134008.html
http://www.rfa.org/english/news/tibet/burns-10232012134008.html
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The former can be seen with the construction of the Golmud-Lhasa Railway, which, in 

spite of being an ambitious project to help modernize the western provinces while helping the 

government to extract vital resources eastwards, was made without significant input-output 

from affected minorities (ICT, 2003) in spite of the construction’s profound effects on the 

geography and environmental constraints in the region (Watts, 2010), from which many of 

these peoples draw their lifestyle and religious beliefs.  

Even if the nature of the regime disavows any true form of political pluralism, 

accommodation of these ethnic minorities inside the party wouldn’t be so far-sketched 

considering how the CCP assimilated non-proletarian classes since the 90s in order to garner 

support for economic reform (Fenby, 2009). An opportunity is thus being wasted to widen 

sources of political legitimacy in the borderlands, and is in fact leading to the formation of 

political groups that act outside China and vie for international acknowledgement, a 

phenomenon that for decades has been happening regarding the TAR and, to a lesser extent, 

the XUAR and the IMAR. The CCP should look back to its own history and realize how 

dangerous it is to let internal discontent lead to the formation of political groups acting outside 

the country.  

But so far, nothing changed the militarization of these societal vulnerabilities. After the 

protests in Tibetan areas in 2008, the government went as far as to put up a 24-hour blockade 

— which is still in effect as these words are being written — on the road to Kangding, a 

gateway to the Tibetan world in western Sichuan (Bristow, 2012). Ever since then, an outside 

force dubbed as the “Dalai Clique” has been blamed for monks and citizens setting themselves 

alight. But no matter how government officials might deny it, four years after the initial wave 

of protests this coercive strategy didn’t manage to stop to overspill of Tibetan unrest into 

other provinces, showing how wrong it is to treat every problem as a nail just because you 

have a hammer. 

The issue started during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), during which religious 

peoples and non-Han minorities living on the borderlands started to be viewed as revisionists. 

This did nothing to stow the discontent in Tibet caused by the self-imposed exile of the Dalai 

Lama in 1959, an evolution from socioeconomic discontent into societal strife which happened 

after the wave of unrest caused by the wrong policies of the Great Leap Forward was met by a 

military response of the regime.  

This radical line would go on to abolish many Autonomous Regions, prohibiting 

religious and cultural expression of minorities while strengthening the grip of the Party over 

the administration of these provinces (Hongyi, 2009). And even if some rights have been 

restored ever since the 80s, the fact is that these trends persist, and especially so in Tibet. This 
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can be seen by the fact that Tibetans are currently given over 80% of the seats in all levels of 

the People’s Congress in the TAR (HRIC, 2007:14), enough to fulfill the prerequisites of the 

LREA47, yet they barely reach significant positions in the CCP both at the TAR and at the 

national level. While we don’t believe “mirrored” representation equals to effective political 

representation, as in the XUAR this does nothing to quell the perception that Tibetans are 

being ruled by foreigners.  

And as in the IMAR, cultural prejudices can have effects in the socioeconomic 

integration of Tibetans, who find it hard to get jobs even when they hold a college degree (UN, 

2007). This leads to ethnic competition between minorities in Tibet, and especially so between 

Tibetans and Hui, in a rivalry that led the former to boycott Muslim businesses and even to 

open violence between both groups in 2003, showing how complex the ethnic mix truly is.  

But unlike what’s happening in the XUAR and in the IMAR, the Han in Tibet represent a 

very small minority, accounting for roughly 6% of the total regional population in 2005 

according to China’s Statistical Yearbook (2005), which leads us to believe that the 

phenomenon of socioeconomic dislocation isn’t has grave as in other Autonomous Regions, as 

economic growth must be being driven by the employment of locals, amongst which the 

Tibetans account for more than 90%. This means that ethnic tensions between Han and 

Tibetans must necessarily arise more from religious/political divides than from socioeconomic 

causes, showing how the problem escalated from a conjectural issue to a structural 

conundrum ever since the 60s. 

An analysis of regional education results helps us arrive to this conclusion. While Han 

comprise a very small fraction of the ethnic profile in the TAR, the education system follows 

the trend of the XUAR and the IMAR when it comes to Sinicizing classes in basic education 

schools (HRIC, 2007), reportedly discriminating against Tibetan children who wear traditional 

clothes or sing traditional songs. According to human rights activists, there is extensive 

interference in religious education through enforced quotas on the age and number of monks 

and nuns allowed to reside in monasteries and nunneries, which have also decreased 

exponentially (ICT, 2004:22), thus harming the principles advocated in the LREA. 

    This led to a curtailing of the educational role provided by these traditional centers of 

learning to the benefit of public schools, as the government dubs these centers as nurturing 

grounds for “feudal oppression”  (HRIC, 2007:29). While the official language might be too 

reminiscent of more turbulent times, we don’t agree that the reduction of the educational role 

of monasteries and nunneries is a human rights violation by oppressing ethnic and religious 
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 This trend is followed at the national level, with ethnic minorities holding 14% of the seats in the NPC, 
even though they represent roughly 8% of the Chinese total population. 
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minorities, be it in the TAR, XUAR or in the IMAR; in our view, this follows the aforementioned 

process of modernization which, like in many developed countries, seeks to centralize in the 

State the education of young minds rather than delegate this function in religious centers.   

 Besides the official syntax and the generally sanctioned posture of Han cultural 

superiority, what leads this phenomenon to be highly controversial in Tibet is the integration 

of “patriotic education campaigns” in the educational system, during which nuns and monks 

go through a process of social alienation and state-sponsored re-education that must 

terminate with the personal and explicit rejection of the Dalai Lama by the targeted 

individuals. 

 This is highly counterproductive. The Chinese ethnic policy seems to insist on repeating 

the same mistakes over and over again, by forgetting local characteristics and ending up 

displacing the ethnic minorities from the process of modernization, making them feel 

constantly persecuted because of their identity even when that is not the case, thus turning 

apolitical citizens into committed activists. 

 This can be seen by the number of Tibetans who violently oppose such campaigns. In 

1997, no less than five Tibetan monks ended up being arrested in Sichuan because of their 

opposition as they were holding on to photos of the Dalai Lama while being re-educated. From 

March 2011 to January 2012, no less than 16 ethnic Tibetans have set themselves on fire in 

opposition to cultural and religious repression. And in January 2012, dozens of people led by 

monks stormed and smashed stores and even a police station in Tibet, armed with knives and 

stones that were targeted at police officers and vehicles. But now they wanted freedom for 

Tibet, not just a more tolerant ethnic policy. At least one man was killed and 30 ended up 

injured as the governmental forces were forced to open fire to suppress the demonstrators48. 

In the aftermath, the CCP chief in Tibet sacked four officials for “endangering stability” just 

because they left their posts during the Lunar New Year49. 

This is the kind of escalation that the government’s misconception of Societal Security 

is provoking in China’s borderlands, as this  process of re-education is being repeated thought  

the Autonomous Regions, namely in the XUAR, where religious activism is dubbed as zealotry 

and terrorism. Instead of addressing its mistakes and changing the official tone, the 

government prefers to crackdown on activists while blaming “outside forces”. 

This is a shame, considering how successful the overall educational policy in the 

borderlands has been. Official reports show that the number of ethnic and other schools 
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 For more on this matter, see “China accuses Tibet activists of 'distorting' clashes”, BBC News, available 
at http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-16695806 (consulted on 24/10/2012). 
49

 See “China sacks four officials in Tibet over 'stability'”, BBC News, available at 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-16959038 (consulted on 24/10/2012). 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-16695806
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-16959038
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established in Autonomous Regions have in fact increased in the past few years (China 

Education Yearbook 2004). School enrollment in the primary and secondary levels jumped 

from 24.6 million in 1990 to 28.7 million in 2003 (HRIC, 2007:19), and in the same year there 

were no less than 1 million minority teachers employed by the state in Autonomous Regions. 

Access to higher education was improved by lowering the qualification for university 

admission, reducing fees for minority students and giving them grants, leading to an increase 

in enrolment from 136,000 students in 1990 to 695,000 in 2003. 

The government should thus think hard on how it wants to advertise the process of 

modernization to Chinese minorities, as it is becoming more than clear that repression of 

activists and blame shifting strategies aren’t working to quell unrest and avoid the creation of 

outside groups vying for political legitimacy.  

This is true for Tibet, in which China’s military arsenal includes 17 radar stations, 8 missile 

bases equipped with 81 intercontinental ballistic missiles, 70 medium-range and 20 

intermediate-range missiles and 14 airfields to protect the strategic importance of the region 

(Idem:25). Since 2006, the government spends per person on security 4 to 5 times more on 

Tibet than on neighboring non-Tibetan provinces (Barnett, 2011).It would be highly ironic if in 

the end the governmental hold on Tibet would be lost in the hearts and minds of its peoples. 
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CHAPTER V 

Environmental Security: The Effects of Environmental 

Vulnerabilities 

 

 

“The livelihood of the inhabitants of Ganzhou depends wholly on 

there being numerous pine forests and on the snow that accumulates 

among them. Were they to be cut down it would not be possible for 

the snow to pile up among them, which would be a great catastrophe 

for the populace”. 

SUNINGA, 1802 account of the water supply of Ganzhou, in 

WEN HUANRAN, Plants and Animals 

 

 

 1. The state of Pollution in China 

 

 China’s economic growth and institutional development lifted millions from poverty 

and turned the country into a global powerhouse. But the price of this isn’t cheap, as the world 

has come to realize. Even if all countries have to balance the exploitation of natural resources 

and socioeconomic imperatives to achieve high levels of development, China has become a 

distinct case of environmental vulnerability because of the size of the country, its population 

and its economic growth rates, which together turn the problem into a logistic nightmare that 

threatens to overspill regionally and even worldwide (Economy, 2004). 

 Environmental constraints affect several sectors of social live, from agricultural output 

to economic growth and even, ultimately, the political stability of regimes, an apprehension 

without which one simply cannot look at environmental concerns as a problem of “security”. 

In our view, “environmental security” thus studies the possible link between environmental 

vulnerabilities and political stability.   
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 In China, we can exemplify this with the Huai River Valley. This is a prosperous region 

of the country50  which has been deemed as China’s breadbasket thanks to its capacity to 

produce grain, cotton, oil and fish (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2002), making it a serious 

concern for the national state of Food Security. As economic reforms led small factories to 

sprawl across the basin of the river and its tributaries, spurring regional and national growth, 

they also led to the severe pollution of the basin as these small factories dumped their waste 

into the water.  

If this wasn’t enough, there was a gross human made setback: in the erratic 50s Mao 

went on an ideological campaign to subdue the rivers which led millions of Chinese to 

construct 195 dams across the Huai, a project so weakly designed that two of them actually 

collapsed in the mid-70s and killed no less than 230,000 people (Restall, 2001:6). From then 

onwards, local officials upstream would open the sluice gates from time to time, discharging 

the accumulated pollution downstream and ruining local farms and fisheries (Economy, 

2004:2).  

Meanwhile, another four thousand reservoirs limited the river’s capacity to dilute the 

pollutants, making the water undrinkable for miles and having profound effects on the health 

of local inhabitants and doing nothing to minimize social unrest. In 1993, when officials tried to 

hide the pollution and its effects from the media, they were pelted with eggs by disgruntled 

villagers. This is one of the proofs that lead us to suspect the link between environmental 

security, food security and political stability.  

But it wouldn’t end here. It all came crashing down in 2001 when heavy rains flooded 

the Huai’s tributaries and discharged garbage and dead fish downstream straight into Anhui 

Province (Ma, 2001:8), a problem which was predicted to be solved only after six years of a 

strong politically backed campaign aimed at making the water once again good enough to 

drink, to fish and to irrigate crops with.  

 This is just one case. Today, the world is well-aware of the importance of China’s 

commitment to solve environmental constraints that range from climate change and ozone 

depletion to more internal but no less internationally relevant themes such as deforestation, 

biodiversity loss, and receding arable land. In the 80s China became one of the chief 

contributors to climate change and ozone depletion, and it actually turned into the major 

contributor to the eradication of the ozone layer in 2001 and again in 2003. But even when the 

regime recognizes to need to address these concerns, it isn’t always capable or willing to 

enforce solutions.  
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 Average per capita incomes in 2002 varied from roughly $800 in Anhui to grossly $1,760 in Jiangsu.  
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Thus here our focus will be to demonstrate how important these vulnerabilities are to 

the very things the Chinese leadership prizes the most: economic growth and political stability. 

Though environmental degradation is a highly holistic challenge, for the purposes of this 

analysis we will segment natural and human made constraints to environmental sustainability 

in China before showing their collective consequences in the society as a whole. 

 

1.1. Deforestation, Desertification and Water Shortages 

 

 China’s economic growth led to a surge in the demand of timber for furniture, 

chopstick and paper, among other profitable yet potentially devastating industries. Today, 

China has one of the lowest forest ranks in the world, a phenomenon that helps explain the 

spread of desertification and soil erosion, as well as a rise in greenhouse emissions and a loss 

in biodiversity and arable land. 

 Like many contemporary challenges, rampant deforestation in China began in the late 

50s when Mao Zedong called for the beginning of the Great Leap Forward, which had 

industrial and agricultural objectives that demanded an unmanageable level of land 

reclamation and targeted not only forests but also wetlands, lakes and even rivers (Geping, 

1991:211), by itself being responsible for the disappearance of no less than 10% of Chinese 

forests with all of its long-term effects on the availability of arable land by fertility loss, the 

output of the primary sector and Food Security, which we’ve described previously.  

 After Mao Zedong, China would usher in an epoch of economic reform that would 

leave little time for the forests to regenerate. Driven by a rocketing demand for timber, from 

1978 to 1986 logging in China increased by 25% and led local officials in the 90s to 

acknowledge how dangerous and unsustainable the situation was becoming (Economy, 

2004:64). Nowadays, China has a forest area as a percentage of its land mass rounding 22.2% 

according to the World Bank, well below the 34.5% average of upper middle income 

countries51.  

It’s an improvement from the 16.55% level reported in 2001 (SEPA, 2001), but Watts 

(2010:305) tells us this increase is mainly driven from the monoculture of Poplar Hybrid 107 

and 108, which is incapable of giving shelter to birds which feed on insects that ruin nearby 

crops, and is also prone to diseases, is unable to reproduce and can destroy local biodiversity 

and fauna when planted in large quantities. According to him, today China has 7 million 

hectares of artificial forest, a third of which is comprised by these poplars.   
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 For more World Bank data on China, see http://data.worldbank.org/country/china?display=graph.  

http://data.worldbank.org/country/china?display=graph
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 The situation is particularly grave around major rivers. In the upper reaches of the 

Yangtze, forest coverage pummeled from 30-40 percent in the 50s to 10 percent in 1998 

(Economy, 2004:65). This is important because without forests, rainfall washes away the soil 

into the river basin which begins to fill with silt and may later on cause devastating floods. In 

1998, the Yangtze would actually flood and kill more than 3,000 people, inundating 52 million 

acres of land and causing no less than $20 billion in economic damages to the country, 

prompting the central government to ban logging in the nearby area and issuing a $725 million 

program to stimulate reforestation.  

Since 2000, the State Forestry Administration has doubled its efforts with a ten-year 

campaign to quell illegal logging with a total funding of $11.6 billion, pursuing no less than 2.2 

million cases in 200152. Afforestation campaigns are less efficient, being plagued by poor 

enforcement, inappropriate technology and bad rates of survival of newly planted trees (Smil, 

1993:61). This pattern of degradation has been repeated with China’s grasslands due to 

overgrazing, a particularly sensitive subject in the northern areas of the country inhabited by 

ethnic minorities such as Tibetans and Mongolians.  

 The loss of forests and grasslands leads to an increase of desertification (Smil, 

1996:16), whose pace has doubled since the “war against Nature” issued by the Cultural 

Revolution in the 70s to the beginning of the XXI century and has already reached Beijing itself, 

often with irreparable results of arable land loss and diminishing agricultural output as well as 

pushing in its wake a wave of migrant farmers and herders (Economy, 2004:66). Desert 

covered no less than 25% of China’s territory in 2004. 

 The objective of 95% self-sufficiency in foodgrain production has done nothing to 

alleviate the pressure on the environment.  Chinese farmers currently use alarming levels of 

pesticide and chemical fertilizers (Desta, 1994:122-123), which has quadrupled since its initial 

level of roughly 8 million tons in 1978 to more than 42 million tons in 2001 (China Statistical 

Yearbook, 2002:389), most of them of poor quality and inefficiently used. The nutrients in 

excess flow to nearby watercourses and provoke eutrophication in many Chinese important 

lakes. Put mildly, eutrophication is a process in which algae feed on these nutrients and 

reproduce beyond control, depleting the water of its oxygen and thus of its vitality. 

 This is particularly relevant considering how water scarcity adds to the problem of 

receding arable land, forests and grasslands. Chinese scientists have predicted that by 2020 

water shortages in the country may surpass 50 billion m³, 10% more than the current annual 

consumption (Economy, 2004:71).  
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 For more on this matter, see “China Makes Stable Progress in Forest Protection”, Xinhua News 
Agency, May 20, 2001. 
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Water scarcity varies regionally and is provoked by changing ecosystems, rocketing 

demand and industrial and municipal discharges. Not only has it led to nearly 60 million people 

being limited in their access to potable water, it has also led to the closure of factories, the loss 

of $5 billion in agricultural output annually, and migration to the cities. Most of these migrants 

won’t find a better situation there, as nearly 75% of the water flowing through urban areas in 

2004 was unsustainable for drinking and fishing. Water scarcity also leads to interprovincial 

conflict, a phenomenon that is well demonstrated by what happened in 1998 when Shaanxi 

Province undertook a river diversion project to quell insufficiencies in Taiyuan that led to open 

tension with another water-poor region, Qinghai (Idem:67).  

As tensions flare over water in the countryside and in cities over unemployment, the 

central government tried to discourage migration by lowering water prices (Holland, 2000:18), 

a highly unmanageable solution because scarce and cheap water can only lead to further 

scarcity. This mechanism of population control can only collapse with time, and thus is bad to 

permanently solve the problem of social stability. On the opposite side, Shangai enforced a 

price increase in tap water between 25 to 40 percent to fund programs aimed at improving the 

quality of water resources as well as sewage systems. Dalian did the same after a severe 

drought in 2001, adding a decree that families that surpassed their water limited would have 

to pay ten times its usual price (Economy, 2004:119).  

These vulnerabilities have been provoking huge losses in China’s arable land, with 

corresponding effects on the sustainability of the governments Food Security objectives. 

Today, China has to feed one-fifth of the global population with one-tenth of the world’s 

arable land (Watts, 2010:305). Yet the central and provincial governments usually prefer 

politically safer measures, relying on huge and expensive hydrological systems. 

 

1.2. Dams and Major Projects  

 

 Being human made constructs, dams, other hydraulic systems and major 

infrastructures aren’t a natural constraint per se, but by catalyzing pre-existing environmental 

vulnerabilities or even creating new ones they can have profound effects on local conditions 

and become highly hazardous to the environment. This helps explain, at least in part, what 

happened in the Huai River and its tributaries.  

And even after the beginning of the six-year campaign projected to cost no less than 

$100 billion, in 2003 China’s National Environmental Monitoring Center was already claiming 

that the quality of the mainstream water was worsening, becoming unsuitable for fishing, crop 

irrigation and industry, let alone drinking (Economy, 2004:8). Meanwhile, the government 
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plans to divert water from the Yangtze — itself an environmental wreck — to the Huai, doing 

nothing to mitigate the collateral damage of pollution. 

This venture aimed at bringing 44.8 billion cubic meters of water annually to the dry 

North has been officially dubbed the “South-North Water Diversion Project” and it’s the largest 

of its kind, comprising three routes and linking the Yangtze, the Yellow River, the Huai and the 

Hai.  

Behind the project is a serious concern to address the overexploitation of aquifers in 

the traditionally desiccated North, but the scale of the venture makes it highly probable that 

small factories will span across the routes, whose discharges will thus end up being carried by 

the stream and polluting the water further, worsening the situation across several provinces. 

To address this, the government called for the construction of 295 water pollution control 

projects along the eastern channel alone, and the closure of several highly polluting industries, 

but to little avail53.It will also be a major source of political and environmental constraints by 

forcing the displacement of roughly 300,000 people and the loss of pasture lands54, the 

degradation of water quality in Shangai and the disruption of freshwater fisheries (Brandon 

and Ramankutty, 1993) the societal effects of which we addressed in Chapter 4. 

 These kinds of projects follow a traditional Chinese trend of solving agricultural snags 

with huge hydraulic projects, a fashion that reached its apex with Mao Zedong when he 

ordered every county in China to construct a water reservoir — most of which ended up 

collapsing few years later — forcing the dislocation of hundreds of thousand people from 

Zhejiang Province alone, while filling the Yellow River with silt, rendering it unstable. Known 

for the strength of its currents, the Yellow River has been dry in several places since the 80s 

and in 1999 it ran dry for more than a month, seriously disrupting production and commerce. 

Behind this is also the overexploitation of the Qinghai Lakes that give life to the Yellow River, 

diminishing its water level and agricultural, industrial and hydropower output. 

 This hasn’t stopped the leadership from getting into more river diversion projects 

aimed at solving growing drinkable water shortages in the North and the West. Dalian is 

planning one of these, which will cost the city no less than $120 million. The problem is that 

hydraulic systems are an expensive yet politically viable solution to desertification and 

droughts, even if bad implementation and design end up adding to the problem, sometimes 

costing human lives.  
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 For more on this issue, see “Chinese Premier: Water Diversion Project to Start in All-Round Way in 
East, Central China”, Xinhua News Agency, August 14, 2003.  
54

 For more on this project, see “South-to-North Water Diversion Project, China”, Water-
Technology.Net, available at http://www.water-technology.net/projects/south_north/.  

http://www.water-technology.net/projects/south_north/
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This is the case of Zipingpu Dam in Sichuan Province, which is one of the most recent 

and biggest dams in contemporary China, and was built over a seismic fault line near the city of 

Dujiangyan. Ever since its construction, seismic activity in the area rose considerably (Watts, 

2010:56-58). In 2008, an earthquake ten kilometers away from the dam destroyed no less than 

ten million structures and swallowed several villages, leaving four million people without a 

home and killing over eighty thousand people, leading the army to quickly intervene to contain 

both the social situation as well as the dam’s physical sustainability. Surrounding regions, such 

as Yunnan and Guizhou, are constantly affected by the seismic pressure to this very day55. 

 Meanwhile, badly thought out projects sometimes lead to regional overspill and to 

tension between neighboring States. In 2002 China began to construct its second hydroelectric 

power dam in the Mekong River, promising five more till 2020 and promptly leading affected 

countries downriver to accuse China of cutting the flow of water. Vietnam went as far as to 

show how such dams would lead to an intrusion of saltwater into the Delta, endangering the 

home of one of the major breadbaskets of the country. This problem continues to this day 

(Lee, 2010).    

 Yet the most debatable and acknowledged Chinese hydraulic system both inside and 

outside the country continues to be the Three Gorges Dam. Internally it was the source of 

internal friction in the party and a lot of pressure from the Chinese scientific community, 

leading even the state news agency Xinhua to dub it an “environmental catastrophe” (Watts, 

2010:67).  

It spans the already stressed Yangtze River and is the world’s largest power station, 

capable of producing 22,500 megawatts, but its construction led to widespread social unrest 

due to environmental concerns because of waste dumping in the area by local factories, 

corruption of officials in charge of the project and the relocation of nearly two million people 

and enterprises (Economy, 2004:206-208). Silt accumulation that threaten to block several 

sluice gates, greenhouse emissions due to loss of vegetation and organic materials, water 

pollution owed to the river’s incapacity to flow the waste into the sea, deforestation caused to 

open up space for the construction of the project that led to soil erosion and loss of fertility, 

and landslides capable of collapsing shores and provoking rising water levels, that in turn can 

increase seismic pressure and lead to devastating earthquakes, all these consequences make 

the dam an highly controversial achievement even if it led to a reduction of greenhouse 

emissions by coal consumption. 
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 For more on recent earthquakes in Yunnan and Ghizhou, see “China earthquake death toll rises in 
Yunnan and Guizhou”, BBC News, available at http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-19527695 
(consulted on 12/11/2012).  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-19527695
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But not all projects are as hazardous. The West-East gas pipeline linking Xinjiang to 

Shangai has great geostrategic importance and is aimed at reducing the long-term dependence 

on coal by the Chinese economy which allowed the regime to ban lead from its gasoline in 

2001 (Idem:194). Yet it is plagued by the perception by ethnic minorities in the West — namely 

Uyghurs and Tibetans — that Beijing is benefiting from their resources while doing nothing for 

them except curtailing their rights, showing how an holistic approach is needed to solve even 

environmental concerns. These concerns, allied with pressure from NGOs and the fear that 

disgruntled minorities might attack the pipelines, led foreign stakeholders to withdraw their 

investment. 

   

 1.3. Greenhouse Emissions, Air Quality and Energy Pollution 

 

 In 2002, the State’s Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) conducted tests on the air 

quality around more than three hundred urban centers in China and reached the shocking 

conclusion that nearly two thirds of them failed to achieve the international standards set by 

the World Health Organization (WHO), having unusually high levels of suspended particulates 

responsible for respiratory diseases (Idem:72). Economic growth has also led to a surge in 

sulfur dioxide (SO₂) emissions, major contributors to acid rains which devastate no less than 

one fourth of the Chinese territory with great costs to agricultural output, as 30% of China’s 

agricultural land was directly affected by 1999.  

 Despite the warnings, China’s government lacked the capacity to invert the tide. Total 

energy consumption rose 70 per cent from 2000 to 2005, driven mainly by coal consumption 

which by itself rose 75 per cent, creating a highly intensive and polluting economy in the last 

years (SEPA, 2007:xi). This did nothing to ameliorate China’s air quality, and by the end of 2005 

China had increased its emissions of SO₂ and soot by 42 per cent and 11 percent respectively. 

CO₂ emissions have also increased, from 5,790,017kt in 2005 to 7,031,916kt in 2008. 

 Behind this lies in great part China’s dependence on coal, which supplies it with 

roughly two-thirds of its energy needs, a number too high even for other major polluters such 

as the United States or India — whose coal usage by 2004 accounted for 23 per cent and 51 

per cent of their energetic input, respectively (Economy, 2004:72). China is the world’s major 

coal consumer, a dependency that is responsible for 70 per cent of the smoke and the dust in 

the air and 90 per cent of China’s SO₂ emissions. Contrary to popular belief, this coal burning 

derives in no small part from small and outdated industrial boilers and small household stoves 

which are too dispersed to be effectively controlled, as large companies have now the means 

to transform coal into gas while retaining CO₂ emissions, a process dubbed as “Integrated 
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Gasification Combined Cycle” in which China is a pioneer (Watts, 2010:223). The government 

has also been encouraging plants to purchase generators equipped with technology that 

allows a reduction of SO₂ and nitrogen dioxide (NO₂), and has been investing in cleaner 

technologies for the extraction of coal.  

 Shanxi and Inner Mongolia are today’s China’s “black belt” (Idem: 218), from which 5 

million Chinese mine the necessary coal to fuel the country’s economy. In 2005, the 

environmental and human damage caused by coal extraction in Shanxi accounted for no less 

than 29 billion yuan, and the damages caused by acid rains another 37 billion yuan annually.  

China’s dependency on coal can largely be explained by its relative abundance, 

especially considering the national reserves of natural gas and oil. Transport to the 

southernmost provinces add to the environmental damage, but it accounts for 40% of the 

Chinese train companies’ profits and so the government hasn’t considered a better solution, 

such as coal transformation into gas or electricity in the origin zone and transportation by 

pipelines or electrical wiring. 

Coal burning is a major contributor to emissions, but the rapidly growing 

transportation sector will soon pose a worthy rival. In 2009 there were 34 passenger cars per 

1000 people in China, still well below the world average of 125 passenger cars but more than 

half of its level of 13 vehicles in 2004. In the cities, this figure has been growing from 13 to 20 

per cent annually (Economy, 2004:74), showing how outdated is the western notion of Chinese 

people wandering around in bikes and ricochets. 

 Meanwhile, roughly 300,000 people die prematurely every year from air pollution in 

China (Watts, 2010), a problem that is particularly acute among traffic policemen, whose life 

expectancy in Beijing has been calculated to be 40 years (Economy, 2004:85). Ever since the 

90s, China has been trying to improve its energy efficiency to address these problems, but it’s 

hard to implement and enforce measures as economic imperatives and social concerns usually 

win over long-term collateral damage from environmental vulnerabilities.   

 

 1.4. Population and Urbanization 

 

 China’s environmental woes would probably be easier to contain if there wasn’t a 

constant pressure from population growth driving socioeconomic concerns and fast progress. 

Even after trying to contain population growth ever since the 70s, China still has roughly 1, 3 

billion people to feed and keep moderately happy in the XXI century, a fact that forced Jiang 

Zemin to dub the country’s population size as the biggest challenge plaguing the country 

(Economy, 2004:10). 
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 Unsurprisingly, today’s Chinese political elite and intellectuals generally have a highly 

Malthusian mindset regarding the relationship of the population with economic development 

and the environment because an unbalanced ratio leads to a decrease in per capita 

agricultural land and soil productivity, as well as to a deterioration of environmental conditions 

by rampant land reclamation and a decline in nonrenewable resources that threaten the 

material base for the survival and development of the State (Angang and Ping, 1991:191; 

Geping and Jinchang, 1994; Desta, 1994:84). This mindset helps explain the backing of 

demographic programs such as the infamous “One-Child Policy” even when 2011 census 

showed the danger of a possible demographic watershed in the near future tanks to an 

unbalanced ratio between older and younger population stratus (Cunha, 2012c). 

 China has a long tradition that emphasizes population as power by providing the basis 

for a strong economy, a constant flow of taxes and the possibility of deploying vast armies 

(Elvin, 1998:753; Economy, 2004:41), but this vision was led to the extreme in the late 50s with 

Mao’s Zedong belief that with a large population China could do nothing short of withstanding 

even a nuclear attack (Kissinger, 2011), a conviction that began to change in the 70s when 

Zhou Enlai proposed a tighter demographic policy to rapidly, and sometimes violently, cut the 

birth rate in half in several regions56 (Pan, 2008), but there is a problem of enforcement in the 

countryside as most farmers prefer to have many children to help them in their farm plots and 

don’t mind paying the fines or bribing local officials to look the other way (Zhou, 1996:181).  

The problem is that this leads to a very intensive use of these generally small farm 

plots, doing nothing to boost the efficiency of the primary sector, to quell the degradation of 

the land, to prevent soil erosion and desertification or even to remove these farmers from a 

situation of poverty (Economy, 2004:77). 

This then leads to mass migration towards the cities, boosting rapid and horizontal 

urbanization that is responsible for the loss of millions of acres of arable land, as well as 

hampering the quality of the cities because sanitation systems and water resources, among 

other problems, cannot keep up with the wave of migrants. With unemployment this can 

create a very tense environment in urban centers as laid-off workers sometimes blame 

recently arrived migrants for the loss of their jobs and incomes, as well as for rising crime rates 

and growing pollution (Ma and Biao, 1998:578-579). This is particularly important for security 

concerns as urban dwellers are more willing to engage in organized confrontation with 
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 The change of heart by the political elite concerning the sustainability of its own population was at the 
core of more than 151 million sterilizations and 264 million abortions over thirty years, from 1971 to 
2001. Sometimes abortions were executed even though the women were at the eight month of 
pregnancy. 
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authorities than rural residents, either through blockades, sabotage operations or even 

collective violence (Jing, 2000:144). 

 

 1.5. The Legal System 

 

 We’ve already approached Political Security in Chapter 1 and its relationship with 

Societal Security in Chapter 2, but we still haven’t mentioned fully the link with environmental 

degradation until now. A legal system that doesn’t work not only hampers the rule of law and 

foments dissent, it also hinders the capacity of the State to exert true administrative control 

over its territory, a phenomenon that by itself has dire consequences when it comes to 

environmental degradation because any legal solution becomes void of effect when it comes 

to implementation and enforcement. 

 The cornerstone of China’s environmental protection legal framework was born in 

1979 when the NPC passed the draft Law of the People’s Republic of China on Environmental 

Protection, which would be backed in 1989 by the Environmental Protection Law, both 

establishing basic principles to safeguard the environmental sustainability of the economic 

model as well as upholding the development of an advanced legal network (Geping, 1999:219; 

Ma and Ortolano, 2000:16), based on four main vectors such as institutional coordination of 

environmental agencies, pollution prevention, polluter responsibility and enhancement of 

environmental management that, shortsightedly, put too much emphasis on local officials. 

Still, by the turn of the century China had passed 7 environmental protection laws, 20 technical 

environmental regulations issues by the State Council, 100 environmental rules and 350 

standards formulated by State Council agencies (Economy, 2004:101). But until now these 

have rarely been effective, especially the further we penetrate into the mainland. 

This can be seen by one of the positive effects of China’s international integration: that 

of the role of some foreign multinationals that brought know-how and cleaner technologies to 

the country’s most developed regions. But this had the nasty effect of dislocating polluting 

activities of other multinationals and smaller national companies that lack the capacity or the 

will to obey environmental regulations towards the interior (Watts, 2010), where, as we’ve 

seen, central laws lack effective enforcement and local officials are more prone to bribing, 

courts are more dependent on local funding and judges sometimes lack technical knowledge 

when they don’t lack sufficient independence to make law-abiding verdicts (Ching, 1998:13; 

Cohen and Langue, 1997), not the mention the whole effect rising levels of pollution and Han 

migration is having to destabilize “autonomous” regions. 
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 As we’ve seen, demographic policies are also more prone to fail as local officials in the 

interior are more receptive to bribing to overlook infractions. A solid and effective legal 

framework is thus very important to the country’s social stability and environmental 

protection (Geping, 1999:113-114) because it complements market-based approaches to 

socioeconomic development and environmental regulation with material incentives and legal 

punishments. So far, these companies prefer to pay the fines for pollution than investing on 

cleaner technologies capable of waste water treatment or electrostatic precipitators to control 

SO₂ emissions because it comes out cheaper for them (Nagle, 1996:537) 

Without this, when local officials are confronted with a choice between enforcing 

central laws on environment protection and overlooking a polluting enterprise that helps drive 

regional economic growth, they will usually tend to forfeit the first (Economy, 2004:92). In 

some cases, local officials warned polluting companies before making the inspections, 

prompting them to temporarily shut-down all illicit activities.  

This is particularly pernicious because local Environmental Protection Bureaus (EPBs)57 

sometimes depend, like the courts, on the financial backing of local governments, failing to 

provide the central government the necessary feedback as to why its regulations aren’t being 

pursued and leading the EPBs to be unable to enforce their mandates. 

Part of the problem is the broadness of environmental norms, a pattern that is 

repeated throughout most of China’s legal system with the exception of laws on commercial 

and financial transactions and economic performance.  Judges and officials bent on abiding by 

these laws have problems interpreting them and applying them to specific cases (Nagle, 

1996:548-549). This ambiguity can be exploited by infractors to figure out ways around them 

(Ma and Ortolano, 2000:92-93).  

The central government knows this, but is reluctant to pass specific laws and 

regulations over fears of regional and national economic disruption as well as concerns over 

the erosion of its legitimacy, a lesson learned thanks to abuses in governmental intervention in 

the past (Economy, 2004:102-103). Until this mindset changes, legal and institutional reforms 

won’t be able to keep up with changing environmental challenges in the field. The CCP is thus 

sometimes forced to intervene directly — as happens with other types of cases — to ensure a 

law-abiding decision but ending up risking its political legitimacy while robbing the law of its 

independent force (Nagle, 1996:530). 
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 In 1994 at Hebei a provincial EPB reported that most of its staff was unqualified, its offices 
understaffed and unable to enforce the law, and most of its institutional structure was too melded with 
other county bureaus and committees to be fully independent. For more on this, see China 
Environmental News, July 1994, p.1. 
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 What’s interesting is that what is being called for is not a greater intervention of the 

central government in the economy, only its capacity to change market conditions in order to 

benefit private companies that invest in cleaner technologies over enterprises that prefer to 

delay these transfers. Contrary to popular belief, many foreign companies prefer not to invest 

in China because they feel they can’t compete with enterprises that have cheaper production 

methods and thus pollute more (Economy, 2004:262). Meanwhile, corruption undermines 

donors and stakeholders material capacity and motivation to invest in the country while it 

siphons the goodwill of intended recipients.  

Nonetheless, progresses in the rule of law in China in the past few years have helped 

the legal system to become one of the biggest allies for environmental protection agencies and 

NGOs in China. For example, in January 2003 forty-seven farmers in Zheijiang Province got a 

compensation worth nearly $900,000 by a local court for a decade’s worth of economic loss 

thanks to water pollution and poisoned fisheries (Idem: 113), and these kind of resolutions 

have been happening more frequently in the past few years as the central government and the 

CCP have come to realize that the courts can have a positive role in preventing the dissolution 

of political legitimacy by a disgruntled population. Courts also support EPBs when they lack the 

capacity to enforce central laws and regulations, and China’s international integration has 

done a great deal to develop the legal system further by improving standards and providing 

technical assistance (Wu, 2000:29). 

  

2. The effects of environmental degradation  

 

 The disaster in the Huai led the river to run dry in 1999 and again in 2000, putting an 

end to all shipping activities as boats were left in the mud. The local economy plummeted, 

crops were ruined and the population found itself in a very precarious position as they couldn’t 

even fish to survive and in urban centers the situation was so dire that people found it hard to 

access potable water for over a week (Economy, 2004:7). Scared this would lead to a political 

crisis, after a rushed cleanup program the head of China’s SEPA announced in 2001 that the 

quality of the water had actually improved and was once again suitable for drinking and 

fishing, and 70% of its currents were in good condition to be exploited by industry and 

agriculture (Becker, 2001a:4). 

 Unlike what happened in the past though, the society took this news with suspicion as 

media flocked to the scene to report how factories that were supposed to be closed over 

infractions were still functioning, after the national intelligentsia had shown how these 

enterprises were managing to avoid local officials by sometimes closing during the day to 
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operate at night, and warning the government that some provinces were giving fake numbers 

to meet the State’s Council aspirations.  

Su Kiasheng, a professor of Huainan Industrial College, went as far as to dismiss 

governmental claims as a deception because the pollutants in the water were double the 

official targets, putting its quality at grade five — inappropriate for irrigation, let alone 

everything else (Becker, 2001b:10). Even public newspapers came forth to back up Su’s claims. 

Later that year, torrential rains caused the Huai to overflow and discharge more than 38 billion 

gallons of polluted water downstream, prompting the government to shut down or slow the 

production of no less than one hundred enterprises and causing nothing short of a public 

embarrassment, let alone another macroeconomic slowdown. 

 The CCP, the central government and provincial governments, and other public 

institutions, agencies and bureaus cannot survive for long such costs in human lives, economic 

performance and political credibility in a society that is becoming ever more complex and 

demanding58.  

Protests over polluted water that cause waterborne diseases, health problems and 

abortions, as well as crop losses, mass migration and forced resettlement, put pressure on 

social cleavages and led the central government to officially dub environmental degradation as 

one of the four greatest sources of social unrest (Economy, 2004:19).  

Worse still, these events can be found throughout the country and are thus spatially 

dispersed, endangering the territorial integrity of the country, ironically a consequence of the 

reforms that led to the decentralization of administrative authority of the State and thus to a 

high degree of heterogeneity both in the quantity as well as in the quality of the challenges 

(Segal and Thun, 2001), meaning that they can’t all be addressed with the big “campaign 

mentality” that usually is the hallmark of the Chinese regime. Time is also a factor here, as 

most of these constraints spent centuries in formation and are now posing a serious threat, 

especially when it comes to deforestation and desertification (Elvin, 2004) with its immediate 

and devastating impact on arable land and Food Security. The land that is cultivated can’t 

compensate these losses because it is hampered by low fertility, as 30 percent of it suffers 

from soil erosion, 60 percent lacks access to proper irrigation and roughly 80 percent is only 

capable of low to medium productivity at best (Economy, 2004:80). 

The same can be said for water quality and water scarcity. Demand has led to 

increasing levels of water pollution in the Huai, Songhua, Yellow and Liao Rivers, which in 2003 

were deemed to be grade IV or worse by SEPA (Idem:69). Only the Pearl River achieved grade 
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III, making it suitable for human contact. This has effects on agricultural output thanks to 

cropland desiccation or pollution, in the economy by diverting resources into cleanup projects, 

and can lead to touchy situations in urban centers by fomenting unrest, since only six of 

China’s twenty-seven largest cities met the State’s standards by the turn of the century (Wu et 

al., 1999:12).  

China’s revolutionary times didn’t help to ease the pressure, and even aggravated the 

situation during the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution, a legacy the current elite 

has to be politically brave enough to contend with — the alternative being to watch the 

country’s development slowly sink.   

These challenges also have an “overspill” effect, both regionally and internationally 

due to the effects in CO₂ emissions thanks to deforestation and grassland degradation (Geping 

and Jinchiang, 1994:61-62). Developing countries’ usual policy of “developing first, cleaning up 

later” (Watts, 2010) simply isn’t feasible for China in the long run because the regime won’t be 

able to keep up indefinitely with these challenges, even if we only consider the financial 

capacity to do so. To give an example, the World Bank estimated that by the end of 2020 China 

will have to expend $98 billion to deal with the collateral damage from the exposure to 

particulates alone. Previously, in 1997, the World Bank had estimated that China was spending 

no less than $54 billion every year in air and water pollution. Add to these figures the costs of 

dealing with decreasing arable land and water resources, subsiding urban and rural tensions 

due to environmental vulnerabilities and mass migration59, amounting costs from 

underdeveloped or unrealistic projects, and fulfilling regional and international expectations, 

and the result might prove to be simply too high to meet.  

 

3. Institutional Framework and Major Actors 

 

The birth of China’s environmental protection institutional framework happened in the 

wake of the UNCHE declaration in 1972, after Zhou Enlai organized a National Conference on 

Environmental Protection in 1973 that was quickly followed in 1974 by an interministerial 

Environmental Protection Leading Group of the State Council, which aimed at studying China’s 

environmental vulnerabilities. Telling of how it lacked sufficient political backup though, the 

group would only meet twice for the next decade (Economy, 2004:95) in spite of the 

constitution’s amendment in 1978 to address the country’s concern for the environment and 
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the following birth of first local EPBs throughout China, which by 1998 would number roughly 

2500 bureaus employing over 60,000 people (Jahiel, 1998:759). 

After a series of important meetings and regulations in the late 70s, this leading group 

would be incorporated in the newly created Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction and 

Environmental Protection in 1982, setting a bad example because from that moment onwards 

the administrative autonomy of local EPBs would be diminished further as local governments 

followed the example and merged them with their departments for urban and rural 

construction. This error would be recognized in 1984 when the State Council abandoned the 

Leading Group and established the first Environmental Protection Commission comprised by 

more than thirty government ministries and bureaus with a mandate to review policies and 

backup environmental organizations and activities (Geping, 1991:222).  

A process of administrative centralization would follow up when later that year the 

State Council rose the status of the Commission inside the Ministry of Rural Construction and 

Environmental Protection by doubling its staff, giving it direct administrative authority over 

local EPBs and subsidizing it directly through the State Budget and the Ministry of Finance 

(Economy, 2004:96). However, it failed to cut the relationship of financial and even personal 

dependence between EPBs and local governments (Jahiel, 1991:759), making them                   

ill-responsive to directives from the center while fomenting administrative corruption. 

The Bureau would be led by Qu Geping, a protégé of Zhou Enlai with a good 

background on national and international environmental issues whose efforts would lead to a 

creation of a self-determining environmental agency in 1988 when the Bureau achieved 

administrative independence from the Ministry. The National Environmental Protection 

Agency (NEPA) was thus born, promptly backing the standing committee of the NPC when it 

promulgated the Environmental Protection Law in 1989 (Ma and Ortolano, 2000). In 1993, 

Geping would go on to lead the newly created Environmental Protection and Natural 

Resources Committee (EPNRC), a body within the NPC responsible for the creation of 

environmental laws and administrative regulations, until the day he retired in 2003. Other 

agencies and ministries share the management of environmental protection when it comes to 

more specific cases (Economy, 2004:105), but SEPA takes the lead when it comes to general 

cases of pollution not overseen by case-specific bodies, with a particular emphasis on water 

pollution issues.  

SEPA was born out of broad institutional reforms taken by the central government in 

1998, when Zhu Rongji elevated the agency from its subcabinet status as the National 

Environmental Protection Agency to a ministerial rank as the State Environmental Protection 

Administration. However the political power base of environmental institutions remains weak 
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as they have small political weight in interministerial meetings. The SEPA and local EPBs are 

generally underfunded, understaffed and lack sufficient rank inside China’s administrative 

hierarchy to effectively fulfill their mandates (Watts, 2010)60, a fact that has not been helped 

by the devolution of authority to local officials that followed the economic reforms of the 70s 

and 80s. Following a well-established pattern, environmental agencies are generally better 

funded in the littoral than in the interior. 

The current Chinese environmental protection institution framework thus has the NPC 

at the center due to its legislative powers, followed by the administrative authority of the SEPA 

and the judicial mandate of the Supreme People’s Court, which theoretically oversee a vast 

array of public agencies, bureaus and courts (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Overview of China’s Environmental Protection Institutional Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Economy (2004), adapted by the author. 
Note: ¹The EPBs and local courts financial dependence on Provincial and Local Governments threatens 
the whole institutional edifice, especially when it comes to regulation and enforcement in the interior. 

 

 Meanwhile, in the last few years of economic development and governmental 

withdrawal from social relations new actors have begun to make their contribution towards 

environmental protection in China. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are among the 
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most important of such new actors, usually focusing on getting as much media attention as 

possible towards environmental vulnerabilities in order to spur the central governmental into 

action. Chinese NGOs are manifold and profess different causes, from the protection of the 

Tibetan chiru to the preservation of freshwater lakes and the appropriate disposal of urban 

refuse (Economy, 2004:21). 

The first Chinese environmental NGO was born in 1994 and called itself the Friends of 

Nature. Its major contribution was to blaze a path for new NGOs to follow by prompting the 

Chinese elite to open the political space for popular participation in environmental issues, 

helping to fill the gap between nationwide and local socioeconomic imperatives and 

environmental concerns.  

From within the Friends of Nature other NGOs would eventually arise, such as the 

Green River Network and the Green Volunteer League. According to the Ministry of Civil 

Affairs, by 2002 there were more than 230,000 registered NGOs operating in China, a number 

that could go well beyond a million depending on the definition for social organizations 

(Idem:132).  

The advent of the internet as allowed for further advances in NGO organization by 

enabling the creation of networks between different groups, unaffiliated citizens and 

interested students. Among the most important purposes of environmental NGOs we can 

count their ability to raise governmental and public awareness towards issues, information 

transmission, education, monitoring of law implementation and their capacity to challenge 

official data. 

Obviously, this has also led to some tension between the regime and these 

organizations as the former harbors suspicions against any form of social organization that 

escapes party control and is actually able to challenge the CCP on occasion. The regime 

showed this in the late-80s with huge crackdowns on proto-NGOs (Brettell, 2000:35), a 

mindset that hasn’t changed because there is a structural concern that contemporary NGOs 

might harbor disgruntled intellectuals, activists, urban workers and peasants, which combined 

with the resurgence of ancient criminal organizations — known as triads — and dissident labor 

unions might lead to a politically disruptive situation.  

And so the regime has so far opted for an uneasy truce with NGOs, providing them 

with some degree of autonomy and political praise while creating pre-emptive checks on their 

activities and gaining with their technical knowledge and local assistance regarding 

environmental vulnerabilities (Economy, 2004)61.  Meanwhile, to counter the NGOs influence 
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while retaining international support and funding, the central government has created 

Government-Organized Non-Governmental Organizations (GONGOs) that serve as buffers to 

the formers’ sway over society. 

The media are also a major actor when it comes to the Chinese environmental 

protection efforts, by playing a crucial role when it comes to bringing public attention to 

enterprises that don’t comply with regulations, failed cleanup projects and campaigns, local 

officials that engage in corruptive activities or large-scale abuses of economic agents. The 

media also play an important part in education younger and older generations in 

environmental concerns, but it remains to be seen if the efforts of these actors and a defective 

institutional framework will be able to adapt, or at least mitigate, the potentially disruptive 

effects of environmental vulnerabilities on the social and political stability that the regime 

regards with high esteem. 

 

4. Food Security and Social Instability Concerns  

 

 Declining grain yields and growing dependence on international marked led China in 

the 90s to pursue a big campaign towards Food Security based on 95% self-sufficiency in the 

production of foodgrains and vast land reclamation programs, which still had to be 

complemented by soaring grain imports.  

While successful in the short-run, these kind of demands in policy are coming under 

pressure from dwindling arable land and soil fertility, both due to excesses in land reclamation 

initiatives as well as in the use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides by farmers who want to 

meet the State’s objectives, among other causes. In our view, the Chinese government will 

have a difficult choice in the near future between abandoning its self-sufficiency goals to 

reinvest in the specialization of production in the agricultural sector — combined with 

measures to ease the pressure on agricultural land and slowly compensating foodgrain needs 

in the international markets — or maintaining its current route while arable land diminishes 

and environmental vulnerabilities spread to the point of no return. In Heilongjiang Province, 

China’s largest grain production region, the once fertile soil is now only 20-40 centimeters 

thick compared with the 40-100 centimeters average of the 50s, showing how dire the 

phenomenon of soil erosion truly is (Brown, 2001:2) 

The clock is clicking, and it’s not like there aren’t viable solutions. Ma Zhong, a leading 

environmental economist expert, proposed the implementation of a modernized form of     

eco-farming based on organic fertilizers, crop rotation and cultivation of natural enemies of 
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pests and weeds, but these practices are followed in no more than 3 percent of China’s 

cropland (Zhong, 1995:53-54).  

So far, China seems to have delayed a transition in policy. From 2003 to 2011, the 

country kept on producing greater quantities of foodgrains every year. In 2011, China’s grain 

output was no less than 571 million tons, a growth in more than 4 percent relative to 2010 

(Siyu, 2011). While this meets the country’s expectations for Food Security, this kind of policy 

puts too much pressure on natural resources and strains the specialization of the primary 

sector, as generally speaking China’s natural conditions are more appropriate for other types 

of produce (Lardy, 1983).  

When foodgrain output begins to fail to withstand environmental pressures, the 

Chinese government will realize how unrealistic in the long-term these policies truly were and 

the international food system will end up paying the price of an immediate surge in demand in 

basic food staples. To have an idea, since the 90s the country lost 8.3 million hectares of arable 

land, roughly 6.5 percent of its total arable land area (Ash, 2011), a phenomenon that helps 

explain the rise in food prices in international markets in 2008 and again in 2012.  

This has potentially explosive social consequences because it leads to mass migration 

to the cities, as we’ve previously mentioned. The Hong Kong’s Information Center for Human 

Rights and Democracy reported that from 1998 to 2003 the number of large-scale protests in 

China nearly tripled to 170,000 (Roberts, 2000), many of them in urban centers where laid-off 

workers and migrant/cheaper laborers meet. But pollution has more direct consequences. In 

1996 at Tangshan city, citizens took to the streets to protest against the residues emanating 

from a tire-recycling plant called Tongda Rubber. A confrontation quickly followed when local 

officials threatened the demonstrators with the loss of their income and jobs, prompting 700 

protesters to blockade the factory and forcing the local government to shut down the plant in 

the wake of amounting social unrest (Economy, 2004:85).  

That same year, two hundred peasants from Dachuan’s village in Gansu Province met 

with the party secretary of a fertilizer factory, along with its manager and family, after years of 

unresolved pollution of their source of drinking water. Calmly, they asked them to drink from 

the stream in exchange from a promise that the villagers would no longer bother the factory or 

complain about its activities. When the manager and the party secretary refused, several 

villagers drove to the site in tractors and shot the contaminated water over the factory walls 

with rubber pipes, an unusual form of protest that lasted for ten whole days before the 

management finally agreed to repair a pump to provide tap water to over 600 people 

(Idem:86-87).  
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And in 2001, hundreds of peasants demonstrated so vehemently in Yunnan against the 

Dandong Industries for poisoning their crops with arsenic and fluorine that local officials saw 

no easier way out but to buy their unwanted produce and urging the firm to control their 

pollution, a strategy that attained with mixed results. There’s thus a pattern of response here, 

usually evolving local officials that go from targets of the protest to interveners in the name of 

the demonstrators in the most politically viable way possible but without solving the root of 

the problem. While safer in the short-term, it also poses a threat to the political credibility of 

local officials and governments, which must be seen as neutral.  

Environmental protests are thus becoming increasingly violent as disgruntled citizens 

feel that local governments do not tend to their concerns in a proactive manner. A leading 

anthropologist called Jun Jing (2000:146-147) reported that amongst 278 rural-based 

environmental disputed between the mid-70s and the mid-90s, no less than 47 went as far as 

to involve violent showoffs, riots and sabotage. This has been officially recognized by the 

Central Committee of the CCP in a report that described with detail the increase in 

confrontational protests in the countryside and in urban centers, telling of how protesters are 

becoming dangerously organized and recurrently seal off bridges, block roads, storm party and 

government offices, coerce and attack officials, and trash, loot and burn down public and 

private infrastructures (Eckholm, 2001:14). 
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CHAPTER VI 

Conclusion: Why China needs Human Security 

 

 

“(Public) Security is like the terrestrial atmosphere: it is only valued as 

an absolute priority when we lack it in sufficiency” 

 ANTÓNIO DE SOUSA LARA, Caos Urbano (translated to English 

by the author) 

 

“In the actual (socioeconomic) circumstances, the legitimacy of the 

(Chinese) government depends more on the improvement of the 

people’s living conditions than on ideological principles” 

 HEITOR BARRAS ROMANA, República Popular da China: A Sede 

do Poder Estratégico (translated to English by the author) 

   

 

1. The Historical link between Human and National Security: the case of China 

 

In the course of our investigation we found out that many of today’s China’s security 

challenges stem from human, and often unnoticed, vulnerabilities with a wide range of causes 

and effects that go from the generally — even if decreasing — ineffective legal system to 

societal tensions in a highly heterogenic and dispersed society, a food security system attained 

with high political, environmental and human costs, and a model of economic expansion and 

development that is generally unmaintainable due to its hazardous long-term effects on the 

environment. 

Recently, in his analysis of the national security and international stability costs of 

climate change, Busby (2007:8) established a link between environmental vulnerabilities, rapid 

social change, widening economic inequality, mass migration and, in the case of China, the 
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CCP’s capacity to maintain its grasp on political power, not failing to notice how an unstable 

China might lead to highly unpredictable regional and international relations with its rivals. 

Because of its relationship with the availability of natural resources and natural 

conditions for production — and economic growth drives development — we are led to 

believe that environmental vulnerabilities present China’s greatest challenge today. There’s a 

whole historical pattern here that helps us sustain this argument, as at the root of China’s 

environmental vulnerability rests a whole legacy of rampant environmental exploitation that 

precedes even the republican era (Elvin, 2004; Economy, 2004; Watts, 2010), driven by the 

elite’s resolve to amass power, conquer territory and sustain a population that in times of 

peace reaches a level too high to be sustained — before the final plummet into chaos and the 

fragmentation of the State. The result is a vicious cycle of economic and demographic growth 

side-by-side with environmental degradation that in the long-term leads to social dislocation, 

political turmoil and, when the system can no longer sustain the input, violent political change.  

Often, the human and material costs from environmental vulnerabilities surpassed 

those of war (Geping and Jinchiang, 1994:17). For example, the Han dynasty (202 B.C.E.- 220 

C.E.) put so much emphasis on feeding the growing population after taking power that it 

endorsed the reclamation of no less than 20 million acres of land for farming when arable land 

was in short supply due to centuries of intensive cultivation and overexploitation.  

When deforestation began to take its toll, the peoples living in the banks of the 

Yangtze River noticed how a traditionally fertile land had become unsuitable for meeting the 

most basic needs of the population (Elvin, 1998:736-737). Subversive groups soon began to 

sprout instead, most noticeable the Yellow Turbans, which plunged the dynasty into such vast 

degrees of political fragmentation that shortly after it would fall to political turmoil that lasted 

centuries before a reunification was finally possible. 

The Chinese solved the problem during the Tang (618-906 C.E.), the Song (960-1279 

C.E.), and the Yuan (1276-1367 C.E.) dynasties by dispersing the population southwards, 

spreading with it the effects of deforestation and soil erosion due to huge projects of land 

reclamation (Economy, 2004:39). It wasn’t enough. During the Tang dynasty, food production 

still couldn’t meet the needs of no less than 53 million people, even after the regime reclaimed 

another 15.3 million acres of land for agricultural purposes. The Song would have to deal with 

the costs of such initiatives, as the Yellow River overflowed its banks 50 times in the 100 years 

of Song rule. This proved to be an expensive heritage62.  
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Meanwhile, in the North desertification spread in such vast stretches of territory that 

the Ming and the Qing would have to contend with it, usually in the traditional manner of 

pumping southern territories for agricultural purposes even further (Geping and Jinchiang, 

1994:24-25). Growing population led to excessive cultivation of land, overherding, overfishing 

and rampant logging, as well as to political disorder and uprisings, the most infamous being 

the Taiping, the Nien and the Boxer rebellions.   

In fact, many of the rebellious leaders in the late-Qing period justified upheaval with 

signs from Nature itself that the Heavens had withdrawn their support for the regime. The 

Yangzi and Yellow Rivers flooded, drought afflicted the North and famine swept Guangxi in the 

south. The country was stricken with earthquakes and plagues, and the government simply 

couldn’t do anything to deal with amassing vulnerabilities. When administration failed, it 

turned to prayer to restore the fertility of the fields and the vitality of the rivers (Fenby, 2009). 

It didn’t work, but this shows how traditionally the Chinese elite failed to link the amassing 

socioeconomic needs and environmental constraints during times of peace and prosperity with 

the territorial integrity and the political stability of the country in the long-run. Perhaps more 

importantly, it shows the current leadership how politically unwise a reactive stance can be. 

By the end of the XIX century, China was on the brink of environmental disaster due to 

the exhaustion of natural resources. Wood was hard to come by, as well as mineral ores, water 

and arable land (Elvin, 1998:747). When the Western challenge came forth the Qing dynasty 

was in no condition to defend itself, let alone hold its political legitimacy. As in ancient times, 

failure to feed the population and keep the investment in public works led subversive groups 

and rebellions to emerge countrywide, combining religious or ethnic motifs with 

socioeconomic needs and political dissatisfaction with the regime (Fairbank and Reischauer, 

1989; Fenby, 2009). In modern times, several political movements bent on subverting the 

regime would begin to be organized outside the country, most noticeable the Kuomintang in 

the early-republican era and nowadays the East Turkestan Independence Movement and the 

Tibetan government-in-exile, which is deemed as subversive by the CCP.  

For the most part, the CCP itself has been unable to escape the cycle of environmental 

degradation, as we’ve previously tried to demonstrate. After a brief period when there was a 

concern for reforestation programs and less hazardous agricultural practices, extensive 

degradation became once again widespread due to Mao’s vision of development to rapidly 

transform China into a superpower, leading to an indiscriminate mobilization of resources for 

grand schemes and doing nothing to mitigate the heritage of later generations of the political 

elite (Economy, 2004:47).  
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Fortunately, and unlike what happened with previous Chinese regimes, the current 

leadership seems generally concerned with the state of the environment and its impact on 

political stability and has actually taken steps to address environmental issues (Watts, 2010), 

but has to contend with huge cultural and political constraints as well as with its own 

prejudices regarding other organized groups. 

 

2. Social Instability and Subversive Concerns in Modern China 

 

 Social stability is currently a priority of the ruling elite, and rightly so. Mass protests 

have been rising constantly since the turn of the century, from 58,000 in 2003 to 74,000 to 

2004 (Yulin and Peerenboom, 2010:108), a figure that is likely to have doubled in 2010. Even if 

the State’s response is usually militarized — a characteristic that doesn’t depend on the nature 

of the regime, in spite of what human rights activists might imply (HRIC, 2007) — from our 

analysis we’ve reached the conclusion that at the core these threats sprout from nonmilitary 

vulnerabilities, an assessment based on amassed and creeping vulnerabilities that range from 

political exposure due to the weakness of the legal system to cultural constraints that are 

perceived in a particularly acute manner. 

 Social instability is also a matter of geographic space, since these vulnerabilities 

increase as we take our analysis into the interior of China. This is especially relevant for 

matters of National Security because of the strategic importance of the borderlands to the 

Chinese State. The area encompasses roughly 5.4 million km² and is inhabited by nearly 285 

million people, no less than 56 percent of the land mass and approximately 23 percent of the 

total population (Economy, 2004:210). 

While economic reforms transformed the wealth of southern provinces and relived 

millions of poverty, they also led to huge amounts of inequalities between the littoral and the 

mainland, and between urban centers and the countryside. Wrong policies aimed at solving 

these issues by bringing development to the borderlands are constrained by heavy cultural 

tones and militarized responses that have done nothing to quell the suspicion, by ethnic 

minorities, that a plan to subdue them was being set into motion.  

Weaknesses in the legal system make it impossible to provide protection to many 

Chinese citizens against corruption and persecution, leading to disgruntlement against the 

regime even if legal advancements have been spreading countrywide, albeit at a slow pace. 

And the environmental residues of rapid modernization combined with an institutional 

weakness of agencies striving for environmental protection led many in the borderlands to 
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believe they were being made to suffer the excesses of development while southernmost 

provinces reaped the rewards (Watts, 2010). 

 Unlike some analysts (Jacques, 2012), knowing this we cannot rightfully take China’s 

ascension as a superpower for granted. The historical pattern of environmental degradation, 

population growth and economic sustainability seems to have caught the CCP leadership as 

well, which cannot afford to do nothing as this leads to other organized groups to become 

increasingly politicized. In 2003 the NGO Friends of Nature had to dismiss Wang Lixiong, its 

secretary and co-founder, over his public defense of two Tibetans convicted of separatism and 

terrorism that year. But not all NGOs have this sensibility towards the internal political 

environment, and many are beginning to support a change in the regime as a way to achieve 

their specific agendas (Economy, 2004:169).  

This has become possible because of the very opening of the society that the CCP 

endorsed, and because these activists have the profile and skills to organize effectively, such as 

technical know-how, connections within the media, nationwide networks, and the ability to 

challenge central offices and cover political activists. While wary of such organizations, the 

regime tolerates them because they provide an inexpensive mechanism for checking local 

occurrences, but there is an underlying tension that sometimes extrapolates to open conflict 

and crackdowns.  

This will happen more often, as these organizations become more and more 

politicized, meaning that the regime cannot limit itself to a reactive stance, lest the political 

system becomes unable to manage so many inputs, a phenomenon that has happened before 

in Chinese history (Fairbank and Reischauer, 1989; Fenby, 2009), particularly with the Qing 

dynasty and with the Kuomintang that the very CCP tried so hard to subvert. As one Chinese 

scholar put it «the Party knows from its own experience that it is possible to start a mass 

movement capable of overthrowing a government from just a small group of about a dozen 

people (…)» (apud Economy, 2004:133). 

Such committed groups already exist and seek to capitalize with the vulnerabilities 

we’ve previously explored. The China Democratic Party (CDP) is one of them, an organization 

that sought to register as an NGO all the while trying to establish itself as an alternative to the 

CCP. Beijing immediately launched a crackdown and large man-hunting operations, but the 

organization still functions in large-part by resorting to the Internet.  

In 1998, the China Development Union (CDU) tried to merge several disparate groups 

in order to address simultaneously issues such as environmental protection, unemployment 

and democratization. Before being banned, the CDU boasted roughly seven thousand 

members and publicly advertised the creation of a new order. When Peng Ming, the founder, 
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fled to the United States in 2000 he started another organization even more bent on political 

subversion, the China Federation Foundation (CFF), which advocates the use of force to 

overthrow the CCP. Its methods are so extreme that, so far, it hasn’t achieved much success in 

convincing other organizations to the merits of its cause, but its continued existence outside 

the country may prove a rallying platform for disgruntled groups in the long-term. 

 

3. Assessing hypothesis, concluding remarks and brief recommendations 

 

 We believe we’ve reached a point in our investigation in which we can finally proceed 

to confirm or reject our sub-hypothesis, which were: 

 

 1. Regarding the relationship between the State and the Individual, there is Political 

Security in the PRC; 

 2. Regarding the relationship between the State and the Individual, there is Food 

Security in the PRC; 

 3. Regarding the relationship between the State and the Individual, there is Societal 

Security in the PRC; 

 4. Regarding the relationship between the State and the Individual, there is 

Environmental Security in the PRC. 

 

 In order to do this we’ve chosen to construct a matrix that will not only allow us to 

answer these sub-hypothesis but also to make a brief summary of the proofs that led us to 

such conclusions and to assess the risks the vulnerabilities we have studied present to the 

Chinese State and, on lower levels, to the legitimacy of the party and to the social stability of 

the regime. 

We must not read the preceding matrix in a stagnant manner, as vulnerabilities can 

overspill into different fields of security, a characteristic that is especially true with 

Environmental Security and that helps explain how it presents such a relatively low risk 

assessment. Its most creeping vulnerabilities affect Food Security and even Societal Security by 

harming the primary sector while doing nothing to mitigate the perception by the affected 

ethnic minorities that they are being forced to deal with the hazards of development while the 

Han reap the rewards. 

Likewise, the inefficacy of the Law and the corruption of local courts and officials, 

especially in the interior, overspills into the incapacity of EPBs to prosecute enterprises that 
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infract national regulations and also reduces the ability of ethnic minorities to have their 

voices heard in a relatively “stable” environment. 

 

Figure 2. Sub-Hypothesis Evaluation and Risk Assessment in the Short-term (2012-2022) 

Sub-Hypothesis Political 
Security 

Food Security Societal Security Environmental 
Security 

Answer Rejected Confirmed Rejected Rejected 

Evidence 
(Summary) 

Irregularities 
between national 
and local norms 
and regulations; 
Higher levels of 
politicization lead 
to judicial 
interference; 
Local Courts 
depend on Local 
and Regional 
Governments for 
funding; 
Unconstitutional 
Practices by 
Agents; High 
levels of 
Corruption; Law 
lacks Independent 
force; Inexistence 
of a Juridical 
Definition of 
“Subversion”; 
Vulnerabilities 
vary spatially and 
according to case 
politicization 

High levels of 
caloric intake 
even by 
international 
standards; 
Agricultural 
Output 
constrained by 
receding arable 
land, water 
supplies and 
environmental 
vulnerabilities; 
Securitization of 
Foodgrain 
Autonomy 
achieved, but 
unsustainable in 
the long-term; 
Population 
growth is a 
constraint on 
environmental 
security and food 
security 

High strategic 
importance of the 
borderlands; 
Minorities 
perceive 
centralization to 
be an existential 
threat; Residues 
of development 
enhance social 
and ethnic 
cleavages; 
Political Insecurity 
enhances ethnic 
disgruntlement; 
Militarized 
responses lead to 
increasingly 
violent reactions; 
Inexistence of a 
Juridical Definition 
of “Discrimination” 

Soil Erosion, 
Deforestation and 
receding Arable 
Land that 
threatens Food 
Security and leads 
to mass migration 
with huge social 
costs; Progressive 
degradation of 
Water Resources, 
hampering the 
primary and 
secondary 
sectors; Scarce 
potable water, 
leads to social 
tension in urban 
centers and 
between 
provinces; Floods 
and droughts with 
huge material and 
human costs; 
EPBs depend on 
local governments 
for funding; 
Regional tension 
over Chinese 
hydraulic projects 

Risk Assessment     
Low     

To Social Stability     
To the Party 

Legitimacy and 
Political Stability 

    

To State Security     
Source: Author’s Scheme, from a wide range of open sources, readings and personal views. 

 

China should thus avoid simple-minded responses that are usually built around 

militarized and clearly inefficient mindsets. Otherwise, the short-term costs of wrong policies 

will be a dangerous erosion of the political legitimacy of the party.  
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Most of the leadership under Hu Jintao acknowledged this, a fact that can be seen by a 

growing number of political statements from key decision centers such as Beijing or Shanghai 

that the rule of law must be a priority (Henderson, 2010:24), a consideration with which we 

agree due to its capacity to defuse social tensions by addressing daily governance and the 

residues of development, thus buying the party some time to address other vulnerabilities. It 

also helps address China’s external credibility. But the clock is ticking. 

 The PRC is still a country in transition, in spite of being the world’s second major 

economy. The CCP has made progress in institutionalizing the political power of the State by 

allowing different policy views to emerge within the party while increasingly relying on State 

organs for policy making and policy implementation, such as the NPC and the SPC. 

Revolutionary fervor and diktats have been, in large part, substituted by a methodological 

approach to development issues, even if they persist in speeches and some slogans. The 

improvements in the judiciary and its mandate are proof that the CCP is concerned with 

creating a qualified civil service and bureaucracy that can nowadays even challenge 

governmental directives in some parts of the country. 

 Despite these achievements, western observers should realize that progress can only 

be slow in a country with the geographic dimension and intrinsic characteristics such as China. 

This is not an apologist stance, but rather an acknowledgement of logistical, historical and 

cultural constraints, that in our view have little if anything to do with the nature of the regime. 

Some of these constraints are related to the apprehension with which the CCP regards 

politicized issues, ether those related with Political Security or those that fall into Societal and 

Environmental concerns. However, the leadership must not allow its fears of social and 

political instability to force it into a reactive and sometimes paranoid stance. As we’ve seen in 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4, militarized and ideological responses not only do not solve the problems 

they seek to address, but they can also enhance pre-existing vulnerabilities or even create new 

ones.  

 Regarding Political Security, we recommend that the CCP and the central government 

should (1) enhance the meritocracy of judges while providing them with continuous               

on-the-job-training (Peerenboom, 2010a:93), a fact that is especially true in local courts in the 

interior where judges, due to their lack of legal know-how, are generally seen in derogative 

terms; (2) centralization of public funding to local courts through the Ministry of Finance and 

the SPC in order to break the link of dependence towards local and provincial governments; (3) 

reevaluate the income of judges and police officers, especially in the interior, in which their 

low wages increase the probability of corruption; (4) ensure that judges’ verdicts in politicized 

cases are not constrained by sources of interference, especially external and non-systemic, and 
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that judges are not penalized over  law-abiding decisions, thus enhancing the independent 

force of the Law; (5) eliminate or at least curtail the role of adjudicative committees, that 

separate the judges that hear the case from those that pass the verdict, prioritizing high level 

courts and then lower level courts; (6) proceed with the institutionalization of political power 

that began with the second generation leadership (Romana, 2005), in order to specifically 

define the role of internal and systemic sources of interference; (7) reduce the supervision of 

the procuracy of courts’ activities while enhancing the accessibility of the media to information 

all the while pursuing the professionalization of journalists and issuing standards to curtail the 

manipulation of the media by parties involved in serious disputes; (8) pursue an agenda of Law 

hierarchization by enhancing the scope of judicial review and by allowing courts to annul lower 

level legislation inconsistent with higher level norms, which must be made more precise and 

objective; and (9) issue a clear and precise juridical definition of “subversion” that will outline a 

threshold of security bellow which a case can be clearly deemed politicized and thus subject to 

specific procedures, and above which the citizens can feel free from the depredations of 

external or internal interference and the leadership can finally be free of security paranoia, 

reducing the tension in social and political dynamics and thus allowing greater autonomy and 

legitimacy to courts, without which they can’t fulfill their mandates. This is also important to 

solve several societal vulnerabilities. 

 Regarding Food Security, the CCP and the central government should: (1) review their 

security policy of 95% autonomy in foodgrain production, to remove the constraints on the 

specialization of the primary sector while mitigating the pressure on arable land63; (2) abandon 

mass land reclamation projects, that have a huge toll on the availability of arable land in the 

long-term; (3) pursue a policy of efficiency by abandoning the intensive use of land plots and 

water resources, giving technical assistance and/or formation to farmers on what to produce, 

where and how, all the while facilitating the investment in machinery and better production 

methods with a more flexible lending policy; (4) develop further the legal protection of 

individual farmers regarding their land leases, a policy that must be complemented with an 

enhancement of Political Security. Land-grabs erode the confidence on the regime, are a major 

source of social friction in China, and put pressure on the availability of arable land. The CCP 

won the revolution in no small part by giving property rights to the farmers in the countryside; 

(5) give material incentives to farmers that produce in quality rather than quantity, helping to 

reduce the abuses in chemical fertilizers and inefficient methods of production. Farmers that 

                                                           
63

 As we’ve seen in Chapter 3, specialization of the primary sector historically leads to an overall growth 
of agricultural output, even in foodgrains. Thus we believe this policy is not counterproductive for the 
aspirations of the regime regarding foodgrains production. 
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produce hazardous goods should be materially and legally penalized, a policy mindset that is 

already in motion (OECD, 2005); (6) prepare the world markets for the greater dependency of 

China regarding the international food system in order to mitigate price surges in foodgrains, 

as has happened in 2008 and 2011. As the primary sector becomes more efficient and the 

population growth stagnates or even recedes — presumably by the middle of the XXI century 

— this dependency will decrease.  

Regarding Societal Security, the CCP and the central government should: (1) create a 

precise juridical definition of “discrimination” without which no investment in the 

requalification and socioeconomic integration of ethnic minorities can succeed, while allowing 

ethnic minorities to defend their rights in courts rather than doing it on the streets, thus 

helping to alleviate ethnic tension. This must be combined with policies that enhance Political 

Security; (2) expansion of job opportunities for locals that will help to relieve poverty and 

mitigate the effects of Han migration; (3) introduction of demographic policies to lower the 

birth rate in the IMAR, XUAR and TAR, reducing the toll of intensive agriculture in small plots of 

land and grasslands, and helping to mitigate the human print on the local environment that 

many within these minorities see as part of their culture; (4) pursue the agenda of 

centralization of education for minorities while providing alternative spheres of cultural, 

religious and linguistic expression free from governmental control; (5) change the tone of 

ethnic policy from messianic and militaristic to a comprehensive tenor in order to ameliorate 

local relations between the Han and disgruntled minorities; (6) stop antagonizing religious 

minorities through “patriotic education campaigns”, a fact that is especially true in the TAR 

and has achieved nothing but highly counterproductive results; (7) reassess the risks presented 

by internally and externally organized groups that seek to represent ethnic minorities, 

separating those that are willing to compromise from those that seek to subvert the central 

government. This must be complemented with policies that address Political Security, namely 

point 9; (8) ameliorate the ethnic representativeness of local minorities in the State apparatus, 

from higher to lower levels. We do not believe in “mirrored representation”, but we consider 

that it helps reduce the belief, by ethnic minorities, that they are being ruled by foreigners. 

Regarding Environmental Security, the CCP and the central government should: (1) 

reinforce the role of environmental protection agencies in policy making both inside the party 

and the State apparatus; (2) abandon the “campaign mentality” that usually characterizes 

China’s response to environmental vulnerabilities, focusing instead on case-specific 

approaches with scientific methodologies; (3) pursue the institutional separation of EPBs from 

local governmental rural and/or urban departments; (4) centralize the funding of local EPBs, in 

line with what happened with NEPA when it was still the Environmental Protection 
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Commission. Point 3 and 4 seek to address the personal and financial dependency of EPBs 

towards local governments and must be complemented with policies that enhance Political 

Security, namely the authority of local courts and their independence from external sources of 

interference; (5) issue clear guidelines regarding the tension between economic growth and 

environmental protection. Most provincial governments hide behind economic growth 

requirements to delay the transition to less-polluting activities; (6) give material incentives to 

private and public enterprises that seek more efficient and less-polluting methods of 

production, while criminally prosecuting those that ignore national regulations. Companies 

that prefer to pay the fine rather than make a transition show how mildly many economic 

agents see the importance of reform; (7) implement and reinforce nationwide China’s 

environmental regulations and standards in order to address the dislocation of polluting 

companies to the interior. While this drives local economic growth, it also fuels Societal 

Insecurity and ethnic displacement, being a cheap and costly answer to development of the 

borderlands in the long-run; (8) acknowledge and facilitate the work of environmental NGOs 

who seek to address environmental vulnerabilities and assist local EPBs rather than subvert 

the regime. While politically wise in the short-term, the CCP and the central government 

should focus more on ensuring that NGOs are careful not to harbor subversive individuals 

rather than curtailing the emergence of new NGOs altogether, many of which are apolitical. 

This needs to be complemented with policies that address Political Security, namely point 9. 

China’s new leadership, headed by Xi Jiping and Li Keqiang, inherited a country that is 

richer and more powerful internationally than nearly four decades ago, when Mao Zedong first 

dreamt of creating a superpower. But they must be careful not to overlook internal 

contradictions. Sun Tzu implicitly tells us that wars can be lost more easily in the rear than on 

the frontlines of the battle, and there are plenty of Chinese writers, philosophers and 

politicians that realized, throughout the country’s history, that while one may conquer a 

country on horseback, one cannot rule it on horseback. China’s ascension into the status of a 

superpower should not be measured in the modernization of its military alone, but also on the 

cohesion of the country.  

Our objective throughout this thesis was also to show that Human Security is able to 

develop an approach to address that, showing how stability and security can be achieved 

through un-militarized responses or, lacking that, how militarized responses can force the 

leadership into a reactive and paranoid stance regarding society’s vulnerabilities. We also 

sought to break away from ideologist stances that sometimes are the hallmark of Human 

Security studies by focusing on problems that lead to internal displacement and instability that 

can erode the legitimacy of the regime, regardless of its nature.  
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By doing so, we also hoped to separate Human Security from Human Development and 

State Transition studies, all the while breaking with what we believe is a counterproductive 

rivalry with Traditional Security perspectives. Our Human Security analysis sought to collect 

data that would allow us to define minimum thresholds of security above which the regime 

and the citizens can interact in a stable political climate and bellow which militarized responses 

can be complemented, if not replaced, by effective un-militarized procedures that seek to 

address specific vulnerabilities rather than deal with more general questions such as 

Democracy or Human Rights. While ambitious and probably controversial, we hope this 

perspective will be more effective than the alternative when it comes to protecting and 

improving human lives all the while ensuring the security of the State. 

This is because, like in War, there is an Art to Security; with the 2012 leadership 

transition, the time has come for the Chinese elite to realize just that. 
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